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PRE-RETIREMENT EXPECTANCY AND RETIREMENT REALITY'
AS FACTORS IN THE ADJUSTMENT OF

OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTEENT OLDER EMPLOYEES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

The basic goal of counseling is to assist the individual to

adjust in the best possible way to himself and to his society. To

serve the needs of differing groups in our society, specific areas

have been named as fields of specialisation for counselors. These

areas include such specialties as industrial counseling, vocational

counseling, personal counseling, and educational counseling.

Counseling for the aged is a logical outcome of this effort

to serve the needs of all of the people. For a number of reasons,

this phase of counseling is only now becoming important enough to

receive noticeable attention. ,First, our population is aging. In

the last fifty years, the total population of the United States

has doubled, whereas the population over sixty-five years of age

has quadrupled. In 1900 the proportion of individuals past sixty-

five years of age in our total population was one in twenty-five.

Today the proportion is about one in twelve and promises to increase

(132, p.4). Second, there has been a rapid increase in the number

and extant of coverage of private and public pension systems, many

of them providing for compulsory retirement at specified ages.

Today more than eighty per cent of all paid employees in the United

States are under some plan for old -ego protection (132,p.23).



A th....14. factor, which may become increasingly significant, is the

growing attention of the medical profession to the problem of

lengthening the life span. If imminent knowledge of prevention and

arrest of arteriosclerosis (4) should materialize, the number of

individuals in the over -sixty -five age group would incre.se con-

siderably If the advance in knowledge concerning heart diseases

should produce preventative techniques of great consequence, the

current predictions concerning life expectancy would need drastic

revision. Related to medical knowledge also is the fourth impor-

tant factor in the current situation which demands the attention

of counselors. Those who do reach the age of sixty are apt to be

in better health than were their predecessors at that age and hence

more active mentally and physically (20, P.27,30). A fth factor

intensifying the need for research in the field of counseling for

older adults is the change from rural to urban society (19, p.106).

Greatly increased numbers of older people who are in good health

and who have well developed social and psychological needs now find

themselves in a rapidly urbanizing society with decreasing oppor-

tunity for fulfillment of those needs (134, p. 58). Finally, ger..

ontologists recognise that there is a paucity of information con

corning the adjustment patterns and needs of older adults in the

United States (67, p. 32)

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

This study has been set up to contribute some knowledge with

which to counsel more effectively the growing numbers of people past
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sixty years of age in our popultion. T.e priEiary purpose of this

study is to supply accurate information in an are of adjustment

in of age, liaitod to asertaining:

1. What do certain groeps of older adults expect to do
in their retirement years and how do they feel about
these plane?

2. that are the activity patterns of comlarable groups
of older people who have retired and how do they feel
about their achievements?

3. Is there an important difference between what these
comparable groups expect of retirement years and the
reality of their retirement?

4. What personal and social resources does the indi
vidual have to aid his adjustment in his retired years;
to What extent will he need counseling?

sTAT11 or il&AlmrTioNS

The writer aseumes, in this study, certain basic princi -

1. That a great difference between that a person expects
to do and what he is able to achieve may lead to an
emotional disturbance.

2. That if it were made known to the retiring individual
what reality he could justifiably expect, that he could
adjust better to the real situation when he meets it.

3. That the better adjustment of older adults is impor-
tant to the effective functioning of modern society.

4. That the older adult is capable of learning.

5. That the chosen population is enough similar to the
general population to make it reasonably possible to
apply the findings of this study to old people Isenerally,
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DESIGN OF STUDY

To discover the answers to the above questions the author

has interviewed individuals whose names were drawn from the lists

of names furnished by the Oregon State Highway Department. Thirty

names were drawn to sample the employees who would be retired with-

in the next five years; thirty more names were drawn to represent

those who had retired within the last five years. A random nub.

ber table (33, p. 350-359) was used to determine which names to

draw, The schedule provided for the recording of both quantita-

tive and qualitative material. Complete details of the procedures

are given in Chapter III.

STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS

This study proceeds with the hypothesis that there is con-

siderable difference between what the pre-retired employees of the

Oregon State Highway Department expect for their retirement years

and what the retired employees are able to achieve, and that this

difference is likely to make adjustment to the retirement years

more difficult.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED 3 TUDI3 IN ADJUST! r1T OF THE AGED

There have been many approaches to the study of the adjust.

wont of the aged. Several of factors have been studied, different

populations have been selected for attention, and many methods of

research have been used.

VARIETY OF FACTORS STUDIED

Special attention was first given by the investigators to

the economic adjustment of old people on relief (18, 36, 59, 39,

97). The reports of these studies indicated that the amounts of

relief benefits were usually inadequate. Old age to most of these

beneficiaries was a dreaded and unhappy period from which death

was a relief. Their families, too, were unhappy and resentful

about the condition of their aged parents.

The first retirement plans provided pensions that were

usually too small and inadequate to meet the economic needs of the

retirement beneficiaries (21, 60, 111, 128). There was found, how.

ever, gore satisfaction in the receipt of benefits from retirement

plans than from public assistance sources. The recipients made

sharp distinctions between benefits from social security and those

from Old Age Assistance plans. Fewer characteristics of withdrawal

and more evidences of self respect were found with retirement bensw

ficiaries than with relief beneficiaries.
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Results of studies (12, 100, 101) comparing the happiness

of old people living in domiciliary institutions with that of old

people living in their own homes or with other families, show that

without a well-planned activity program within the institution the

residents of the institutions tended to be less happy than those

old people who were able to maintain their own living units. In

New York City noth private and public programs are offering special

housekeeping and nursing services to some old people which enable

them to stay in their own homes longer than they could without such

help.

Results of the studies of the economic needs of the aged

showed (23, 97, 59) that economic security is not the only factor

in the happiness of old age. Other factors needed to be investis-

gated. Inventories of activities, interests, and attitudes were

made to discover relationships between these factors and adequate

adjustment in old age. Such factors as length of residence,

access to social contacts, health, education, and religion were

tested for their effects on the personal adjustment of old people.

Havighurst stated that older people nhave to meet more and

a wider variety of crises than do middle-aged people" (55, p. 300).

The old person must be a .learnigg. individual in order to meet his

needs, for the circumstances of his living usually change greatly,

sometimes abruptly. His children leave home, he loses his Ordeal

attractiveness, his friends die or move away, he retires from a

job that has given him social status as well as economic support,



his health begins to wane, and other people begin to let knew

that he is old. A person must learn how to handle these changing

circumstances if he i5 to be happy in old age. Until recently the

majority of communities have been organized to meet the needs of

young and middle-aged adults but they have made few plans to meet

the needs of older adults. The fact that delegates from fifty

three nations have met in two International Gerontological Con-

greases is evidence that throughout the world action is being

taken in behalf of older people.

Although evidence so far gathered is inconclusive and there

are many individual exceptions studies indicate that certain fac-

tors poem to make for happiness in old age. Many of the factors

contribute to each other as they contribute to the happiness of

the individual. Good health is the basis for maintenance of

independent living, continued employment, and other absorbing

and useful activities each as painting, ceramics, square dancing,

and wood working. Continued employment furnishes needed income

and maintains social status and friendly contacts. There is some

reason to think that employment may contribute to good health.

Some reports show church attendance to be important (72, 26, 93,

99); other reports Show it to be unimportant (28, 39, 89). A

feeling of usefUlness is important to individuals of all ages.

The old person who is changing his role in the community sometimes

finds this feeling of usefulness difficult to maintain. Mainten

ance of social contacts seems to be an important factor in the
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happiness of old people. Most studies indicate hat reasonable

health, economic security, a continued feeling of usefulness, social

contacts, and independent living are the most important factors in

the happiness of aged individuals.

While investigators were establishing the factors that accom .

pany happiness in old age, they discovered that certain factors

needed to be analyzed in more detail. Great emphasis is now being

placed on the meaning of work (14, 42. 51, 61). Preliminary reports

indicate that work which has been only a means of making a living

is easier to give up for retirement with a pension than is work

which has been an absorbing activitys, Work which has had great

prestige value is more difficult to retire from than is work with

only economic value.

DIFFERENT POPULATIONS SELECTED

Investigations of the influence of theoe various factors on

the adjustments of the aged have been concerned with different

types of populations, such as dependent old, retired old, indepen-

dent old, and clinically selected old. APPENDIX XXII shows in

summary: twenty-four studies concerned with dependent old; twenty.

four with retired or retiring old; fifty.four with independent

old; and eight with the clinically selected old. Samples taken

from populations such as most of these did not represent all old

people. When investigators began to:study adjustment of the aging,

lists of names of aged individuals were difficult to find. Some
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records of relief beneficiaries were made available for research

on the adjustment of the dependent old. With the increase in num-

bers of retirement systems and the consequent lists of retired or

retiring individuals, investigators found readily available lists

of names of retired old. The studies of relief beneficiaries and

those of retirement pensionnaires, however, were still confined to

selected sections of the total aged population. Any conclusions

made from the data gathered from these limited populations were

open to question if they were applied generally.

Investigators have made some comparisons between patterns

of adjustment of aged individuals in different types of aged pope..

lations. Some comparions were made between the dependent old and

the independent old, some between representatives of different

class levels, and some between members of different occupational

levels.

On the basis of a clinical study (1l), Fried reported six

times as many inactive old among the dependent lower-class retirees

as among the independent middle-class retirees. There were three

times as many inactive old among the dependent lower-class retirees

than among the independent upper-class retirees. She reported that

unwanted or unexpected retirement is more difficult for members of

all classes to accept than is voluntary or anticipated retirement.

Freed reported that only twenty-one per cent of the lowerclass

retirees have any interests outside of their trades, whereas

Remmlein (104) reported that almost all of the retired teachers
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that she studied, usually considered middleclass or above, had

several interests outside of their profession. Granick (46)

reported that in a middle-class Florida retirement community sixty*

five per cent of the retired persons interviewed do not want to

work. In contrast, Fried (41) reported that among the inactive

lower-class retired, including dependents, there is an obsession

to work. She believed that this obsession to work is found more

often among old people who have not been successful in younger

years. Domestic servants, housewives, and unskilled laborers enjoy

retirement, for they are exhausted from a lifetime of strenuous

work

Gardner (44) compared the middle-class independent old that

she studied with the lower-class dependent old studied by Brunet

(18). Middle -class independent old were reported as being in better

health, happier, more self-supporting, more active, and as having

greater family satisfactions than were the lower-class dependent

old.

Havighurst (55) concluded that the middle-class old tend to

remain active whereas the lower class old tend to "grow old grace.-

fully in a rocking chair." All classes of old people show aAe-

cline in activity with increasing years.

Mcitainls report (88) of a California retirement community

indicated that in the community studied there was no significant

difference between the amount of social participation of relief



beneficiaries and of other old people.

Landis (72) found that the dependent old were in poorer

health, and had less satisfactory relationships with their children

than the independent old. The dependent old were less critical of

the younger generation than were the independent old. The fact

that they were less critical seemed to contribute to their happiness.

Moore (91, 92, 93) found that industrial retirees are less

resistant to inactivity than are retired ministers or professors,

Good health is not as important to ministers as is the loss of

status. Hunting and fishing as activities are more important to

industrial retirees than they are to professional retirees; read-

ing is important to the older professional people. Voluntary

retirement is importzait to retired industrial workers; eagerness

for retirement is important to retired professors.

The reports from these studies on the adjustment of the aged

seem to indicate that although economic security is important to

happiness in old age, the source of the security is also important.

Self-support is more acceptable than support from welfare funds,

Prestige is essential to aged members of all classes but is gained

in various ways. Lower-class aged tend to gain prestige most often

from gainful employment. Older people from the middle and upper

classes are able to gain prestige from other activities, Hobbies

and interests are important to old people of all classes, but take

different forms. It seems to be easier for the middle and upper-class



aged to maintain activities and interests than it is for lower -

class aged or dependent old.

The foregoing conclusions were made on the basis of study-

ing specific groups of aging. To test various hypotheses concern-

ing old people in general in their adjustment to old ago, investi-

gators must use samples of the aged population drawn so as to be

more representative of the total aged. populations than the previous

selected groups. Separate comparable studies combined for compari-

eon and conclusions would give similar results. Recent studies

have developed sampling techniques which result in samples

representative of the general aged population or of populations

with known biases (64, p. 73-75). The results of these studies

are yet unknown,

DIFFERENT METRCDS USED

The methods used for research in adjustment of the aged are

still in the exploratory stage. Many differences are found in the

techniques used for getting lists of names, in the manner of draw-

ing samples to be studied, and in the methods of gathering the data.

Considerable ingenuity has been displayed in the acquiring

of names of older people toward whom research could be directed

(APPENDIX XXII). Where public assistance records were accessible,

the names of the dependent old could be found. Where retirement

or employment records were made available, the pension beneficiaries

could be studied. There still remained many old people not repre-

sented on such lists. In England, ration lists for the total



population are available for study. The names, addresses, and ages

of the individuals are recorded on these lists. Thus, a total

population of old people in a specific area of England can be known

(98, 112).

Using the World War II sugar ration records in a smell kid..

western community in the United States, Havighurat (56) was able

to accomplish results similar to those of the English studies.

Landis (72) used the poll tax records as the source of his names.

The usefulness of Landis' technique is limited by its selectivity

and by the fact that few places have poll tax records. Studies

based on church membership, school records, residents of instia.

tutions, and "those known to be old" are useful in limited areas

The studies based on the social security records will be inereeses

ingly representative of the total population of the United States

as more and more of United States population is covered by Old Age

and Survivors Insurance. Old Age and Survivors Insurance files

are now open only to employees of the Social Security Administration.

Recently officials of that group made a public statement (133,p.77.78)

that they would attempt to open these files to accredited investi

gators soon. Consultants from the United States Bureau of the

Census reported at the same conference that their services are

available at cost for the furnishing of certain data concerning

specific geographical areas. These services may later include

lists of names of individuals with designated qualities, such 4S
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age. When accurate lists of names of all old people are available,

investigators will not be forced to accept unrepresentative popu

lations of older people as the sources of samples to be studied.

In almost half of the studies reported (APPEI.DIX XXII), the

investigators chose to direct their researches to the total chosen

population. , investigator studying the retired teachers of

Indiana, for instance, would mail his questionnaires to all of the

retired teachers of Indiana (21). Actually, although these research

workers attempted to investigate the total chosen population, many

were forced to use the unrepresentative samples resulting from

incomplete returns to the questionnaires. The double sampling

method can be used to correct to some degree the bias caused by non.

response. When this method is used, a random sample of non

respondents is personally interviewed to determine the character..

istics of the nonresponding portion of those receiving question

naires.

To determine characteristics of larger populations by study

ing smaller samples, investigators have begun to concern themselves

with random sam-aes area samples (sometimes called survey samples),

and representative samples. Various degrees of refinement of these

sampling techniques have been obtained (64, p. 73-75 and 91-93)

(55). In the English studies, the investigators had the opportunity

to choose names by random number but chose instead to take the name

from every thirtieth card in the files of the food records. Without
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the help of current census data, the survey sampling technique is

the usual available method in the United 3tates.

Many problems of sampling have shown up in the study of

aging that are not inherent in the study of younger age groups

(64, p. 81-82). Old people are more difficult to contact than

are schoolage persons in the classroom. They are also less

accustomed to taking written tests than are the younger people.

Much skilled thinking is being employed in the solution of these

sampling problems (64). There will probably develop in the near

future, channels through which individual investigators can work

to make their separate studies contribute to an inter rated body

of knowledge based on comparable research techniques (640.69-70).

A summary of the instruments used in gathering data

(APPENDIX XXII) shows that about half of the reports of studies

are based on material gained by interview. Few investigators in

recent years depend entirely on the results of responses to

questionnaires W:Tii;NDIX Although there is as yet no

claim that instruments have been adequately standardized for the

measurement of the adjustment of the older age groups (640.81),

investigators are moving in that direction. Cooperative efforts

are needed to attain scientific goals (64, p.72).

The current users of clinical material and of case study

records make no claim of being able to generalize for the total

aged population from their limited and selected samples (121,p.48).
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The purpose of the studies based on clinical and case-study mater-

ial is to contribute to our knowledge of individual patterns of

success or failure of adjustment in old age that will assist in

the evaluation of other individual patterns of old age adjustment

(102, p. 168-175). This type of study may well prove useful to

the counselor confronted with a client whose life factors do not

fit into the general adjustment pattern but who must be assisted

to greater adjustment.

The problem of creating an instrument to assess"adjustment"

has been difficult. The subjective judgment of the investigator

was used in some studies as the criterion of adjustment (39, 97).

In other studies certain answers to arbitrarily selected questions

were labeled as adjustment (72, 99, 92) . Clinical studies

assessed adjustment in terms of attitudes revealed during the

interviews (30, 41, 35, 89). Investigators at the University of

Chicago have attempted to establish an objective measure of adjust-

ment of the aged by the development of "The Attitudes Inventory"

from which the investigator would derive an adjustment score.

Examination of the deveiopment of the inventory leads the writer

to wonder if a much less arbitrary measurement results from the use

of such an instrument than from the use of less "objective" methods.

The material in APPENDIXAIV enables the reader to follow

the development of trends in studies of adjustment of the aged.

This summary shows the shift in emphasis on the factors involved

in adjustment of the aged, the changes in the types of groups
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studied, and the difference in sampling techniques and data-

gathering methods. There has been a rapid increase in the number

and distribution of studies. The sponsorship of studies on the

aging has been assumed by a variety of organizations including

universitites and college, state-supported cor,JTIittees, industrial

organizations, and private foundations.

SPECIFIC COliPkid3046 RETWEEE PRE-RITIRED AND RETIRED

Studies on the adjustment of the aged indicate that many

factors contribute to the happiness of older people* These studies

have investigated such factors as income, employment, religion,

community activities, conditions of residence, and health. The

intent of this study is to investigate the effect of two factors

on the adjustment of older adults, the factors of pre-retirement

expectancy and retirement reality.

Only two other studies have been made that compare the

expectancy of pre-retirees with the achievement of the retired. In

September 1952 at the Gerontological Society meeting in Washington

D.C., Britton reported his study (17) of retired and nonretired

groups of male college alumni. Early in 1953 Halite study (49)

of executives in retirement was published.

Britton reported replies from 627 individuals, 217 retired

and 410 nonretired. He gathered his data by mailing questionnaires

to all college alumni of an Eastern land-grant college. The abstract

of his study in the Journal of Gerontology (17) reports a return

of 361 responses from 1757 mailed questionnaires (20.6%). The
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mimeographed summary of the report at Washington shows data from

627 individuals. No explanation of this discrepancy is known.

Because the Washington report is more detailed than the abstract,

the writer will rely on the mimeographed material handed out at

the meeting.

Britton found that sixty-eight per cent of the retired

alumni are not working; ten percent are working full time; twenty.

one per cent are working part time. Sixty-seven per cent are not

interested in working; eighteen per cent are physically unable;

only three per cent are unable to secure any position*

Britton found that thirty-nine per cent of the nonretired

have thought a great deal about retirement. Seventy-two per cent

are making financial savings; fourteen per cent are planning a new

business or practice; forty-seven per cent are working on activities

that they can continue into their retirement years.

Significantly fewer of the nonretired believed there should

be a set retirement age. Almost the name percentage (about seventy

per cent) of each group believe there should be a reduced work

load accompanied by a correspondingly reduced income. Somewhat

more than eighty per cent believe in a flexible retirement plan

with periodic medical and psychological examinations to determine

whether or not the individual should be retired.

Significantly more of the retired miss their friends on the

Job than do the nonretired expect to miss them. Significantly more

of the nonretired are concerned about missing their income than the
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retired reported having missed it, Significantly more of the non.

retired think they will miss the self-respect gained from the job

than the retired reported that they do miss the self-respect se

gained.

Only nine per cent of the nonretired would choose to "quit

work at sixty-five even with a small income"; eighteen per cent of

the retired would choose to quit. Fifty-nine per cent of the non-

retired would continue to work full time after retirement age if

they had a choice; forty -five per cent of the retired would choose

to work full time. Sixty-three per cent of the nonretired and

fifty-two per cent of the retired reported that they would choose

to work part time in their own field after the age of sixty-five,

These differences were reported as significant in Britton's study.

Britton's report shows that twenty-three per cent of the

nonretired and forty-two per cent of the retired believe that a

person should retire at sixty-five years of age. ;:.bout half of

each group believe that an individual should retire when he is no

longer able to do the job. Sixty -five per cent of the nonretired

and fifty-six per cent of the retired indicate that a person should

quit work when his health suffers by working. About half of each

group believe a person should quit when he has some useful activity

to take the place of work. The differences shown hers were reported

as significant. Almost ninety per cent of each group studied by

Britton believe that there should be a placement bureau to help

retired persons obtain other kinds of employment.
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Some significant differences are shown in attitudes toward

retirement. Thirty-two per cent of the nonretired and forty-two

per cent of tfle retired think that retirement is a welcome relief

from resronsibilities and obligations of younger days. Thirty-

eight per cent of the nonretired and forty-five per cent of the

retired consider retireffent as a reward for a lifetime of work.

Forty-eight per cent of the nonretired but only sixteen per cent

of the retired lelieve that retirement is only for those who are

physically unfit for their jobs. Thirty per cent of the nonretired

and thirty-eight per cent of the retired believe that retirement

gives younger men a chance to get jobs. Twenty per cent of the non .

retired and twelve per cent of the retired think that retirement

takes the meaning out of life. Twenty-one per cent of the nonretired

and thirty-two per cent of the retired think that retirement is a

well-earned rest. Thirty one per cent of the nonretired but only

thirteen per cent of the retired believe that retirement is the worst

thing that can happen to a person. It is the opinion of the writer

that these reportedly significant differences in attitudes may be

real differences, but there is some reason to suspect they may be

rationalizations to protect the individual's self-concept. Seventy.

five per cent of the retired believe they are still making a signifi-

cant contribution to society,

Hall's study comparing pre-retirees with retirees was upon.

sored by the Division of Research of the Graduate.School of Business

at Harvard University. Hall bases his conclusions on data gathered
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in an interview study of 425 executives in the United States (49).

Out of an estimated 585,000 active executives in the United States

(49, p.4), Hall interviewed 300. The remaining 125 individuals

interviewed were retired executives or their acquaintances. Hall

makes no claim to statistical precision in his report. Opinions

formed in the interviews are used as the bases for many conclusions.

Hall concludes that younger men look forward with pleasure

to retirement whereas older men approaching retirement age gen-

erally dislike the idea of retirement. This dislike coupled with

no activity program results in "let-down in handling of jobs."

The retired persons interviewed reported that they have discovered

"the difficulties of adjustment were different from what they had

anticipated" (49, p. 7). Adequate activity programs, especially

varied ones, assist in adjustment to retirement.

Hall believes that retirements are satisfactory or unsatis-

factory depending on the adequacy of retirement preparation either

of financial preparation or of activity programs. Most of these

persons studied have some financial security whether or not it was

planned for retirement. The driving work of active executives tends

to interfere with adeauate preparation as to activities.

Hall emphasizes the importance of team work between the man

and his wife in planning for retirement. If a change of residence

is considered, a try-out period is recommended. He states that

executives often seem unable to initiate thought about preparation
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for retirement. Some keep thinking they will be retained on their

jobs,

The analysis of the difference between anticipation and

realization shows that there is a discrepancy between the numbers

of active executives who want to continue their work past retire-

ment age and the numbers of those who will get a chance to continue

their work past that age. The executives who would like to stay

on are afraid of the loss of prestige that may come with retirement.

They look with disfavor on "retirement from" and have no concept

of "retirement to."

Hall's study indicates that "retired executives are happiest

when they are actively engaged in worthwhile activities that con-

tribute to economic and social well-being, especially in the ear-

lier years of retirement before infirmities interfere The con-

tributions that c.n be made are likely to become increasingly

large" (49, p. 280).

Hall stresses the fact that each member of management has

a responsibility to plan his own retirement program and to stimulate

thinking about retirement on the part of others. The fulfillment

of this responsibility will enrich society, increase the satisfac-

tions of other executive retirements and add greatly to his own

personal happiness.

Both the Britton study and the Hall study were made on exclu-

sive populations. Britton reported that a check on the represen-

tativeness of his sample gave him confidence that the twenty per
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cent return of responses from the mailed questionnaire was repre-

sentative of the total college alumni population chosen. Hall

made no pretense that his sample of 300 individuals is statistically

representative of the 585,000 active executives in the United States.

The writer's study is based on a true random sample of a

group of employees representing many occupational levels. Contacts

were made with all of those drawn for the sample. The interview

with a schedule was used as a method of gathering data. Additional

material was recorded and reported when it seemed important. The

analysis summarized and correlated the factors as recorded.

In summary, there have been many approaches to the study

of adjustment of the aged. A variety of factors have been studied,

different populations have been selected for attention and many

methods of research have been used. These studies have investi-

gated such factors as income, employment, religion, activities,

residence, and health. The intent of the writer's study is to

investigate the effect of two other factors on adjustment, the

factors of pre-retirement expectancy and retirement reality.

Cnly two other studies, one by Britton (17) and the other by Hall

(49), have compared the expectancy of pre-retirecs with the

achievements of the retired. The present study is more represen-

tative than the previous studies in several respects: it repre-

sents all educational levels and almost all occupational classifi-

cations; the sample to be studied was drawn by recognized random

sample methods.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

The selection of the population to be studied, the technique

of drawing the names for the sample, the methods and instruments

used in gathering the data, the limitations of the data-gathering

techniques, and the details of analyzing and interpreting the data

gathered are presented in this chapter. The writer's evaluation

of the methodology of this study will be found in Chapter IV.

DESCRIPTION AND SELECTION OF POPULATION.

Because of the difficulty in obtaining access to lists of

names of older adults, the choice of populations to be studied is

not always determined by the preference of the investigator. Re-

quests for lists of retired individuals were presented to private

companies. These requests were refused. social Security and State

Unemployment offices were unable legally to open their files to a

private investigator. Finally, lists of names of retirees and pro.

retirees were found obtainable from the Oregon State Public Employ*.

ees Retirement offices. The director of this organization was

willing to prepare these lists for one section of the stLte employ-

ees. The writer decided to select the State Highway Department

employees for study, since they are the largest group and since their

members are spread over the greatest number of occupational classifi...

cations. Names of retirees who have been retired within the last
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five years (the length of time the Ore ,on State Retirement System

has been in effect) and pre-retirees who would retire within the

next five year:, were requested.

A list of names and addresses of retirees was prepared at

the Portland office of the Oregon State Public Employees Retirement

Service. The list of pre-retirees did not inclu(e the addresses.

The writer was given access to the files from which to copy the

last recorded address in each individual's folder. This address

had usually been obtained at the time the indivieual was employed

and had not been corrected until time for retirement unless some

further corresponLence developed.

Stratification. These lists furnished the writer with a total popu-

lation of 188 retired and 209 pre-retired persons from which samples

could be drawn. To make the sample as representative of the chosen

population as possible, it was necessary to determine what per cent-

age of each occupational cissificrtion was present in the chosen

population. The names were then made into sub-lists of members

of each occupational group using the major divisions indie-.:Led by

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (135). Because there were

no members of the third claseificAion, this study concerns

itself with only six major occupational groups including:

0 - professional and managerial

1 - clerical and sales

2 - service
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4-5 skilled

6-7 - semi -skilled

8-9 - unskilled

The Dictionary of Occupadonal Titles (135) w,s used to determine

the classification of each iradvidualls job. Subdivisions were

considered undesirable because of the small sizes of the samples

to be studied.

Geographical Distribution. After the stratification by occupa-

tional clasification, geographical distribution of the popula

tion 1, 2, 3, p.49,50,51) was determined. Colored dots

were used to represent each individual, at the location that he

lived in Oregon. Two maps were used for charting the geographical

distribution of each group: one map for retirees and one for pre-

retirees.

Limitations of Population :elected. Certain )imitations inherent

in the chosen population were noted. First, the size was small,

188 retired and 209 pre-retired. Second, the members of the retired

group had been in the retirement program for so few years that

their retirement benefits would not compare favorably with future

groups of retirees who have accumulated more benefits. They would,

however, compare more favorably with the pre-retired group under

consideration than with later pre-retired groups. Most of the pre-

retired group being considered would not have had time to accumulate

the full amount of pension. The retired group was not comparable to
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the pre-retired group in the matter of planning for retirement.

The onset of retirement was sudden for many because of the recent

enactment of the new law. This factor will not be present at retire-

ment for most of the pre-retirees. A third limitation lies in the

unavailability of the members of the retired sample. There were

some deaths, and some had moved to places too distant to follow.

All names regardless of places of residence were left in the total

chosen population lists from which the samples were drawn.

SAMPLE

Randomness. After stratification according to occupational class-

ification, a random sample was drawn from each group, retired and

pre-retired, to represent the occupational classification propor-

tionately. To provide for the possible death or the geographical

unavailability of individuals whose numbers were drawn in the saw-

pie, three additional random numbers were picked for each class-

ification. These were assigned random order numbers so that they

would be used in the order drawn. These were to be used only in

ease of death of the individual originally chosen or because of

extreme geographical unavailability. :each substitution was care-

fully noted and recognized as such. TA13 I shows the organization

of stratification and sample selection resulting from this method.
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TABLE I

OCCUPATIONAL STRATIFICATION OF PRE-RETIRED AND RETIRED SAKFLES SHOW-
IVG NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF UNIVERbL AND SAMPLS IN EACH CLASS-
IFICATION

411111
Retired

wPR

Pre-retired

NPR
Oc.
Class wR %R

%PR

0 14 7 2 37 18 5

1 17 9 3 15 7 2

2 31 17 5 13 6 2

4-5 32 17 5 40 19 6

6-7 52 27 8 78 37 11
8-9 22 26...ha ...2

Total 188 100 30 209 100 30

Key

WR Total chosen retired population
WPR - Total chosen pre-retired population
NR - Number in retired sample
NPR - Number in pre-retired sample

- Per cent of OCR in WR
PR - Per cent of OCPR in WPR

CC - Occupational classification

Limitations of samples drawn. Although rigid adherence to the random

sample selection was maintained with the exceptions previously

noted, there are limitations that should be acknowledged. A sam-

ple amounting to approximately fifteen per cent of the total chosen

pow.10',tien was used. This percentage resulted in small samples,

thirty retirees and thirty pre-retirees. The occupational strati-

fication reduced some of the sub-groups to much smaller numbers

and so reduced their usefulness for accurate generalization. The

samples here studied can hope to furnish a sound basis for general-

ization concerning the employees listed in the total chosen
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population. Although they do not furnish a statistically sound

basis for generalizations concerning the sub-groups and for other

populations, the writer is confident that the findings of this

study are applicable to similar groups of old people elsewhere.

Data from the United States census (132, p. 1-3, 15) show the retire-

ed sample to be similar to the total United States population past

sixty-five years of age in certain characteristics: years in school,

numbers employed, health and marital status (TABLE II). All occu-

pations except agriculture are represented by the sample; there are

fewer of class one and more of class eight and nine in the sample

than in the general population of the United States (131, p.30).

Speculation will be made by the writer as to the implications

involved for wider populations or for sub-groups. The samples will

be considered by the writer to afford a sound basis for intelligent

speculation and for suggestions for further study without furnish-

ing an adequate basis for final conclusions.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF RETIRLD SAE2LE TO TOTAL U.S. POPULATION OVER 65 YEARS
OF AGE (131) (132)

retired sample U.S. Pop, over Z,5

years in school
12 yrs. or more 23 16
11 yrs. or less 73 84

married and living
with spouse 67 60

poor health 23 14
now working 53 50
occupation class

0 7 7
1 9 20
2 16 11

4 -5 17 13
6-7 28 20
8-9 22 5

01....1.01111ON.

Geographical distribution. Both samples were charted on a single

map of Oregon showing the geographical location of the individuals

in each group. Green dots indicated preretired members; red dots

represented retired members. Geographical representativeness of

the sample is shown in GRAMS I, II, and III, pages 49, 50, 51.

GATHERING OF DATA

Because the techniques for gathering and using data in the area

of older adults are yet in the early experimental stages, it was

particularly important that careful note be taken of the effective

ness or failure of all methods employed in this study. It may seem

to the reader that some of the details described by the writer are

not pertirent to the study. Because social syndromes may be
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extremely sensitive to seemingly insignificant factors, however,

the research worker can ill afford to ignore them. All observ-

able factors were considered possibly important until found to be

otherwise.

The interview. Because of demonstrable difficulties (56, p.158 -16 ?)

in obtaining adequate replies to a questionnaire type of research

with older adults, it was decided to use the interview as a tech-

nique for gathering data concernin,-, this group of old people

sampled by recognized random methods. No attempt was made to ran-

domise the order of those interviewed because of the expense

involved in traveling throughout the state (APP, DIX II) . Each

person was interviewed at the convenience of the interviewer when

the interviewee could be found. because of costs and extreme

inconvenience, four interviews were made by other persons than

the writer. Careful instructions were given to these interviewers

by the writer. A standard approach was prepared for their use;

identical schedules were used (iTPLflDIX III). Conferences with

these substitute interviewers followed. Additional data were

then recorded for those cases in which the notes seemed incomplete.

Complete standardization was not possible even for the inter-

views made by the writer. Considerable fear on the part of the

interviewer was apparent in the accomplishment of the first few

interviews. This condition was not present in later interviews.

Sometimes the interviewee had much time and sometimes very little.
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Sometimes the individual to be interviewed was at home and sometimes

at work, An attempt was made to use the same approach to the inter

view but to leave the development of the interview flexible. Some..

times the schedule was checked in the presence of the interviewee4

The writer decided, in other interviews, that rapport would be

impossible to achieve or maintain if written notes were being made.

Careful notes were made immediately after driving away from the

presence of the interviewee. When written notes were taken in

the presence of the interviewee, care was taken that pencil and

paper were obviously abandoned for a time at the end of the inter

view (10, p.13). Notes were made on this portion of the interview

after leaving the individual.

No attempt was made to contact the interviewee by mail or

telephone before the interview. The writer thought that the pres

ence of the interviewer together with an explanation adapted to

the situation would make rapport more successful and the conversa

tion more free flowing. Care was also taken to avoid knowing the

occupation of the person to be interviewed. Such knowledge might

have influenced the observation and reporting of the writer.

The schedule. The schedule (MPENDIX I) was designed to facilitate

the collecting of standard data. Space was provided for the record

ing of additional information thr,t the interviewer considered

important. The halfsheet form was considered convenient and

inconspicuous. A form of this size was easily tucked behind a

purse as one approached the house. The blank space on each page
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at the side of the printed schedule left room for notes during the

interview; the space opposite the printed schedule was ample for

notes to be written after the interview. Almost identical sche-

dules were used for both retired and pre-retired. The choice of

wording was determined by whether the interviewee was pre-retired

or retired. Page ten, concerning employment, and pegs twelve,

dealing with philosophy were not the same. On the other pages the

inappropriate phrase was crossed out before the interview.

The first page of the schedule was filled out carefully

before the study began. In the lower right hand corner a circle

was put around the letter F or R depending on whether the indivi-

dual was pre-retired or retired. The numbers on the lower left

hand side were left untouched. These numbers were designed to

record quickly the general subjective impression of the interviewer

concerning the relative happiness of the individual interviewed.

The validity of this recorded iipression was checked against the

total score of certain arbitrarily selected data considered by the

writer to be verbal expressions of the individual's satisfaction

with his life as he felt it to be at the moment. The assumption

was redo that this score would measure his degree of happiness.

The numbers from one to five, on page one of the schedule, were

considered as degrees of happiness with one as the greatest degree

of happiness and five as the greatest unhappiness. The number

which best represented the state of mind of the individual, was

circled by the writer very quickly during the interview or
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immediately after the interview. This impression was recorded

immediately before looking through the schedule again. The record

was of a general impression rather than of one based on specific

answers.

Fre-tests, The writer originally planned to mail questionnaires to

the total chosen population. A five-page form was worked out in

conference with a research committee of graduate students. This

form was submitted to a group of faculty members for further

criticism. Finally, the questionnaire was sent to five individuals

who were employed by the college as janitors, all of whom were

thought to be fairly near retirement. There was no response with-

out the assistance of an interviewer. The reasons given by the

persons questioned were that they "just couldn't answer it," or

they "hadn't thought about it." One individual, who did get

answers to the questions by interview, expresses the opinion that

those interviewed were afraid of what the answers might mean to

their retirement status. The writer is of the opinion that, in

addition, there was a more specific fear of meeting the issue of

retirement itself without support from an interviewer.

The decision to abandon the mailed - questionnaire technique

in favor of the random sample interview method of gathering data

resulted from this experience of 100 per cent "no response".

Follow-up letters. A letter was written to every individual

interviewed within a week after the writer's visit. An expression
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of appreciation together with the mention of some item of interest

discussed or the answer to scme question raised was included in

this reply. The writer thought that, not only did the interviewee

have this courtesy due him, but the use of this technique would

leave the door open for further investig,tion by the writer or

other researchers.

Follow studies. All of those individuals who had not yet

retired agreed to talk to the writer later concerning their sat-

isfactions and achievements after retirement. Recognition of this

future interview was again mentioned in the follow-up letter.

Individual retirement dates will be obtained from the Public

Employees Retirement Service. The follow-up study is considered

supplementary to and not an inherent part of this study.

Sources of information concerning; residence, (AlTel;DIX IV) The

names and adresses of the retired were usInaly complete and current

for checks were being mailed monthly to these people. A few

individuals had moved within the town or even to another town after

the writer obtained their addresses. The addresses for the pre-

retired individuals, were only those that were recorded at the

time the individuals were employed or tnose used in subsequent

correspondence of which there was very little. The writer fumbled

considerably in developing techniques of correcting these addresses.

Because highway employees were being visited, it was usually pos-

ftle to locate their residences by stopping at the nearest high-

way maintenance stations. The telephone operators gave information
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men who were able to furnish additional information. United States

Fest Office officials gave accurate information concerning rest

donee when they were told the purpose of the visit. Local gasoline

stations, libraries, grocery stores, taverns, and police depart-

ments all made their. contributions. The public welfare department

employees could not give direct information concerning anyone on

the welfare rolls, but they could direct the interviewer to other

persons who tied information. In only the larger towns city director+

ies were available; the information was sometimes out of date.

Former neighbors were usually helpful after en explanation was made

for the visit, The writer finally discovered otiiciale at the

main office of the highway department in Salem who were willing

and usually able to trace thee* pre-retired people by reference

to recent work reports,

Feasible limitations of XI data gathering techniques weed.

Certain limiting factors are easily observable and need only be

mentioned. Other factors are more subtle and hence more easily

overlooked. The limitations here mentioned were kept constantly

in mind by the writer in this study.

Conditions of the intervier. A number of factors in the
0140.

interview situation itself can influence the free-flow of infor-

mation from the individual to the interviewer. If the individual

interviewed is very Am so that he feels imposed upon when

interruptids he is apt to hurry the situation and so cut off the
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possibility of developing richness of d,ta. Rapport will probably

le more difficult to achieve eith a "Luey" individual. The health

of the interviewee may ef_ect tee interview as to lee6th and (ual-

ity. dhether or not the place of the interview is one of relax-

ation or tension illy be expected to influence the flow of informa-

tion. Tilee of d,y may play its pert by its effect on the

condition of the interviewee as well as on the interviewer. The

presence of other persona at the time of interviewing can he

expected to result in some interference with or alteration of the

data obtained. 'euch factors are often outside the control of the

interviewer and are recognized as possitle varietions in the

standardization of the interview.

Variability of the interviewer. More suLtle elements of

variation are inherent in the interviewer. To evalu,te the point

at which fatigue lectures a hampering factor in the interview is

essential. hen the interviewer feels that the interview is

becomir4 "stale," uninteresting, or "robotic," it is probably

time to quit for the day.

A careful atelysis of the prejudices of the interviewer

should be made in advance, if possible, and openly recognized

(10, p. 5). Care was taken in this study to avoid ncvine know-

led6e of the occupational classification of the individual in

advance. It is inevitable, however, that this information

becomes available early in the interview. The interviewer needs,
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then, to be conscious of his on prejudleas toward occup.tional

classes.

Another suitle factor to take into account is the current

cuesensitivity of the interviceer. Cuesensitivity may be

affected by fatigue, huneer, general healLh, personal disturbance

factors, and other similar conditions in the cersonel life of the

interviewer. ,ssesement should be made of these conditions at

the time of the interview and compensations should be made to

cover them if possible.

Cultural attitudes of the individuel interviewed toward

the interviewer should be co: eiered. There is some indication

that men will talk more freely to women and women more freely to

men (56, p.163). There are also certain cultural ideals that

increase or decrease this freedom of communication. For iestence,

it is probably usual for a man to resiond favorably to a small

woman as it is also usual for a woman to reseond favorably to a

large man. Individual variations must be recognized. The selec

tion of interviewers requires the consideration of cultural

influences.

Selectivity on the pert of the interviewer may result in

a loss of data or an unbalanced accumulation of data on certain

issues. Attention to this possibilite' should be given. Other

people may be requested to check the data collected in order to

lessen this defect.
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Variability in conditions of recordins. On some occasions

it is cunsicered wise to record at the time of the interview and

at other times no record is nuiue until aftei leaving the presence

of the interviewee. Otsndardization of the interview is less

complete with this flexieility.

No test for validity is possible except as pers(,ns present

during the interview add to or deny the statements of the inter.

viewee. Consideration must be made for the possibility of mis-

statements exa6geration, and conscious or unconscious omission

of facts.

Only one visit to each interviewee is possible in this

study. This condition makes impossible the expansion of data or

the deepening of rapport which might have contrituted to the

accuracy and amount of data reported.

AliAYSI.:) OF DATA

edge-marking on cards. The material to be analyzed was found in

the thirty schedules for the pre-retired sample and in the thirty

schedules for the retired samples. A modification of Thurstoness

edgemarking system (126, p.451-462) for this number of schedules

seemed the most sAvisable method to organize the data. Categor-

ies thus separated coula then be related to each other in a

meanilvrul manner. Colored perIcil r. were used to m-ke the marks

more easily distinguishatie. The colored marks were easier to

read and they added to the aesthetic pleasure of the writer in

a situation which tended to become drat. By making the marks
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meaningful, their reference was elore eaeilT recalled. For instance,

one red mark stood for livin alone In ::or own llls°, but two

red marks meant living with ycer spouse in your own house. Three

red marks meant that you were living, with yeur children, There

were many other applications of this principle.

chartinfi. After the cards were marked for each individual the

counting was done for each item and recorded on a chart which was

large enough to include all of the items across the page and down

the site. This chart made possitle the aetermination of relLtion.0

ship between items. Later these data were transferred to letter

size sheets and errered in groups according to the areas studied:

resideeee, happiness, education, church, employment, community

participation, health, friends and family. Such a grouping made

it easier to see what the interrelationships of facts were in

each specific area studied.

Openend questions; qualitative material; counselire needs,

Certain openend questions could not be counted in the same manner

as the checked anseers. They were examined and grouped as to con

tent. The writer recorded the observed counseling needs of each

individual as seen in one interview. (eualitative material was

selmerized,

Tests for significance. Because the samples resulting from the

interviews were equal in number, it was possible to use recently-

published fourfold contingency tebles (81, p. 591-594) to
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determine the siEnific nce of the difference between the two

groups studitA. here it wr.s evident that there were insufficient

numbers to anply a tests some s-eculntion was indulged in.

Interpretation. Comments and interpret;:tion of Midi/;s were

made in conjunction with the cam- arisen of the findings for each

s.i le (iTP,2!: 1Y V). Relationships between data were also con-

sidered in this part of the report.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDIV:3 AM) COMYENTS

Besides the introcuction and the restatement of the hypo

thesis, there are five major parts in this section of the report,

First, an evaluation of the methodology; second, a description of

the general characteristics of the population; third, a report on

what the preretired sample expect in their retired years; fourth,

an account of what the retired sample have achieved; and fifth, a

comparison between what the preretired group expect and what the

retired group achieve. Because the thesis of this study rests on

the difference between what is expected and what is achieved,

interpretation, comment, and speculation is reserved for the fifth

part of this section, The first four parts will include only

factual reporting.

/SAUL TIOL OF MZTHODOi,OGY

Population. The lists of names of those employees of the Oregon

State Highway Department who would retire in the next five years

and those who had retired within the last five years gave the

writer nearly 400 names from which to draw a random sample. Any

generalizations made from the data are made for the poulation

from which the sample was drawn. In the opinion of the writer,

these generalizations can then be applied with caution to other

populations with similar characteristics. When it is possible to
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use a larger population base available through the U.S. Census,

the sample drawn will provide data from which generelizatioes can

be made to apply to a much laeaer section of the population.

Sample. Because of the small site of the sample used there are

times when the writer can only speculate as to the possible sig-

nificance of the difference if the sample were larger. In an

area the size of OreLon, a larger sample would present time and

travel difficulties almost beyond the control of a single indivi-

dual. Should a similar study be carried on by two or more persons

simultaneously, a much larger sample could be used adventaaeously.

The retired sample represented all occupations but agriculture and

was found to be similar to the total U.S. population as to years

in school, laUfaLtIVS employed, health and marital status. (TeBee; II)

It might be suggested that the double-samplina method would

be advisable. A questionnaire would be mailed out first and then

followed by a sampling of the "no-response" group This would be

useful to save effort and time. The exaerience with the pre-test

in this study indicates that the ono-resaoese" group would be such

a large percentage that nothing would be gained.

For the pro-retired aroup, only one substitution was made

from the surplus drewing. After many attempts to find the man, a

substitution was made from the same occupttional stretificttion.

Three substitutions were made in the retired sample. One man had

died, one was in Colorado, and the other lived in the southern
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part of California. enistitutions were mace from the surplus names

drawn in the orieinel reedo erecting as deucriled in Chatter III.

oince being ietervieeeek, au lEee:t to of tie: retired seeeles have

died.

Gatherine, of (late.

The schedule. The size and fore of the schedule used was

mechanically successful. Having the halfeLeets instead of full

size made it poseiLle to conceal the scheCalle behind a purse if

necessary. The blank pert of the eeee opposite the schedule

(APPiniX I) gave room for oleiervations not iecluded in the sche-

dule. If the activities had been listed in more detail, more

specific and coe'21eo ilforeetion cculi proeably have teen oULained.

'ehen IIr service is evailatle, this schedule can be used

esually well by cocIng the answers on the schedule. The operator

can then punch the results directly or the cards.

3211.1ss,test. because of the 'reat difficulty in obtaining

names of individuals in this age classific-tion and occupational

level, only five peole were contacted with the mailed pretest.

There was a total lack of response except for those that wore

followed up with interview. The conclusion was reached that only

the interview would be used in this study. A group of graduate

students examined carefully the wording and order used in the

schedule. Fart of the plan was to maize it possitle for the inter

viewee to see everything th.t was being written if that seemed to

be important to that person. This pre-testing and evaluation
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seemed to produce a satisfactore. instrument eecept as noted in the

foregoing section.

The interview. Only two persons could not be interviewed.

These two persons were critically ill at the time. The information

about them was obtained from the children and a wife. More resis-

tance came from the wives of the men to be interviewed then from

the men themselves. In only one case did the imiter feel that this

resistance was not removed. In that case it was noticeably less-

ened. Some difficulty was experienced in getting the information

from the man instead of from his wife if she was in the room. When

she was not present at the interview, but was around, the writer

was sometimes aware of doors being opened a crack or of curtains

being pushed aside.

This study eels designed to be carried out with a single

interview. It was evident to the investigator that if several

interviews could have been accomplished that some material might

have been different and much would have been added.

Follow-up letters. The writer feels that the letter which

was written to the person interviewed after contact was an essen-

tial part of the study, not for the purpose of getting accurate

data, but to the end of bein< certain thA these people knew that

they were not being considered merely as numbers to be counted or

specimens to be examined. Several friendly letters were received

in reply. Many of the pre-retired expressed the hope that the
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writer would return to visit before their retire lent. These pre-

retired had the assurance that they could make worthwhile contri-

bution by cooperating with the writer (10, p. 31).

Follow-up studies. A eeet deal of interest was shown by

the pre-retired f,rou. The writer sustects that the interviews

made in this study will effect their plans for retire:dent. Those

interviewed were forced to verbalize their pins and to face issues

that had before teen lore or less unconscious. The follow-up

studies should be easier because of the friendly feeling developed

during the first interview. The schedules for the follow-up stud-

ies will be coded for In treatment.

The hannines- scale. The use of the soljective evaluetion

of the happiness of the interviewees was not without value. Athout

further testing, it cannot be said that the observations thus made

here valid. The writer believes, however, that many clues as to the

relative happiness of these i:Idividuale were observable in one inter-

view. 1 more detailed discussion of this pert of the stud; will be

made L%ter(page .123).

,Sumr,rar. Ecre than one interview could probably be used

profitally in cat1,ering the iefermetion called for on the schedule.

If samples of greeter size were drawn from a larger universe, the

generalizations co-id be assumed to apply to a lar,er segment of the

total populetion of older people who will be or are retired. The

use of IBM techniques would facilitate analysis. Personal recognition
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of each interviewee's contribution seals not only essential to the

continuance of research but is also an important human value.

CH/etACT-HI3TIC OF

In this section of the reporting, certain facts about the two

samples will be eescrited and compered. Later, suggestions will be

made as to the reletioeseip of cote of thee° facts to the presence

of certeie tehevior found in the saeple. ijee4,ii I and T;13 III,

IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX show a summare of these characteristics

concerning both the pre-retired and reUred samples: geographical

distribution, occupational stretification, age of retirement, income

from pension, marital status, years of edecetion, and conditions of

resideece.

Geographical distribution. GAAIE I, pale 49,shows the distribution

of the pre-retired and retired samples drawn from the lists of names

of the Oregon 3tate highway employees already described (p.26 ).

Geiiie 2 and 3, pages 50, 51, show the geographical distribution of

the chosen population from which the samples were drawn. TW1J III,

page 52 shows the comparative percentages of pre-retired and retired

sauples eud the pre-retired and retired c:losen populations as they

are scattered throughout the state.

About half of either the samples or the universes are found in

the 'eillemette Valley re6ion. AbL,ut, Lv.enty per cent are found in the

Central, ester, and Klamath regions combined; somewhat fewer than

this were found in the retired sample for this area. Although twelve
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per cent of the preretired chosen poeulntion were found in the

Coastal area, the random sample drawn did not call for any pre

retired from that region. Sixteen per cent. of the retired chosen

population were in the Coastal urea with a sample representation

of thirteen per cent. Somewhat lar2er percentage of the pre

retired. groups were found in Salem and Portland than were the

retired groups.

The samples and the chosen populations were found to be

widely scattered throughout the state of Oregon.
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TABLE III

C CGRAFHIC;';L DISTRI7TTICI: CF PIM-RETIRED '11) RETIRED cHosa: ruruLATIor AND OF PRE-RETIRED AND RETIRED
SAMPLES

REGION
total

pre-retired
total
retired

sample
pre-retired

sample
retired

No. No. No. No %

Portland 19* 9 14 7 4* 13 4 14
Salem 46 22 31 16 9 30 4 14
Willamette Valley - not

Portland or Salem 44 21 33 18 3 10 7 23
Central Oregon 12 6 7 4 5 17 2 6
Eastern Oregon 25 12 25 13 2 7 1 3
Columbia River Margin 9 4 16 9 0 1 3
Coastal

Waldport and North 17 8 15 8 0 3 10
South of Waldport 16 8 13 7 6 20 3 10

Southern Oregon 34 7 16 8 1 3 4 14
Klamath 7 3 9 5 0 1 3
Out of State 9 2 **

100 188 100 30 100 30 100209

* Two of the 19 in total pre-retired were living in Vancouver, Washington but counted in Portland;
one of the 4 sample pre-retired was living in Vancouver, Washington but counted in Portland.

** Two of the retired sample lived out of state. Substitutions were made for these so they do not
appear in the count.



OCCUPATIONAL T 3 OF

TABLE IV

IUD AND ELL

Occupational
Classification**

Retired

No. No.

0 5 18 7
2 7 9

2 2 6 1?

4-5 6 19 17
6.9 11 37 28
8-9 4 13 7 22

0 100 30 100

* The percentages shown are based on the number of that occupa-
tional stratification found in the pre-etired and retired
chosen population from which the sample was drawn.

** There were no individuals in classification 3 either in the
universe or the samples.

The discrepancy between the number of pre-retired and retired

in B 88 0 and in class 8-9 may be accounted for by the reported

policy of retaining profeesional employees and retiring the lower

level employees. The larger number of class 2 retirees may be due

to an accumulation of caretakers of an age past retirement require-

mente at the time the pension system was established. Many of the

retirees were in their seventies when they were retired. There is

some indication that skilled workers, class 6-7, have also been

retained. All of these differences could be the result of a small

sample.



ha at retirement.

AG

TABLE V

ENT ED AND RETIRED SAMPLES)

a e in yeare

62
63
64
65 18

1
1

9
66 6 5
67 2 3
68 2 2
69
70 1

1
2

71 3
72

73
75

30

TABLE V she of the retired maple were pensioned

at sixty -.five years of age or less. Eleven more were retired before

70 years of age. Eight were more than 70 years of age when they were

retired.

The prediction that 18 of the pre - retired are to be retired

at 65 years of age is misleading for some of these men will get

extensions. The records show that 10 of the pre-retired now have

extensions; five of the retired had extensions before their retire-

t
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Income from pension

INCOME FROM PENSION

TABLE VI

( PRE-RETIRLD AND RaIRLD SAEPL6S).

amount of pension pre retired red

under $10
411 - $25
426 . $50

$51 $75
$76 - $100
$100 -

1

5

3
8
6

7

7
7
4
4
7
1

30

A little over half (17) of the pre-retired sample will have

pensions of less than $75 whereas more than two thirds (22) of the

retired sample have pensions of less than $75. Eighteen of the

twenty-two have pensions of leas than M. Some supplementary

income must be received in most instances. One of the pensions

under $10 was as little as fifty - six cents.

As the retirement system becomes older, there will be an

increasing number who will receive larEer pensions. The larger

number of pre-retirees in the 4100 bracket may be the result of

more professional employees reaching the age of 70. The retirement

system is now six years old.



MAEall star,tus.

TABLE VII

MARITAL STATUS OF PREe.RETIRED AM RETIRIZ SAMPLES.*

married and living
with spouse

widowed
single
divorced

29
0

30

20
B
1

3©

* Nine of the pre-retired and five of the retired were known to have
been married for the second time and since fifty Years 9f age4

TAUB VII Shows that almost all of the pre-retirees are married

and living with their wives. The one woman whose name was drawn for

the sample is single. These married pre-retirees are making their plans

for retirement in terms of a joint experience with their wives. Data

for the retired Show that eight of the thirty have been widowed. If the

pre-retired should lose their wives in proportion to the retired they

would need to make some serious adjustments in their plans for retire..

ment. Many areas of adjustment would be affectedi place of residence,

leisure time acti.vitiees, social participation, and even perhaps health.

The writer indicates in the section on individual counseling needs

that this adjustment may be a particularly critical one for those

whose wives are of special importance to them. Sometimes the wife is

the individual's sole supporting figure, or she may be the chief status-

giving factor in his life,

Moore writes, "those widowed before retirement anticipated the
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retirement period without the benefit of a mate and did not experience

the frustration which cfme to those who Ind planned a joint experience"

(92, P. 248).

Years in sc toor,l.

TAbLE VIII

MEM OF YEARS IN SCHOOL FOR Fiti....ilLTIRO AN RETIRa .

years in school pre-retired retired

1 -
8

6
12

7
15

9 - 11 4 0
12 2 1
more than 12 6 6
unknown 101101..

3° 30

In these samples there are 18 of the pre-retired and 22 of the

retired who have 8 years or less of school. When the 9-11 group is

added, there are 22 of ecch sample thc,t have less than 12 years of

school. Six of each sample have at least some college. There is 4

slight balance in favor of the pre - retired as far as the number of

years in school is concerned; there is no iiportant difference. The

median number of years of eduction completed by all those over 25

in the Stute of Oregon is 10.9 (130, p. 39). The median for the

sample studied is approximately eight years*



Condition of Residence.

TABLE IX

58

C DITICES OF AL D A TIk Ui `wji 'LIZ*

etired retired

in present place
under 5 years 2 6
5 - 9 years 3 6
10-14 years 5 3
15-29 years 9
more than 30 years 11 8

household status
in own home alone 4
in own home with spouse 28 18
rented home alone 1
rented home with spouse 1 2
with children 1

other 4

where when retired
same.community 20 22
change to city 1 3
change to country 4 2
other 4 3
don't know 1

Twentyfive of the pre«retred and 18 of the retired have been

in their places of residence for more than 10 years. Only 2 of the

preretired have been in their places of residence less than five

years. ,Six of the retired have lived in their present residences

less than five years. All but 2 of the preretired live in their

own homes with their spouses. Threefifths of the retired group are

in their own homes with their spouses. Two are 'with their spouses

in rented homes. Five of the retired are living alone; one is living
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with children; and 4 have made other arrangements such as living with

a sister or in separate quarters but not alone in the house.

At least two thirds of each szle are staying or intend to

stay in the same community. few of ench s mple have made or plan

to make a channe in size of community for retirement.

EXPEOTTIUS OF THZ 3!HI:LE ?CR TH2R RETIREn4T.

Residence. (AFPLNIM V) -Twenty out of the thirty in the preretired

sample expect to stay in the same community. Cne plans to move to

the city to establish a fixit shop. Four have plans to move from

the city to the country in order to have a farm or acreage. Four

others arc moving from one pince in the country to another, either

to a smaller acreag e to lessen their work or to a Lrger acreage to

make supplemental income possible. Two thirds Jan to sta. r where

they are. One third plan to move from where they are but not very

far; none will go out of ttna state except for travel.

Educational interest. (A.EIDIX V) Forty per cent of the preretired

sample expect to follow up some educstionnl interest when they retire.

Sixty per cent have no educational interest now nor do they expect

to have when they retire. Those interests which the forty per cent

expect to follow will be described later in the report. Relation.

ships of educational interests to other factors will he discussed

then, (page 107).

Income. (APIIIDIX V) A variety of sources will he expected to turn..

ish supplemental income for the pre.aretired (AFFLIDIX VI).
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Twenty-seven of the pre-retiree expect to continue work. Some of

these will work just long enoe6h to u:1_1'.'y for soci I security Lena-

fits. Others are making plans to continue to worl: as long as they

are able, The types of work they expect to find range all the way

from glass-blowirg t: "just anything." complete list of expected

jots is found in Arr:rAy ;UV.

Nine of the pre-retired sample expect to receive social secure

ity benefits; two expect help from their children; eight have a Lack

log of savings on which to draw; nine have other sources including

rentals and investmento; none of this group expects to receive Old

Age Assistance benefits. None reported having insurance.

A little over a third of the pre-retired group expect to need

0_50 to live on. Nine think they can get along on a25 or less.

Eight believe they need i';200 or more, two st, Led that they need $300

or eore. Two just "didn't know." Two thirds of this sample think

they can get alone on 0_50 or less; almost one third think they will

need 2OO or more (ATTI.DIX

Only one of the pre-retired group thinks they will have "plenty"

to live on when ee retires. This man has sufficient property to

make adequate income almost certain. leven men reported that they

will have "almost enough"; eight reported "enouji"; ten reported

"not nearly" enouh. Two thirds of the preerctired sample feel that

they will have enough or almost enoeeh income to live on when they

retire. One third of this group report that they will have not

nearly enough.
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FemilY. (APPENDIX V) Ten of the preretired sample will live in

the same community with other members of their family, two in the

same neighborhood, and four in the same household. The family mew-

hers in the same household are children who have not yet left home.

One reported that he expects to see his family about once a year.

Others reported "two or three times a year" or "once every three

years." Nearly half of this group have family members in the viola,.

ity; a little more than half do not.

Fifteen of this group reported that they will see their fame.

ilies often. Four reported "seldom." Only two reported "not enouh."

Nine did not report or have no families other than their wives.

Twentyfive out of the thirty expect their families to treat them

"very well" after retirement. None expect unfavoreble treatment

(APPENDIX V).

Friends. (APPENDIX V) About half of the preretired sample expect

to have friends in the community in which they will retire. Two,

who were changing communities, expect that it will take some time

before they have friends in the new community, but they will see

their old friends once in a while. Many of them expect to have

friends in the neighborhood.

Two of the group do not expect to see their friends often.

One reported that he will see his friends "seldom", one reported

"once in a while". Twentyeight out of the thirty expect their

friends to treat them "very well" when they retire.
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Health.. (APPENDIX V) Fewer than one third of the pre-retired

group reported their health us "excellent." A little more than

two thirds reported their health as "good". Ili of the group re-

ported "good" or neecclient" health. None reported poor heelth.

Twenty-oix of this group expect thcir health to remain about

the smo; three of them expect it to be better. None suggested that

it would get worse.

never of the pre-retired group reported specific health prob..

lems,(APPENDIX IX). Nineteen said they have no health problems.

None considers his health problem to be really "eoor health."

Community, ,activities. (AFPEFDIX V) About half of the pre-retired

sample are now engaged in sone club aCtildty. (APP-11:= Ku). About

half have no organizational activity. Half of them expect to belong

to some organization when they retire; half of them do not.

Only three of the pre-retired group are now particip-ting in

any other community activities. 5ix indicate that they expect to do

so after they retire. Yx)st of then are not participating in any

coenunity activity now nor do they expect to participate later.

Church. (APPI:DI- V) Fewer than one third of the pre-retired sample

now attend church rejAarly. Exactly one third expect to attend

regularly when they are retired. Thirteen of this 4;role,-, now attend

occasionally. Ten expect to attend only cccasionally during retire»

mont. rest of those who now attend either re_ulerl or occasionally

participate in the services only (iTrzTI III). One third of the
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pre-retired sample never attend church. The same nuaer do not

intend to attend church when they retire,

Employment. (111=I-LDL: V) Ale.ost all of the pre-retired sample

expect to work after they retire. Three re2ortcd that they do not

expect to continue work. Nine of the twenty-seven who do expect to

work will work full time and eighteen will work p:rt time. The

variety of work they expect to do is found in the Arrel.N XIV.

Retirement. (Al:'4,1EIX V) One third of the pre-retired sample are

in favor of a set retirerent a,;e. little tore than one third

are not in favor of a sat are. No reply was reported for seven.

Some favor a set age in order to give the young fellows a chance.

some are opposed to a set age hecause the old fellows are better

than the young ones. More details of opinions on a set retirement

age are found in A:PJ nix XVI.

Leisure. (11:'.F:::DIX V) On4 five of the pi's-retired s-m:le feel

that they will have more time than the3 knob whet to do with. Five

others reported that there would be more than enoe h tire if they

do not find work, Eighteen of this group are sure that there will

be not nearly enough tine to carry out all t eJr pi Theve plan8

include full or part-tine work .n6 the purseit, of many interests

and hoblies (L:1-1,FIX PVIIe

Hopes and fears. (APP:DI.X xix) late out of the thirty in the pre-

retired sample reported that they have nothing to look forward to

in retire-%ent. Nine reported that the thing they loo', forwcrd to
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the most is to be able to call their time their own without having

some one tell them what to do and with no alarm-clock to get them

up in the morning. Two s,id they will be i,lad of a chance to change

work. Ax were anxious to have time to hunt and fish. Other things

that they look forward to are listed in AT

Ueven of the pre-retired seenle re,orted that they fear noth-

ing in their retirement years. Six are afraid of money problems and

six are afraid that tiee will drag on their hands. Three fear being

put "on the shelf; one "getting old," and one "getting fat." One

is afraid he will riot be able to continue "giving." One is afraid

his wife will not enjoy the ranch he hopes to have.

Plans to overcoze fears include such activities as work,

acreage improveflont, travel, hobLies, economizing, gardening and

flower-raising. The man whcse wife may not like the ranch h s plans

to teach her to drive or to take her to town regularly.

Most AeTortant task aheae. Five of the thirty pro-retired sample

have a specific task ahead such as building a house or setting up in

business. 3even reported that the most important thing they have to

do is to ierprove their place, usually an acreage or fere.. Others

reported general things such as work, "keep busy," look after wife,"

or "keep going." Three of these men said that hunting and fishing

are the most important things they have to do after retirement

(AFF2,DIX XIX)
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Summary. The findings of this Ludy w that nearly all of the pre

retired sample expect to ate; in the same community when they retire.

ThIrlike this community and exeect to have frequent and satisfying

contacts with their families and friends there. Two thlrcs of them

have educational interests rhich they expect to follow. They will

have more than one source of income and do not expect to need Old

Age Assist nee benefits. Nearly all of them will work at full or

parttime jobs to supplement their pereions. They feel that they

will need about 4,150 per month to live on in retirement. They are

all in good or excellent heelth and expect to stay that way.

Although about a half of they belong to some caul or lodge, only

three of them take part in any other community activity and only

three more expect to take part after retirement. Most of them go

to church occasionally or regularly; a few participate in more than

the service; one third never go to church. They are about evenly

divided as to favorable and unfavorable attitude toward a set age

for retirement. lost of them are sure they will have plenty to do

to keep then busy after retirement. Line look forward to nothing

in retirement; eleven fear nothing in retireeent. Some e vague

fears; others secific. Most have plans to overcome these fears.

early all have specific or general goals for their retired years

that will maintLin a feeling of usefulness.
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ACHILViro OF ME ,,,,CLLA IL 1:1!..Io. Ihojit4i

Resieence. (4TPLI,DIX V) Twenty-one of the retired sample are now

living in the community where they retired. Three have made a move

to the city not far from the location of Lheir retirement. Two have

moved to the country; three have moved from one country place to

another for purhoses of helth or fz'mily proximity.

Twenty of the retired sample are living with their spouses;

eighteen of these own their own homes, the other two rent. your live

alohe, one lives with children, and four are living either with other

relatives or in separate quarters in a house with others.

Twenty-five of the thirty retired sampled like the piece where

they live. ilost of them are enthusiastic about it.

Lducational interests. (APia;DI1 V) Only ten per cent of the retired

sample have any educhtionel ihterest and th,t is mild. The other

ninety per cent think they are "too old to learn," that learning

wasn't "worthwhile at this late uete," or they have just never been

interested in anything but their work. aorking is all they have ever

hhd time for so there is "nu use botherih now."

Income. (APPaD1X V) Almost half of the retired group will supple-

ment their pension with soci. 1 sechhiby benefits. Sixteen of them

are ccntinuinL to work, Cnly two have savihhs upon which to draw.

Twelve have other sources of income such as renthls, bonds, or other

investments. Five are setting Old Age Assist-nce benefits. None

reported insurance or help from the children.
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Twelve of the retired sample think they can get along on 4.00

a north or less. ,;ix thilL ;125 would be eeoueh, eevee think they

need i2001 or more. Two hae contieued to work and don't knee what

they can get along on after thee; quit eork. _lety per cent of the

retired sample think they can live, on ,125 a month or less. Twenty.

three per cent said they can live on $150 a wonth.

half of the retired group reported that they are receiving the

amount of pension enefit that they expected. Five said it is more

than they thought it would Tea said it is less than: it should

have been. eome of these ,nee are ;elite Litter,(APPaDIX V, VII)

Several expressed their pleasure with the fact that the legislature

increased the amount of the pension after a year of operation of

the system. This came as a welcome surprise. Two thirds of the

retired grouts are apparently satisfied that their pension payments

are the correct amouet for tixir work records.

Fa:AlY. (APPENDIX V) Th:rteen of the retired saeele have family

members in the same community, three in the same neighborhood, and

three in the same household. This means that nearly two thirds of

this group have their families close to them. One reported that he

sees his family once a year. Nine of this group either have no

families or see them only occasionally. Twenty out of the thirty

reported that their families treat them very well. None complained.

Twenty-two said they see them often; one reported "seldoe; only

one reported "not enough."
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Friends. (APPENDIX V) Almost all of the retired sample have friends

closet twenty-six in the community and sixteen in the neighborhood*

Four of the group reported that their friends are in the community

from which they came, but most of them added that they have never had

any trouble making friends and they don't expect to have difficulty

finding friends now,

Twenty-two reported that they see their friends often. Four

stated that they see their friends seldom; three said "not enough."

Often the reason for the lack of contact is the health of the retired

person or that of his friends.

Twenty-eight out of thirty in the retired sample reported that

their friends treat them very well. Most of these replies were with

enthusiasm. None complained.

Health. (APPENDIX V) Nineteen of the retired sample reported good

health; four reported that their health is excellent. More than

two-thirds of this group are apparently satisfied that their health

is good or better. Seven reported poor health. Two have died since

the interviews.

Eight of the retired sample thought that their health would be

better than it is; two thought that it would not be as good; and

eighteen thought it would be about the same. "Don't know" is report-

ed for two,

Twenty-one of the retired sample reported specific health

problems (APPENDIX IX); on17 nine said they have no health problests
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Nine reported that they held retired because of illness, either of

themselves or their wives.

Community activities. (APPflelei V and XII) About a third of the

retired sample now belong to sore club or lodge. Most of these

stated that they attend none or very seldom. Four reported that

they would enjoy going more.

None of them is taking part in any other community activity.

Only one indicated a mild interest in doing so.

church. (APTFEDIe V) Only four of the retired sample participate

in church activities regularly. Eleven pertiepete occasionally and

then only in the service. Fifteen, or just half of them, never go.

Some of these feel unwelcome because they have no money; some hLve

never gone. One man said he "guessed it wouldn't do any harm"

(AppJzIx III), Only one said he would like to go more than he

is able to now.

Deployment. (APPENDIX V and XIV) A little over half of the retired

group are able to continue working. Light of them work full time

and eight of them work pert tire, Fourteen do not work. Twelve

report that they would like to work more. Seven said they can't

work more because of their health.

Retirement. (APPeNDIX v) Only about a third rerorted that they

retired willingly. Nine retired because of illness of themselves

of their wives. Ninetben reported an unwillingness to retire.

The retired sample are evenly divided in their attitude

toward a set retirement age. Fifteen were in favor of a set
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retirement age. Fifteen were in favor of a set retirement age and

fifteen opposed. There wee a variety of reasons given on each side

"eVI). one thceeht tie 40-3 sheale be lowered to give the

retiree a chance to eet etert,e on yemethine else.

Leisure, /J-Fni,DIX V) Thirteen of the retired sample do not have

enough time to do what they would like; eight reported more than

enough. seven said they would certainly have more than enough if

they weren't working.

Gardenine is first in rank for the use of leisure tine. Equal-

ling each other in rank are reading and radio. Next in rank are

fishieg, visiting and travel. Household chores and hunting seem to

be equally popular. Many other specialties are reported ranging

from beach-combieg to panning "old (AP1).1)1.:

Achievements and disappointments in retirement..41.0

What do you like most about being retired? There was a great

difference of opinion about this question (eefeNEIe XVIII). some

don't like anything about retirement. Others are glad of a chance

to do something they have alwaes wanted to do, Several enjoy being

their own boss and having time to do as they please.

What do you dislike most about retirement? Nine of the retired

sample reported that having no money is the thine they disIke most.

Having nothing to do is disliked most by six. Seven renorted that

there is nothing that they dislike about Leine retired. Other dia.-

likes include not working, poor health, idea of being older, having
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to retire, no routine, no contact with men, and no time to carry out

any plans APPENDIX XVIII).

What was the most disc ppointine thing in retirement? Twelve

of the retired semple reported that the small income is the most

disappointing; nine said that their health is the most disappoint

ing. Five reported that nothing is disappointing. Other disappoint-

ments included loss of wife, no work, and high prices (APPENDIX XVIII).

What was better than you thought it would be? Eleven said that

there is nothing better than they thought it would be. Seven said

being able to get work is better than they thought. Five said their

incomes or pensions are more than they thought they would be. Three

reported their health to be better than expected. One man is not

as lonesome as he thought he would be and another said that "time

flies faster than I thought it would" (APPENDIX XVIII).

How long= had ou been .lennin for retirement? Two thirds of

the retired. group had not made any plans for retirement. Some of

this lack of planning was due to the fact that the retirement system

had not been in effect long. ethers stated that they had just hoped

that they would get several extensions. Seven had been planning a

few years. Three had been plenning a long time and had acquired

income property to supplement their pension.

pl,your life's work complete? Eight of the retired sample

said "yes" to this question. Some of these eight added that there

was still work to do to keep going, Lut their important work was

done. Nine said "no"; they were often quite sure of it. Three
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have very definite projects they have to finish. Four were uncer-

tain with replies such as "not necessarily" (APP IX XVIII)*

311114-RY.

Two thirds of the retired sample are living with their spouses

in the same cothmunity where they retired and thee' like it there. Nine

out of ten have no educational interests, sixteen of them are contin-

uing to work full or pert time. Five are getting Old Age Assistance

benefits. Two thirds of them believe that they can live on J.25 or

less. host of them are satisfied that the amounts of their pensions

are correct for their service records.

Two thirds of the retired sample have their families close to

them. Nearly all have friends close. both families and friends treat

them very well.

Fewer than a third of the retired group reported poor health,

although twenty-one of them have specific health problems. ,bout a

third of them belonged to soee club or orgenization, but none of

them have an other coeelwity activity. Half of them never go to

church; only four go regularly.

Ball of this group favor a set retirement age, but only a third

of them retired willingly. Nine retired because of illness.

Almost half of this gn.up do not have enough time to do whet

they want to, but they probably would havu if they weren't working. A

great variety of activities was reported." being one's own boss"and

"having time to do as one pleases" are enjoyed by many of the retirees
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interviewed. Lack of mone:: w the most frequent complaint. Less

than a third think that their life's )rk is corv.plete. :Joue have

specific projects; other h-vk-, cuntiLut,d rspor_siliiitios. A few are

just vaitine to die.
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ATIONS AND REALITY OF RET1REMBNT AS
BD

In this part of the report a apa,rison will be made between

what the pre. retired sample expects o t y d what the

retired sample has achieved. It will then be seen if here are imper.

tent differences that might affect the adjustment of the individual

to his retirement years. Thy. s comparison will be reported in six

parts: fig, listing of these areas in which there are no

nificant or noteworthy differences between the pre-retired and

retired samples; second,, a listing of those factors which, in this

study, show no noteworthy or significant relationships to any other

factors; a listing of factors to show with which other fac

tors there appear no noteworthy er significant relationships;

h, tabulated data and comments concerning noteworthy but not

ficant differences between pre-retired and retired samples;

th, tabulated data and comments concerning noteworthy but net

ficant differences between pre-retired and retired samples;

and sixth, tabulated data and comments concerning those differences

and relationships which are shown to be significant in this study.

Fart one. Those areas in which there is no significant or note

worthy difference between the pre-retired and the retired sample

are;

happiness judged
residence
years in school
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Part two. Those factors on which the data gathered in this study

show no significant or noteworthy relationships to any other factors

studied are:

family relationships (satisfaction and contacts)
friendly relationships (satisfaction and contacts)
marital status
presence of plans for retirement
residence (social con6itioLs, desire for chane, or length)
source of income (except from continued work)
amount of income needed
plans for retirement

Part three. Other areas of no relationship are shown in TA

TABLE X

XII.

LISTS OF FACTORS WHICH SHOW NO NOTEWORTHY OR SIOCIFICANT RELATIONa
SHIPS TO EACH °MLR IN THIS STUDY.

"L.,S=OL and
side

income
employment
family relationships
friendly relationships
health
club membership
other community activity
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
m:irital status

4DUC TIOrEAL INT4RST and
family relationships
friendly relationships
health
income
happiness
club membership
other community activities
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
employment
marital status
residence
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FACTORS WHICH
SHIPS TO EACH OTh THIS STU (cont.
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health
educational interests
church participation
employment

attitude toward leisure
club membership
other community activities
residence

icy

nships
onships

income
educational interests
employment
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
marital status
residence

CH NTIOMT7
family relationships
friendly relationships
happiness
employment
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
ether community activities
marital status
residence

pplicti4fa for health
tion and

occupation
family relationships
friendly relationships
income needed
educational interests
employment
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
marital status
residence
happiness

income
educational interests
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
marital status
residence
happiness

ME and
family relationships
friendly relationships
plans far retirement
belief in set age to retire
willingness to retire
income
residence
marital status
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TABLE X LISTS OF FACTORS WHICH SHOW NO NOTEWORTHY OR SIGNIFICANT'
RELATIONSHIPS TO EACH OTHER IN THIS STUDY. (cont.) .

Boom= and
years in school
occupation
family relationships
friendly relationships
condition of health
expectation for health
educational interests
church attendance
other community activities
willingness to retire
plans for retirement
income
residence

uzs.stLan and

LUB MEMBERSHIP and
years in school
family relationships
friendly relationships
income
educational interests
plans for retirement
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
happiness
residence

B11402-MISS.M
RETIRDENT and

years in school
family relationships
friendly relationships
educational interests
church attendance
residence
health

WI

happiness
residence
marital status
income satisfaction
income needed
expectation for health
employment
willingness to retire
plans for retirement
other community activities
family relationships
friendly relationships
health problems

=mgr. ACTITITIEp and
years of school
occupation
family relationships
friendly relationships
educational interests
church attendance
employment
attitude toward leisure
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plans for retirement
income
happiness
residence

Laqz$E Amu, and
years in school
occupation
family relationships
friendly relationships
educational interests
employment
residence
health
church attendance
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TABLE I LIMPS OF FACTORS WHICH SHOW NO NOTEWORTHY OR SIGNIFICANT
RELATIONSHIPS- TO EACH OTHLR IN THIS mgt. (cont.)

HAPPINESp AS ,,BUDGE!), and

occupation
family relationships
friendly relationships
health problems
expectation for health
educational interests
church attendLnoe
willingness to retire
belief in set age to retire
plane for retirement
other community activities
residence
marital status

It should be kept in mind that the writer has presented the

above lists orfactors as unrelated only in reference to this study.

Further research may confirm or deny this lack of relationship.
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Fart four. Data concerning, noteworthy but not significant differences

between pre-retired and retired samples are given in TABLE XI. Cam.

ments will follow:

TABLE I;

NOTV4ORTHY DDT NOT IiIG!IFICANT DIFFLILI
RETIRED $ AWIE.S.

LTA Li D

pre- retired

from OAA
savings

will see seldom
or not enough

will see often

will see seldom
or not enough

will belong
will not belong

income

0
8

family reletionshiRe

6

15

riendly relatiOn)04no

1

retired

from OAA
savings

Will see seldom
or not enough

5
2

2

will see often 22

will eee seldom
or not enough 7

cub membership

15 do belong 9
14 do not belong 21

attitude toward leisure

will have
not enough
more than enough
other

expect it to be
about the sone

will attend
regularly
none

18

5
5

health

26

Church attendance.......**101

10
10

do have
not enough
more than enough
other

13
9
7

expected it to be
about the same 18

do attend
regularly
none
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Income. None of the pre-retired expects to receive Old Age

Assistance benefits. On the other hand, five of the retired 'sample

are receiving such assistmce. It is likely that with the use of

the pensions to be paid to the pre.retired group that some of them

will be forced to accept same assistance. * The individual will prob.

ably find acceptance of relief a difficult adjustment to make. A

counselor could be of assistance in helping him accept this circurs.

stance should it arise.

The fact that eight of the pre- retired sample have savings in

comparison to only two of the retired may have some meaning. Perhaps

the retired group didn't intend to quit working and so made no pro-,

vision for savings. The pre-retired group know in advance that they

have to retire. Their savings may make a difference in the number

who have to accept Old Age Assistance benefits.

Family, relationship*. Six of the pre - retired are concerned

as to whether they will see their families often anon :h. Only twe

of the retired have found that they do not get to see them often

enough. Fifteen of the pre-retired expect to see their families

often; twenty-w° of the retired di see them often. Perhaps the

counselor could assist the pre-retired to be more optimistic about

the frequency of contacts with their families. There were no

* Since the writing of this section these men have come under Social
Security retroactive to January 1951. Some increase in the benefits
is expected.
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complaints by either sample as to the treatment their families give

them« The writer ie inclined to believe that a second interview

might reveal some dissatisfaction here.

The pleasurable activities most frequently reported for the

families are visiting, holiday Celebrations, and outdoor activities.

A complete report is foued in APPENDIX VIII.

IlleallA2201dalasitigg« Only one of the preretired is cori .

corned about seeing his friends often enough. Seven of the retired

feel that they see their friends seldom or not nearly enough. Only

two of these seven are in poor health. Some of their friends are

in poor health. Five of these seven belong to no clubs; only one

goes to church regularly. Three never go to church. Four of these

retired seven work; four have more time than they- know what to de

with.

It is possible that the larger number of individuals in the

pre retired group with club membership (APPENDIX ,V) will tend to

decrease the number of this group who will feel lonesome for their

friends in their retired years, However, some of the retired 'fused

to belong to clubs" and have dropped out after retirement. This

dropout may occur among the pre.- retired group when they retire. A

counselor should assist the preretired individual by urging that

he continue his ail') membership after retirement or that he develop

some club contacts he can continue into his later years. Opportue.

ities for visiting with friends would be increased. Amounts of

leisure time would Le decreased«
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host frequently reported pleasurable active ties with friends

were visiting, dinners, and outdoor activities such as hunting and

fishing. A complete report is found in APPENtaX VIII.

ilamembership. Utheen;h half of the pre-retired group belong

to clubs, less Ulm one-third of the retired group belong. Added to

this date, is the knowled#e that many of these retired said that they

no longer go to any meetings of their clubs so their membership

doesn't mean anything as far as social contacts are concerned. Club

membership as they have known it does not seem to be very attractive

to the retired sample. Only one has found a new club to serve his

needs,

The pre-retired group seem to have a wider range of club mem .

bership which may very well serve their needs better when they re*

tire(APPENUX XII). A counselor should encourage their continued

activity in those uintereet clubs which would increase their opper..

tunitiee for new experiences and continued learning experiences.

Some of the hobbies involved in special interest clubs are very

time consuming ;; they are of special use to the retired individual.

kttitx1de teward leisure. Five of the pre-retired sample

think that they will have more time than they knew what to do with;

nine of the retired reported that they have too much time If one

adds those who reported that they would have too much time if they

weren't working, one notices considerably more retired than pro..

retired with time on their hands. Fewer of the pre.retired think

they will have more time than they know what to do with than the
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retired reported. The relationships between the attitudes toward

leisure and other factors will be shoen later.

Expectation for health. Twenty-six of the pre.retired sample

expect their health to be about the az:me during their retirement

years. EighteeL of the retired sample expect it to be about the

same as it is now.* Possibly these retired have forgotten how they

expected it to be, or because they were retired at a later age than

sixty-five they had already experienced a change in health condi,.

tion. The significant difference between the health condition of

the pre-retired and the .retired samples will be commented on later.

Church, attendance. Ten of the pre-retired sample plan to

attend church regularly when they retire; only four of the retired

sample do attend reularly. Ten of the pre- retired cv.;:mple will

attend none; fifteen of the retired sample never attend. If the

pre.retired individual expects church attendance to answer his needs

for social contact or for leisure-time activity, or for a feeling

of usefulness, he may be disappointed; the seeming decrease in church

attendance among the retired sample may indicate a lessening of

interest or accessibility in the retirement years. None of those

who had not attended church in their pre - retired years intended to

or had started to attend church in the retired years. The counselor

can help the individual to find other channels of activity. The

relationship between church attendance and other factors will be

shown later,
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worthy of attention even though the data presented do not show them

to be significant. Details of the data are presented below; comments

follow the table.

TABLE XII

NOTEWORTHY BUT NOT 6IGNIFICANT RLLATIOESBIPS BEThaN THE FACTURE
STUMM (1- Kumerals in parentheses indicate nismer of individuals

in that category).

Years s ool 11 yrs.or, 12 yrs. or
less (8)

5
3

11 yrs. or 12yrs..or

less (23) less(7)

(5) 1 4
(25) 22 3

less (22)

Occupation class

0.:1 (7) 2
2'.9(23) 20

Happiness as judged

1-2 (22) 17 5 (20) 6
4-.5 (1) 0 1 (4) 0

Health

expect (0d)
better (3) 2 (8)

Educational interests

yes (12) 4 1 2
no (18) 14 22 5

Church attendance

regularty or
occasionally (20) 13 7 (15) 9 6
none (10) 9 1 (15) 14 1
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TABLE X1I NOTEWORTHY NOT SIGN'? RZTIC 3IFS BETWEEN THE
FACTOkS ST. 'D ( Numerals indicate num.

rt.) icier of 8

Occup_e for olage 0.1(7)

0

2-9(23)

9 ) 2

2.9(25)

will get social
security (9)

will need more
than $250 (6) 5 (1) 0 1

health condition

good (21) 3 18 (18) 3 16
poor (0) 0 0 (7) 0 7
excellent (9) 4 5 (4) 2 2

educational interests

yes (12) 5 711- (3)
no (18) 2 16 (27)

church attendance

regularly or
occasionally (20) 7 13 ) 4
none (10) 0 10 1

belief in set age to retire

yea (10)
no (13)

club membership

yes (16)

110 (l4)

1
4

6
1

10
13

(15)
(14)

(9)
(21)

1
4

2
3

7

** hese were in 0c ,ation class 6..
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TABLE ill VOTEWORTVY BUT NOT SIGWICANT RELATIONSHIPS KTW&N THE
FACTORS STUMM (Numerals in pc,renthesetAndicate mow

(cont.) ber of individuals in that category)

Pro.retired retired

lijalis good (21) poor(0) exc.(9) Pod (19)poo 0414,

club membership
yes (16 10
no (14) 11

other community
activibios

will want
yes (6) 2
no (22) 17

attitude toward
leisure

not enough

(a) 12
more than
enough (5) 4
other (5) 4

church attendance

reg. (7) 3
occaa.(13) 10
none (10) 8

employment

will work

Yes (27) 19
no (3) 2

0 6

0 3

0 4
0 5

0 6

0 1
0 1

0 4
0 3
0 2

0 4
0 1

happiness
1..2 (22) 15 0 7

44 (1) 1 0 0

(9)

(21)

would like
(1) 1

(29) 18

(13) 9

(8) 4
(7) 4

(4) 2
(11) 9

(15) 8

do work
(16) 12
(14) 7

(20) 13
(4) 2

1 0
6 4

0 0
7 4

1 3

4 0
2 1

1 1
1 1
5 2

1 3
6 1

3 4
2 0



TABLE NOTEWORT/ NOT SIGNIFICANT RELATIONS
FACTORS STUDIED Cftnerals it parentheses

(cat.) ber of individuals in that

emplo

will work
yes (27
no (3

yes (11) no (18) Yes (4)

do work
10 17 (16) 10
1 2 (14) 11

yes(12) no (18)

urch atten do

yes ( ) no (27)

reg. (7) 4 3 (4) 1
oecae.(13) 6 7 (11) I
none (10) 2 8 (15) 1

attitude toward
leisure

not enough ( ) 6 12
more than
enough (5) 1 4
other (5) 3 2

13)

(8)

(7)

2

1

attitude toward
leisure

net onoug i ( 6 7 5 (13) 3
more than
enough (5) 0 2 3 (8) I
other (5 0 3 2 (7) 0

club mem
bership

yes (16) 5 8 3 (9) 2
no (14) 2 5 7 (21) 2

4

2

4

6



TABLE XII N0T :Ck T1 L t T i ..UGZ,:IFIC,1;:'1" R LIC aF Tha
FACTOtti (Lumerals i r parentheses ndicate num.

(cont ,) ber of indiviuuals in that category')

club mea-
bership

yes (3.6)
no (14)

yes (27)

titude toward
isure

k

14 2
13 1(21)

not enough (18) 16
more than
enough (5) 5
other (5) 5

happiness
1.2 (22)
4-5 (1)

3.9
1

yes (16) no (14)

9

4

2 6
4 3

15 5
4

yes (10) yes (is) no (14)

satisfaction
with income

plenty. (1) 0 1
(U)

1
enough (8) 3 4 6
not nearly
enough (10) 1 5 (10) 3
almost
enough (11) 6 3 (5)
other 0 0 (2)

employment
will work

yes (27)
no (3)

8
2

4 1
1 3.

do work
13 (16) 10 6
0 (14) 5 8
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TABLE XII NOTEWCRTHY BUT NOT SIMIFICila REL4TIONSHIP5 BEWL4N THE
FACTORS STUDIED (numerals in parentheses indic&te num..

(coat.) her of individual* in that category)

pro.retired retired

Itt''.----tuAlf: tqward

leis enough e:.ough other
not ire: than not more than

enough enough otherism

club mum-
berehip

yes (16)
no (14)

happiness
1 (12)
2 (10)

3 (7)
4 (1)

5 (0)

(18) (5) (5) (13) (8) (7)

11 1 2 (9) 4 I 4
7 4 3 (21) 9 7 3

7 1 2 (8) 5 0 3
8 1 1 (12) 6 2 3

3 3 1 2 2 1
0 0 1 3) 0 3 0
0 0 0 1) 0 1 0

* a discrepancy in numbers indicates no response to acme items

The data In TABLE XII are not presented to ;how significant

relationships between the factors studied. In the opinion of the

writer, these relationships are substantial enough to warrant atten-

tion, If a larger sample were interviewed and the trends continued,

significant relationships would appear. The comments that follom

are offered as intelligent speculation on the substantial relation-

ships found in this study. Comments on the significant relation -.

ships are made in part six.

Years in school W1,4 occupation. Five out of seven of the pro..

fessional and clerical pro. retired and four out of five of the retired

in the same classification have been in school twelve or more years*

Only two out of twenty -two pre-retired and one out of twenty - three
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retired who had eleven or less years of school were in professional

or clerical work. On the other hand three out of eight of the pro.

retired and three out of seven of the retired who had twelve or more

years of school were not in the professional or clerical positions.

These men preferred to use their mechanical or supervisory skills.

/..f....kerala school and happiness as Judge0. All four of the

retired in the two lower levels of happintss have bad eleven years

or less of school. All of those who have had twelve or more years

are in the upper two levels. Possibly the interviewer had a more

favorable attitude toward the behavior of those with more education

and hence considered them as happier. Maybe they are happier because

they have more interests and social contacts at church. Perhaps they

are happier because they are in better health. They are also more

satisfied with their health since it is about an they expected it to

be.

ears in ,school and expectatien for health, All of the retired

who reported poor health are in the group who have had eleven years

of school or less. :Avon of the retired who expected to have better

health are aloo in that group. Only one out of seven of the retired

with twelve or more years of education said that they had expected

better health. All of the seven were in good or excellent health,

Maybe they are in better health because they are happier. Perhaps

if their pensions are better, they can eat better. Although no

inforalation was available as to the amount of a particular individual'
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pension, these men were in the higher paid positions which are

usually accompanied by larger pensions.

due 21 school and eduoational inter t There seems to be

some indication of a greater educational interest among retirees with

a greater number of years in school. About one-third of the pre..

retired who were interested had eleven years or less of school; ens

half of those with twelve yep re or more of school had interests.

Only one out of twenty-three of the retired with eleven years or

less of school had interests; two out of seven of those with twelve

or more years of school had interest e. Five of the seven retired

with twelve oroar more years of eduoation had no continuing educvtional

interests. Several felt they were too old to learn, or that it was

too late to start anything now.

ears s c h o o l and church s; ep4an 9. A little more than halt

of those with eleven years or less of school attended church; seven

out of eight of those with twelve years of school or more attended

church. The tendency for church attendance to accompany years in

school seems to continue in the retired years. Nine out of twenty -

three of the retired with eleven years or less of school attend

church; six out of seven of those with twelve or more years of

school attend. The activities of the churches seem to appeal mere

to those with more education. Perhaps the better health of the

group with more years in school makes church attendance more possible.



Occupation ty benefits. None of the

professional and clerical group expects to get social security bene

fits, whereas two of the five of those groups who have retired are

getting it. This is an area in which a counselor can be helpful.

The writer found the new social security law still, very confusing

to many people. This law will be changing from time to time. Old

peoele, especially those with inadequate pensions need to know how

to become eligible for social security Lenefits as the law develops

The individuals interviewed in this study indieP.ted that they needed

more informtion about their social security opportunities

gltecupation and needed Ancemo. Five out of seven of those in

professional and clerical positions expressed a need for $250 or

more per month when they retire; only one in twenty -three of the

others think they will need that much. This data would seem to

indicate that the professioru and clerical people may have a more

difficult adjustment to make in their retirement years unless it

is possible for them to continue earning interne in addition to their

pension. Inadequate income was olio of the most frequently expressed

tears for retirement. For some it is not altogether a matter of

getting the necessities of life but also one of maintaining their

self s-concept by being able to give to the church or other needy causes.

To be on the other end of need may be a difficult adjustment to make

None of the retired professional and clerical people feel that they

need $250 per month or more. Apparently they have been able to make

the adjustment.



Occelaatkon nc ,tien. There seems to la

tionship between the degree of health and the occupation. In the prow

retired sample four out of seven of the professional and clerical

groups reported excellent health; only five out of twenty-three of

the others reported their health to be excellent. X11 of the pre-

retired sample reported good or excellent health. There may be s

difference in the degree of health demanded by the jot. This dif-

ference might influence their report of health condition.

The retired group presents an even more noticeable effect of

occupation on health condition. Two out of five of the professional

and clerical group reported excellent health; three reported good

heelth. Of the other occupatione) groups, only two out of twenty..6

five reeorted excellent health, sixteen reported good health and

seven reported poor health. Possibly, there is less adequate know

ledge of nutrition among members of other than the professional or

clerical groups. Likely there is also lees income for food and mode

ical care. There is some reason to be3eve that those who are in

poor health might feel better if they were getter satisfied with

other phases of their retirement, or if they would become interested

in some other activities. This is not necessarily so for some of

these individuals had organic patholo which their activities.

Occupation and educational interest. Five out of seven of the

tired in the professioreJ and clerical groups have some educa-

tional interest; only seven out of twenty-three of the others are

interested. In the retired sample, two out of five of the professional



and cle are interes I only one out of twontywfour of

the others have cational interests. Perhaps in the earlier years

Of education there is not yet developed the value in continued 'wow

ing, Perhaps a lesser degree of health makes the effort required for

continued interest more of a strain. It may be that the higher cepa

city for learning that'often eavaimpanies more years in school also

endures longer into the later yeare*

0OcuoationUsqaUlt WRIdanca Somowhet more of the prefesw

*lona and clerical groups attend church than the other occupational

groups in both the pre retired and retired samples* All of the prow

retired profeueional and clerical groups attend church regularly or

occationally; four out of five of the retired professional and cler-

ical groups attend church. The other occupational groups are divided

about in half as to attendance or nonwattencanoe. It would seem that

there is some difference in the appea of the church activities to

members of different occupations.

Occupation tag belief in out of seven

of the pre - retired and four out of five of the ret.areed in the pro-

fessional and clerical groups do not believe there should be a set

age to retire. The prewretired of other occupational group* are

evenly divided in their opinion) of the retired others, fourteen out

of twenty -five are in favor of a set age to retire* '4ome element of

envy may be present in this belief, for in the total retired sample,

ten out of fourteen of those who do not believe in retirement at a

set age reported that they retired unwillingly. There was also same
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expression of belief that ter upper levels of occupation were "kept

on" longer than the lower levels who are more in need of work.

There is probably sooe relationship between this difference

in occupational belief in set hge for retirement and the meaning of

work to these people. For the profersion41 group, the work is not

just a means of livelihood for which another means could be subs

tuted. 3ome of the studies now being made on the mzening of work

as related to adjustment in retirement should result in more adeqnate

knowleke about this phase of adjustment.

9couootit9n Stp.414imembershin, Six out of seven of the pro-

retired professional and clerical groups belong to some club or

society; ten out of twenty-three of the pr retired others belong.

In the retired sample one finds two out of five from the profes.

sional and clerical groups who belong to club, and only seven out

of twenty.five of the others. Thcre seems to be a greater drop-out

from the professional and clerical groups than from the others in

the retired years. The fact that the profeesional societies to which

some of these people belong may prove to be no longer available or

cordial to them y be a determining factor. Some of the engineers

indicated that they think maybe they will not be attending their

society much after they are retired, Perhaps these professional

societies could develop a useful function by directing some special

attention to serving the needs of their retired members. The lack

of club membership among the others is emphasized by the writer's

knowledge that several of them belong but never go any more.
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ffealth aad Club memberehie, A substantial relationship exists

between occupation and health and between occupation and club melee

tership. It is not ourprioiee, then, to find 4 noteworthy relation-

ship between health and club membership. Some contradictory evidence

presents itself here. Of the pre - retired croup, six out of nine who

reportedexcellent health are club members; those in good health are

about evenly divided as to eieebership and non- membership. Of the

retired group, none of those in excellent health belong to a club;

eight out of nineteen in good health belong. Only one out of seven

of those in poor heath belong. exemineticm of the individual

records of those four it excellent health who belong to no clubs,

reveal* that two of them h=ive just recert1y moved to their present

location and have not joined yet. One of these is working full time;

the other is developing an acreoge, A third is completely absorbed

with hid church activities. And the fourth is occupied with his

service station welch he keeps open fourteen hours a day. There is

no relationship between the condition of their heath and their club

membership except that their excellent health stakes it possible for

them to be too busy doing other things,

jitwith and other ca unity eetivitioe. In the preeretired same

ple, four out of the six who report that they would like to take c

more community activities after they retire are in excellent health

only two out of twentyeone in good health made the same report. In

the retired samPle is found one half- hearted expression of an inter.

eat in other community activities. This person has a definite health



problem wilich will probprobably prevent any necessary acti.

in excellent health in this group are the same busy four described

in the Above paragraph.

Health tude toward yki none of the pre

retired sample is in poor health and since there appears no :nibs.

etantial relationships between good or excellent health and attitude

toward leisure, it is impossible to comment on the pre-retired sample

In the retired sample, it is found that four out of seven of those in

poor health find that they have more time than they know what to de

with. Two others of those in poor health reported that they would

have too much if it weren't for their poor health which demands much

time to rest. The one in poor health who hasn't enough time is the

one who has a broken back from an accident on the Job. He is inter

sated in many things and all his neighbors. His broken beck is a

handicap but not a barrier.

Three out of four of those in excellent health reported not

enough time-. The one with the acreage reported more that he knew

what to do with. It would seem that the work on the acreage was not

entirely satisfying to him.

Health and church attendane In the pre - retired sample there

seems to be some relationship between excellent health and church

attendance. Seven out of the nine in excellent health attend at

least occasionally. This does not hold for the retired pie where

it is found that only two out of four of those in excellent health
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attend church. In the retired sample, five out of seven in poor

health do not attend; only one attends regularly.

The writer is reluctant to ascribe euch importance to the re-

ports of occasional attendance, for in many cases it is thought to

be a concession to convention rather than a reality. "Ocoasionallr

could mean many things. Further etude as to thelneaning of church"

might prove to be of value.

Health and plinent. The data for the pro-retired ample

do not merit comment. In the retired sample, six out of seven of

those in poor health are not working; three out of four of those in

excellent health are working full time; and twelve out of nineteen

of those in good health are working full or pert time. The decree

of health seems to have some relationship to the fact of employment

in the retired years.

Health and eaeniness as Audeed. The data for the pre-retired

sample do not merit cement. In the retired sample all of those in

excellent health are in the upper degrees of happiness; none of those

in the lower levels report excellent health. On the other hand,

three out of seven of those in poor health are among those judged to

be of more than average happiness. It would probably be profitable

to study these three cases in eore detail,

Healti relates ple:pent. In the pre-retired sample

health problems seem to have little influence on the individual's

expectetion for workine in his retired years. In the retired sample

it is found that sie. out of nine of those who have no health prole





Church d u4 towz.rd leisure. In the pre.

retired sample, none of those who attend church regularly expect to

have more time than he can use. In the retired sample, one out of

four who attend regularly has more than enough time It would seem

that church activities serve a useful function to these retired

people. Since church activities lack appeal for many of both samples,

one cannot expect church activities to be the only answer to the

leisure-time problem.

Churchatteedance and Sale memiteeshipi In the pre-retired sam.

pie, thirteen out of the twenty who attend church also belong to clubs;

seven out of ton of those who never attend do not belong to clubs. In

the retired sample, seven out of fifteen of those who attend church

also belong to clubs; only two of those who do not attend, belong to

clubs One begins to suspect a general pattern of activity or inao-.

tivity among the individuals in both samples.

orient and cluh,mmeterehAe. Data on the pre-, tired sample

deserve no comment. It should be noted that of the retired sample

seven out of nine of those who belong to clubs are working; twelve

out of fourteen who are not working do not belong to clubs. It is

possible that the expense is an item to deter them here, It may be

that they feel a status loss which mikes them reluctant to face other

club members who are working. A club especially for those retired

people who are not working might serve a useful purpose.
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loyent d attitude toward leisure. No cements are called

for on data from the pre-retired eample. Of the retired sample, only

two out of sixteen of those who ere workine have more time than they

know how to use; six of those who are not working hew too much time.

It is worth noting that four of those who are not working report that

they do not have enough time for what they want to do.

Employment and happiness a 44Aed. No comments are merited by

the data on the pre-retired sample. Of the retired sample, all four

of those judged to be in the lower levels of happiness are not work-

ing; five of those who are not working are in the upper two levels of

happiness; this mains that nine out of the fourteen who are not

working are somewhat less than really happy as far as the writer

could judge, It will, be remembered that the degree of health seems

to have some relationship to happiness and to employment.

Set aee of tirement and satisfaction with income. Nine out

of ten of those who expect to have "almost enough" or "enough" income

when they retire believe that there should be a bet age to retire.

One out of ten who will have "not nearly enough" income agrees; five

out of those ten say "no set age." It should be noted, too, that

five out of nine of those who will have "enough" or "plenty" believe

there should be "no set age." Apparently there is more to the atti-

tude than income. Of the retired sample, seven out of ten of those

with "not nearly enough" income thought there should be "no set age."

Eleven out of fifteen who believe them should be a ',set 4170, have
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"enough" or "almost enough." On the other hand five of the fourteen

who said "no set age" have "eneueh" income in retirement,

Set 241 of retirement and employment. Of the pre-retired same

eight out of tee of those who believe in a set age to retire

also planned to work after they retired; 411 of those who reported

"no set age" plenned to work, epperently there is more to atti-

tude than Just wanting to work: In the retired seeple half of those

who reported "no set age" are not irking whereas only a third of

those who see "yes" are not working. Ux of those who are working

do not believe in "set age." It is not only the desire to work

that determines the belief in a set age to retire.

Attitude towrd leisure arid club membership. Of the pre-

retired samples only one of those who belonged to clubs expects to

have more than enough time; one out of nine of the retired club

members reported more than enough time. There are fewer retired

than preeretired who eelong to clubs, The need for counseling at

this point has been noted previously.

Attitude toward leisure d hepeines1 udeed. Of the pre-

retired sample fifteen out of eighteen of those reporting "not enough

tine expected" were judged in the upper two levels of happinessl three

out of five of those who expect to have more than enough tine were

judged as somewhat less than really PrY.. Of the retired semple, all

four of those who have more time than they know what to do with were

judged in the two lower levels of happiness. The feeling of the
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individual concerning his use of time seems to be important to his

apparent happiness

,ftesiery. TABLE XIII p. 104 shows in chart form the noteworthy

but not significant relationships between the factors studied* The

degree of health is related to all of those factors which call for

some activity except educational interests. Happiness is related to

years of school, health, employment, and attitude toward leisure, but

it does not seem to be related to social activities other than employ.

malt. There seems to be a pattern of inactivity and activity some-

what dependent on the decree of health, but not entirely. In the

opinion of the writer, it would be of value to discover if this

active or inactive pattern is of lifetime duration. The longitu-

dinal studio) now in progress at the University of Chicago and

Cornell University may contribute to knowledge in this area.

The reader is again reminded that the preceding comments are

made on noteworthy but not significant relationships. Further

research is needed.
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TABLE XIII

maw) SIMUri CF liOTEWORTEY BUT NOT .(31a1FIC; NT libLATICNSHIPS
Burto-a; FACTORS :'-.;TUDIED,

happiness

years of educ.

occupAion

health

employment

church attend.

att., to leisure

club membership

set age to retire

educ. interests

income satisfact,

other cm, act.

health problems

income needed

social security

4.1a



n the first three parts of this se

listed those areas which revealed no important difference een

the retired and the preretired samples; also listed, were those

relationships between factors studied which were neither noteworthy

or eignificant.in this study. Parts four and five reported and

commented upon those differences and relationships that were sub..

stantial enough to seem worthy of note. Part six will report

tails and ZiTC commente on those differences and relationships that

are statistically significant in this study,"

105
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TABLE XIV

FOUND 'b HEEEN T PREi6Alte.:M: I WHICH
aliTIRED AND THE AL

plcent
will work
yes
no

Health
good
poor
excellent

problems
yes
no

d

$100 or less

yes
no

Fri ends in
same commustLy

will have

her community
activities

will want

will live
with spouse

RD SM. 1PLIZ

pre - retired

No.

27

3

90
10

do work

No .

53

47

21 70 19 64
0 0 7 23
9 30 4 13

11 37 21
19 63 9 30

3 10 40

40
60

18 60 do have 27

6 20 do have

now living
29 97 with spouse 20 67

fic,ce at h 5 as d e fined
fold Con ingency Table. (



TABLE XV

FACTORS WHICH SHOW SICI IPI.CANT T ON'

ed reti

health

11 yre. or 12 yrs.or
less (22) more (8)

good (21) 18
poor

((0)

0
exc 9) 4

3

5

(19(7)

)
(4) 2

5
0
2

work

Almost all of the pre-retired

retired years. Some of them have s ome very definite

plans which they should be able to carry through if their health

holds out. Others have vague ideas of what they want to do with no

very certain means of achieving the goal. A complete list of their

plans for work is found in AMEN= XIV.

About half of the retired sample are working; eight part

and cialt full tire. Of the fourteen who are not working ten would

like to work more; six say that they would like to work more but

their health prevents it. Two of those who are working part time

would like to work more.

A variety of Jobe is found by those who are working, The

to list of those jobs in which the retired sample are tly
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employed is found in APPENDIX XIV. The types of work

the pre-retired is not too different from those obtained a

retired.

There is a significant di feren between the

to work in their retirement years and the number who are able te.

Some cannot find work; others are not able to work for health reasons.

Health. None of the pre-retired sample reported poor health.

Seven of the retired sample consider their health to be poor. There

are fewer of the retired sample who consider their health to be excel

lent. Many pre-retireesi plans for employment depend on their cena.

tinued good health. This significant difference in the health the

pre-retirees have and that they may expect, based on what the retired

sample have achieved, is especially important. An examination of

the complete list in APPENDIX XIV shows that some of these people

will be able to adjust their work to a decreasing capacity. The

interviews revealed that for a number of these men, there was a

great pride in health itself, In those cases there iiould be con-

siderable difficulty in accepting themselves as lees healthy people

than they had expected to be.

This study also indicates that net only does thet,r general

health condition change significantly but also the number of them

who have health problems increases aignificantly. This increase in

health problems may be the result of the progressive nature of eom

of the health problems. Perhaps an increased amount of leisure

leaves time to udevelop" these problems or to recognize them.
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Further research might be able to detereine to whet extent these

problems are influenced by rsychoesomatic factors,

The data in this study indicate that there is a significa

difference between what the pre-retired expect of their health con-

dition and what the retired have achieved in the retirement years.

The effect of a leer deeree of health on their plans for employ

ment and other activities es well as on their self-concept could

well be a source of afficult adjustment.

ecome needed. Only three of the pre-retired feel that they

needed $100 or less per month to live on in their retirement years;

twelve or the retired heve found that they c4e1 get along on $100 or

less per month. }any of these retired do not eet that much. This

may be the reason that they are sure that they could do vere well

an that small amount. Most of them awn their hones; few of them

pay much income tax; few of them are able to travel muoh on account

of their health. any of them have eardens, uometimes a cow and

chickens. Some of them have dispensed with a car; others have no

need for a new one,

The fact that the retired he been able to achieve

able Oeeree of satisfaction with 0.00 or less per meth indicates

that the adjustment to a lowered ille04114 can be achieved. It would

seem that some assistence could be given to the pre-retired if he

had this information and the required skills sugeezted to him in

advance.



The absolute necessities of life are not the only factors

involved in a lowered iracoue. .2ome of the pre..retired are concerned

about their future ability to give. Some of the retired feel unwel.

come in church for they can ne longer pay their way The pre..

retired and the retired alike would probably benefit by some help

in accepting the fact that personal services are as of much social

value as gat ney contributions. The retired man can offer time itself

instead of the money substitute. A counselor could give this help

before and after retirement.

ducational interests. A signifi cant fference

tween the number who have educational interests in the retired

years and those who have interests in the reetired yeara. There was

some indication that the sense of "future" ,ht be a factor in the

development of new interests. Some of them said that they had never

had time to be interested while they were working and it is too late

now.

The interests expressed by the pr mTle include:

agriculture or
gardening

woodworking or
carpentry

stone-polishing
typing
mining techniques
play supervision
group techniques
mathematics
Indian relics and
villages

almost anything

ae than one

4

3

1
1
1
1
2

1
1



Eicht of these intereets in leernleg bre for income purpo

six ere purely hobby learninee, All six of the hobte' leernines are

lonetime interests about which the ledividtel wants to discover

more or develop new kills. Probable the eleht who want to learn

for income purposes would have a relatively short learning periodbelhe

using the knowledge on the job.

There seems to be some demand for formal adult education among

this group. Mathematics, typing, group techniques, play supervision,

and carpentry were indicted interests. Workshop type situations or

county agent service where the individuel could get the pieces of

knowledge most suited to his immediate needs seemed to be called for

by those who wanted informetion about gardening, agriculture, stone*.

polishing. Library facilities would be necessary to the one inter...

ested in Indian relics; and a laboratory might be made available to

the individual for research in mining techniques.

Ten out of the twelve who have educetioeel interests also

expect to work after they retire. ;5eventeen of the eighteen who have

no educutional interests expect to work. There seeme to be no relsoe

tionship between working and educational interests for the pre

retired sample.

All the preretired are in good or excellent health. A larger

percentage (66) of those in excellent heath have interests. About

one half of those who bevy nno problems" also have "no interests;"

about a fourth of those who have "problems" have nintereeese"



The interests of the retired saw lu ads

Christian ecience 1
engineering 1
mechanical inventions 1
music 1

4A

All of these interests were hobby leernings and continuation

of longtime interests. Al hoUgh the retired aample did not report

it, there may have been, this ehertterm learning interest when they

first retired. There seems to be almost no demand for formal adult

education among thie retired group.

Individual assistance would probably be acceptable to the

individual interested in music. A laboratory or machine shop would

be helpful to tht man who wanted to invent. The hird man is inter

ested in individual pursuit of his intereete. Individual encourage.

meat of others in this group who say they are net interested might

easily Iced to a development o interest.

All of those who have educi,tionel interest's are also working,

two full time. Of those who showed no interest, thirteen are work-

ing and fourteen are not. Ax are workinz full tize. There seems

to be no relationship between eductional interest and working for

the retired sample.

All who had "interetts" reported good or excellent health.

Half of those with excellent health have interests; only one out of

eighteen of those reporting good health have intereets; none of

on
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those in poor hecith has interests. ''..out one fourth of those with

"no problems" have interests; only one in twenty of those with probe

lams has interests.

Whatever the reason may be, the feet remains t let in this study

there wee found a significant difference between the number of indivi.

duals in the pre-retired and retired samples who reported an interest

in some learnine activity. Since these interests are time-consuming

factors, it is likely that those who count on their interests to fill

their leisure time in the retirement years may need to have alter..

native plans for effective adjustment.

Friends in the sere communit. There is a sienifitantly greater

number of individuals in the pre-retired sample who expect their

friends will not be in the same community with them that is found to

be the case with the retired sample. ieveral of the retired sample

said that in spite of the fact that they have moved, they have

always been able to make friends and they always will be able to

make friends. This i.e contrary to a commonly heaxistatement that

it is harder for old people to mike friends. Nene of the older

people complaired of the treatment of their new ne ehbors eed most

of them are_ enthusiastic about the manner in which these people

have re de them feel welcome. even those that are not Nell. and can

seldom see their friends feel that they have friends in the community

It is possible that the pre-retired have the concept of not

being able to make friends in their later years. L counselor could

assist them to overcome this fear. Skills of friendliness could be



called to their attention. Equipped with assurance and shills, they

would find the friends they need in their retirement years, without

a period of tear.

Other community activities. A sisif3.cant difference is found

between the number of pre-retired who want to take pert in community

activities after retirement and the numner of retired who do teks

part. Perhaps the desire is not sufficient to the fiction. Perhaps

the attitude of the younger people does not permit this intrusion

of old people where they have not been before. Perhaps the interest

does not continue after retirewert Communities would do well to

examine the possibility of stimulating and maintaining the contin~

ued interest of their increasing numbers of retired community 111411

bore. increased recognition for cemmunity services as well as

increased assignment of these services to elder members would in.

crease the wealth of these communities in terms of human eatisfao ..

tions and services offered.

malgoltatus. Twenty...eine or all of the pre ...retired men are

now living with their wives and expect to do so when they retire.

Only twenty of the retired still have their wives. This significant

difference means that many of the plans which were made for two will

have to be carried out by the remaining one or not at all. It means

that living arrangements will have to be altered, that there will

be a Change in eating habits, that someone else will be offering

or failing to offer the emotional support needed for satisfactory



living, Even the socks wi31 be darned by someone else, probably nott

as well. Or they may have to be worn with holes. The loss of a

spouse is probably the factor which is most likely to be neglected

in the thinking of the pre retired for their retirement years. The

phrase it would have been very different if my wife had lived" was

heard from nany of the retired who had lost their wives.

Havighurst states that changed living arrangements and death of

the spouse are two of the important adjustments that the older person

is forced to make (55, p. 304). The data from this study would con..

firm his report. The four retired men who reported other living

arrangements such as living with a sister, were judged by the writer

to be happy or very happy. They seemed to have been able to make en

adequate adjustment to an unexpected circumstance. Further investi

gation of these C8444 might reveal a period of adjustment which

could have been shortened or made less painful with some planning

fer this change in living arrangements.

In the years when adjustment processes are often strained any

way, the less of the strongest emotional support can be very difficult.

Some thought concerning alternative plans for retirement which might

be followed, in case they were left alone, could decrease the shock

and confusion when the event came.

1 d at3ridition turfy reveals

a significant difference between the number of the retired who have

fewer than twelve years of school and those who have more than

twelve years of school who are in poor health. It may be that



those with more years in school have better nutritional or medical

knowledsew It my J.A thAt tAy hove hhd durirz their lifetiel more

&cease to eed food and medical care. It may be because they seem

to b, more active in the.r rotirod yeays. count:411*r world de well

to pay special attention to the heLlth needs and knowledge of thous

who have less years in school

alma, Uvulae-ant differences hhve been found in this study

between the expectatione for retirement years and to realty of

these years in the following areas: employment, heelth, needed income,

educational interests, friends- in the oommunity, participation in

ether community activities than clubs, and marital status. There is

also found a significant relationship, with the retired sample,

between health condition and the number of years of edhoei Special

attention by the counselor to these areas of adjustment seem* ealled

for.
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INDIVIDUAL COON EL1EG N4ED3

Observe4 mai The differences between what the person expecte of

retirement and what he gets may well show the areas in which he will

need to be prepared to make adjustment. Be may not need counseling

in these areas. The personal and social resources of the older per-

wen should be examined in order to assess his need for counseling.

It seems useful, then, to call attention to individual needs as they

were observed by the author in one interview.

Consider the man who makes plans for his retirement an

acreage where he can raise a garden to supplement his small income.

In the process he keeps himself well occupied with projects that have

long beckoned to him. One might be inclined to think that this man

would have no adjustment problems. But what happens to biz if his

health fails? Does he have alternative plans to fall back on? Will

his family support him through these disappointing days? Will he

be able to change his self-concept to meet the changing physical

condition?

It has been seen in this study that there is a significant

difference in the number of older people who expect to work after

they retire and the number who have been able to find work or who

are able to work in retirement. For some this will be an adjustment

problem which they can handle fairly well; with others outside

assistance will be needed to make the transition effectively.

A summary of such counseling needs as were seen by the ,,a-iter

in one interview is seen in TABLE XVI page 118. A more complete
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report of these needs will be found in AP I DI XX.

TABU Hi

SUMMARY OF COUNSELING NEEDS AS SELN IN OILS INTERVIEW.k

Need observed

none
none unless health fails
wife is critical factor
social contacts
work
leisure time
idea of retirement or

old age
personal crisis
money
nutrition
health
channels of usefulness
pension treatment

re- retired retired

11 9

5 1

3 0
1 8

4 1
0 2

5 1
1 4
1 0
0 2
0 2
0 3
1 2

* source material in APPENDIX XX

There is no claim made for adequacy of information or accuracy

of diagnosis or prognosis. The comments are Made with full

nition of the limitations of a one...interview interpretation.

It will be noted in TABLE XVI page 118 that eleven out of thirty

pre-retired persons and nine out of thirty of the retired have no

counseling needs. In addition there are five pre-retired and one

retired who have no counseling needs unless their health fails. In

these five cases it was observed that health itself was a source of

pride and if thatsnould fail, a changed selfconcept would have to be

achieved and the patterns of behavior established for self.maintenarre



would need to be altered. The transition would probably be a crit-

ical period. For the most part simple assistance in some specific

area is all thit is needed. These data agree 4th those of Dr.

Stern of Montreal who had referred to him troublesome old people

from a charity institution (121). He states that most of the tremble

some old people referred to him were victims of simple maladju tment4

Any statement of needs for the counseling of older people does

not infer a used for professional counseling. Much of the assistance

needed is best given by friends and family. It is important, however

that anybody who contacts older people be alert to their needs and

aware of the resources available to answer these needs

Whenever one assumes the responsibility for assisting an indivi

dual to more adequate adjustment, it teee mes necessary to come to

some resolution of the problem of whether this adjustment should be

one of acceptance of current conditions or one of optimum fulfillment

of capacity. In counseling older people, it is the opinion of the

writer that there will be great need for consistent good judgment in

distinguishing which type of adjustment and what degree of adjust.

mint to encourage. It seems obvious in some cases that an expansion

of the person into new areas would increase the usefulness and

happiness of that person. On the other hand there are those for

whom expansion would be such a violent effort that cceptance

becomes a seemingly more desirable goal. These are individual

decisions that have to be made.



The precognition that acceptance of as theytheir ere is

sometimes the desirable goal does not in any way mean that communia

ties should not make it possibl e for the elder member to expand his

activities, Ea ily acceesible social contacts and ohannels of usea

fulness may he the environmental shift that makes expansion possible

where acceptance would otherwise have to be the goal

It can be seen from the TABLE XVI that aeunseiir g an older

person is the function of more than one community agency. The needs

range from the health and nutrition to empleym nt. Their elude per*

eonal support during crisis and longtime support through increased

social contacts Most of these needs can be answered through exist.

i ng agencies if the needs are known,

A-e4ak eentacte and uoefulnees, A c son of t

needs of the pre-retired with those of the retired reveals that

though adequate social contacts may be avai ble to the prearetiredo

almost a third of the retired need help in making satisfactory saki

contacts, It is seen also that the pre-retired have little dif

eulty in finding channels of usefulness, but the retired need help

in this area.

4paomon 4.1.41 inc a Assistance in finding work or adju

lug to changed work status seems to be a problem for the pre-retired,

but not for the retired. The retired also seam to have come to terms

with themselves on the idea of retirement or old age and with their

reduced income.



th nutrition. Neede for counseling h do nrt :sue

to be present with the pre-retired but which are apparent for the

retired are in the fields of nutrition and health. It is assumed by

lication that counseling for health pro lens might be needed by

the pre-retired when they are included in the elate gory 'money" unless

health fails.

Yereenal factors. The wife as a factor in adjustment does not

seem to stand out for th3 retired. Three of the pre-retired have

wives who are definite obstacles to their adjustment. In other cases

where the wife was a facilitating factor, the writer did not note

this as a critical factor, although it might well be considered as

such,

=marl', all those who contact old people should

to their varying needs in order to make use of the available *sources

to answer these needs. Decisions will need to be made as to the goal

of adjuptment. is it to be optimum use of capacity or acceptance

f circumstance; These decisions will need to be made on an

dual basis with as full knowledge as possible of the person to be

counseled. easy accessibility of opportunity for expansion is one

of the factors to be considered. Most of the older persons inter --

viewed have adequate personal and social resources for a fairly sat-

isfactory a djustment without the aid of counseling. In only- one

se is there a serious maladjustment; this is a medical problem.

In a few areas, these old people need assistance which could

be available from many already - existing community ag eiss or from
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interested individuals. 1,lbet of the old people interviewed were

observed to have excellent skills of adjusting without additional

outside help.

Deviate otterns ad4ustment. of only is it it to realize

that there are individual counueline needs, but, it is ovally essential

to recognize that identical answers may not satisfy seemingly similar

needs. The case of R-7 (APPENDIX XXI) illustrates this fact. R.7,

a man with cancer, suffers a great deal and knows that he will die

before very lone. He is openly disappointed with his heelth, but he

is very busy getting everythine in order for his wife's comfort. He

is carrying as much of load as he can and ie appreciative of his

small pension and of the extra time he now has to rest e enough to

give him strength to finish his job. Pe24 has a fine wire, a charm

ing home, a promisine acreage, fine neiehbors maey enjoyable church

activities, but he is bitterly resentful of the fact that he has to

make some anaccustomed economies. Further illustrations of such tee

congruities have been selected for inclusion in APPENDIX XXI.

Consideration of the individual needs and the incongruous

patterns leads the writer to suggest that future systematic research

on deviate patterns of adjustment to old age might result in useful

material for counselors of older adults. If syndromes of internal

and external cenditions could be established and their relationship

to adjustment *hewn, there would be then additional guides for the

counselor as he assists the older person to adequate adjustment.
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THE mApprna3 scALE

The happiness ;scale used in this study was added for the her

pose of recording the general ippreesion of happiress that was apparent

to the writer in one interview. The writer is of the opinion that

although there is no claim to validity, there is value in the report..

ing of the results.

On the first pace of the schedule were found the numbers from

one to five, Number one represented the very happy; number five

represented the very unhappy. Immediately after the interview the

writer circled one of the numbers to correspond with the degree of

happiness observed. This was done withort reference to the specific

answers as recorded in the schedule.

When the data were analyzed certain of the items in the sche

dule were chosen as indicators of happiness, These were chosen as

the individual's expression of satisfaction with the situation as

he found it, not as a measurement of how much activity he was

engaged in. The items used were:

1. Do you like the place you live nom/ (direct expression
of satisfactica)

2. Will your income be (or is your income) enough? (direct
expression of satisfaction)

3. How often will you see your family? (assumption: that
they would want to see them often)

4. Row often will you see your friends? (assumption as
above)

5. Now is your health now? (assuming that excellent health
is most desirable)

6. How much pre time do you have (or expect to have)?
(assuming that too much spare time is undesirable)

74 hat do you expect to enjoy most about retirement?
(assuming that eagerness for retirement will increase
the chance for happiness)



What do you dislike mcst wham you think of being retir
(assuming that too many dislikes would be a sylmptom of
unhappiness)
What do you plan to do about those things that you dislike?
(assuming that if there are ways of overcoming dialikes
there is less likiihood of unhappiness)

10. What is the most importart thin] ynu have to do after yon
retire? (assuming that if there is a central project of
absorbing interest many minor irritations wti be over-
looked)

The quality of the answers found each schedule was given a

score It was impossible to make thi scoring completely objective.

These scores were added to achieve an assessment of the happiness of

the individuals interviewed as indicated by their expressions of

satisfaction with their circumstance now and in the future.

These scores were then compared to those judgments recorded by

writer at the end of the interview. No significant differences

found, Some are worth commenting upon. TABUS XVII and XVIII

pages 124 and 125 show the comparative results,

TABLE xvu

3 OD SCOW FOR
"IRgB

ASSES= OF FR*

es4 rate

1 12
2 10 11
3 7
4 1

3 0

4

a
32
6

7

9
9

4

0
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TABLE. XVIII

RWTIONSHIP or JUDTMTS TO WORES AS ITS'f TO ASSLSS T tpmEss
OF PRE...RETIRED AND RETIRED SAMPLES.

ired
judgment 2 3 4 5 1 2

score *

1 (10) 7 3 (7)6 1
2 (11) 4 4 3 (9) 7 1 1
3 (4 Y 1 3 (8) 2 4 2

4 (4) 1 2 1 (1)
5 (1) 1 (4) 2 1

numerals in ren s ndica to nzmber mf individ e s Ira t t

It will be noted TABLE XVII page 124 ehowe that the score

Assessment indiceted a somewhat lesser degree of happiness for both

samples than did the judgment rating, This could be the result of

the interaction of the interviewer with the indieidual; or it could

be that the expression of satisfaction or dissatisfaction was not

one of unhappiness but of evaluation. Perhaps., he was not satisfied

with his health, but this diseatisfactior might net make him unhappy

as observed by the interviewer, Perhaps he did not see his family

very often, but he did not let that fact make him unhappy. The

judgment may have been in error or it may have been assessing a difw

ferent factor, perhaps a general attitude toward life,

TABLE XVIII pee 125 shows a similar discrepancy between theta*

jedged to be happy and found less happy as seared. It has occurred.

to the writer that the fact that none of the retired were ZL44114 to

be very unhappy, yet four were scored as very unhappy may have
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resulted from the fact that leen hapidnes'6 was expected of the

retired sample. This would tend to result in a hi:;her grading than

was deserved.

It may seem te the rewier that much has been said concerning

the happiness scale wich ee.nnot be supported statistically. The

writer questions iether happince cart be measured the number of

activities en.2.aed in or the individuals) attitude toward these

activities. The fact that, in this stud, the judzmeat of happin

shows so little relationship to these activities would tend to

strengtheA the basis !or the question. It Is the opiniou of the

writer that further studies are needed to add to our knoule&-c at

this point. It is recommended that more research be directed te

this phase of adjustment in old age.'
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The data gathered in this study show significant differences

between what the prespretirod sample expect of their retirement years

and what the retired sample are able to achieve. This fact confirms

the hypothesis that there is considerable difference between what the

pre-retired employees of the Oregon State Highway Department expect

for their retirement years and what the retired employees are able

to achieve; and that thiscIfference is likely to make adjustment to

the retirement years more difficult.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMAR!

The early part of the twentieth century found the United States

with en increasingly older population both in proportion and in num.

bete. The problems that accompanied industrialisation and urbanite.

tion have been important ones to these older people. An increasing

number of retirement plans resulted in the necessity for a changed

pattern of living late in life. The attention of counselor*, then,

is logically turned to the needs of growing numbers of individuals

in their later years.

An increasing number of studies are centering their attention

on the adjustment problems and patterns of old people. Some of them

are concerned with the whole pattern; still others attempt to divide

the factors into meaningful parts, More satisfactory research methods

are emerging from many experimental efforts.

This study is used on four major assumptions: first, that a

great difference between what a person expects to do and what he is

able to achieve may lead to an emotional disturbance; second, that

if it were made known to the retiring individual what reality he

could justifiably expect, he could better adjust to the real situ*.

tion when he meets it; third, that the better adjustment of older

adults is important to the effective functioning of modern society;

and fourth, that the older adult is capable of learning.



This study proceeds with the hypothesis that there is a con.

siderable difference between what the pre-retired employees of the

Oregon State Highway Department expect of their retirement years

and what the retired employees are able to achieve; and that this

difference is likely to make adjustment in retirement years mare

difficult.

A simple of thirty individuals was selected by random methods

from those employees of the Oregon State Highway Department who would

retire within the next five years; another sample of thirty indivi

duals from those who had retired within the last five years was

drawn in the same manner. It was then possible to examine comparablo

groups to test the hypothetis. Each individual was interviewed per.

sonally. Record was made of answers to the scheduled questions and

also of other comments and observations that seemed of value,

The data gathered furnish the answers to the four major

questions as follows,

1. milftlits pro-rou

12142.1BEIL MX iltEltalkallditeVaano,

The findings of this study dhow that nearly all of the pre-

retired sample expect to stay in the same community when they retire.

They like this community and expect to have frequent and satisfying

contacts with their family and friends there Two thirds of them

have educational interests which they expect to follow. They will

have more than one source of income but they do not expect to receive
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Old Age Assistance benefits. Nearly all of them willeork at full

or part time jobs to supplement their pension. They feel that they

will need about $150 to live on in retirement. They are all in

good or excellent health and expect to stay that way. Although

about half of them belong to some club or lodge, only three of them

take part in any other community activity and only three others

expect to take part after retirement. Most of them go to church

occasionally or regularly; a few participate in more than the ear.

vice; one third never go to Church. They are about evenly divided.

as to favorable and unfavorable attitude toward a set age for retire.

ment. Most of them are sure they will have plenty to do to keep

them busy after retirement. Nine looked forward to nothing in retire.

ment; eleven feared nothing in retirement. Some have vague fears,

others specific. Most have a plan to overcome these fears. Nearly

all have specific or general goals for their retired years that will

maintain a feeling of usefulness.

2* What are the actiyity :patterns 2A:the retiredemnleveee

and ha do Nam 121l. about their lehieeemente?

Two thirds of the retired sample are "living with their spouses4

in the same community where they retired and they like it there.

Nine out of ten have no educational interests. Sixteen of them are

continuing to work full or part time. Five are getting old Age

Assistance benefits. Two thirds of them believe that they can live

on $125 or less. t of them are satisfied that the amount of their

pensions is correct for their service.
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Two thirds of the retired sample have their families close to

them. Nearly all have friends close. Both families and friends

treat them very well.

Fewer than a third of the retired group reported poor health

although twentyone of them have specific health problems. About a

third of them belong to some club or organization, but none of them

has any other co mmunity activity. Half of them never go to Church)

only four go regularly.

Half of this group favored a set retirement age, but only a

third of them retired willingly. Nine retired because of illness*

Almost half of this group do not have enough time to do what

they wanted to, they probably would have if they weren't working*

A great variety of activities were reported*. Being ones own boss

and having time to do as one pleases were enjoyed by many of the

retirees interviewed. Lack of money was the most frequent ccaplaint.

Less than a third think that their Wes work kis conplete. Some

have specific projects, others have continued responsibilities. A

few are just waiting to die.

3. j.± there au important, slifferance betweeeinaawItheeemok

retired eplect agoexS.h.2. retired achieve?

Noteworthy but not significant differences were found between

some of the factors studied. The degree of health is related to all

of those factors which call for same activity except educational

interests. Happiness is related to years of school, health, employ.-

meet, and attitude toward leisure, Lut it does not seem to be related
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to other social activitis than exploym a. There seems to be a

pattern of inactivity and activity somewhat dependent on the degree

of health, but not entirely Longitudinal studies may throw some

light on whether or not this pattern is of lifetime duration.

Significarlt differences have been found in this study between

the expectations for retirement years and the reality of these years

in the following are plc health, needed income, educational

interests, friends in the community, participation in other community

activities other than clubs, and marital status. There was also

found a significant relationship, with the retired. sample, between

health condition and the number of years of school. Special atten-

tion by the counselor to these areas of adustzent seems called (or.

4. What 11 1lLe. ,extent, sa the DersorA e1 22.4a xe@eureep

11,12 jndiy&l to adipst a! rot4re4 ileg; t .ft1 extent 1441.
he need eounseline7

All those who coutiot old people should be alert to their vary

in needs in order to make uoe of the available reariuroes to answer

these needs. -Decisions will need to be made as,to the goal of adjust-

ment. Is it to be optimum use- of capacity or acceptance of circus.

stance? These decisions will need to be made on an individual basis

with as full knowledge as possible of the person to be counseled.

Xisy accessibility of ep:vrtunity for expansion of activities is

one of the factors to be considered. Yost of the older persolAs

interviewed have adequate personal and social resources for a fairly
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satisfactory adjustment without the aid of counseling. In only one

case is there a serious maladjustment; this is a medical problem.

In a few areas these old people need assistance which could be

available from many already existing community 'agencies or indivie,

duals. Most of the old people interviewed were observed to have

excellent skills of adjusting without additional outside help.

Consideration of the individual needs and the incongruous pato.

terns of adjustment leads the writer to suggest that future eystemetic

resebrch on deviate patterns of adjustment to old age might result in

useful material for counselors of older adults. If Syndromes of in-

ternal and external conditions could be established and their relation..

ship to adjustment shown, there would be then additional guides for

the counselor as he assists the older person to adequate adjustment.

The significant difference found in this study between what the

pro-retired sample expects and what the retired sample has achieved

gives support to the hypothesis that there is considerable difference

between what the pre-retired employees of the Otegon state Highway

Department expect of their retirement years and what the retired

employees are able to achieve; and that this difference is likely to

make adjustment in the retirement years more difficult. For the

most part, these men will have adequate personal and social resources

to achieve necessary adjustments. An easier transition from active

years to retirement years could be made with the assistance of a

counselor equipped with knowledge of the adjustments necessary to

the later years. A more realistic approach to retirement years should

ease and Shorten the acute adjustment period.
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1, give assistance in
acceptance of CAA burnt

2* encourage church administrators to
for service contribution with recognition to replace
money contribution.

3, provide information concerning other sources of incomes
such as veteran.. pensions, part...time jobs, hobby
earnings, and lodge aid*

h. become acquainted with local attitudes toward employ-
ment of the ageing and aged*

5. fUrnish information regarding possible jobs for the

maid*
60 assist in attachment of value to contribution of time

as a substitute for the contribution of money

and

divided into several areas

sursoutime and education,.

h4 Counselors of the aged should*

assist in the acceptance of waning strength*
encourage edeqpate and regular medical the 149

beginning at age forty* These should include eareful
and frequent glass- fitting and training in use at
hearing-adv./len called for*
assist in acceptance of spcolahealth when necessary,
assist in development of alternate patterns of behavior
whim poor health is present,
encourage attention to changing nutritional needs-4

Counselors of the aged should*

furnish information to encourage hope for frequent
family contacts*

encourage club membership before and after retirement
to reduce loneliness and give opportunity to maintain
social contact,
encourage club officers and other members to give
attention end provide activities for older members,



avadgv, (a ant.) Counselors of the aged should*

44

5.
6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

12.

133b

encourage communities to organise soct9l labs for none
working old.
encourage continued church attendance.
encourage church administrators to give recognition to
older people regardless of ability to pay.
encourage increase of church visitation program to
shutmdms.
assist in development of alternate patterns of behavior
in ease of possible death of spouse.
assist in the acceptance of the possible death of the
spouse.
explore with the client the role of the older person in
any changed living arrangement.
assist with attention to maintaining skills of develop-
ing and maintaining friendships.
assist with the acceptance of mixing with older people
ere an older person.

time. Counselors of the aged should:

1. assist in the acceptance of and use of increased leisure
time,

2. assist in attachment of value for time contribution to
substitute for money contribution.

3. assist in channeling increased leisure time into oommunitY
projects that will answer many social and psychological
needs.

4. encourage community use of elders in various projects.
5. assist in developing the Attitude that time is something

to be used not just endured.

Counselors of the aged should*

1. encourage membership in "interests groups.
2. encourage community organisation of ointerest* groups to

include the old.

3. encourage the development and continuance of educational
interests before and after retirement.

4. encourage community development of individualised
educational services for older people.
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Counselors of the aged should:

14 recognise the individual nature of old age.
2. carefully assess the physical, social and psycho-

logical needs of the client,
3 recognise that any one factor does not determine

happiness or unhappiness, but that an interacting
cluster of factors is the element to be considered.
eonsider the possibility of social adjustment, maw.
ing adjustment of the social environment of the
individual, as well as the personal adjustment of
the client,
come to a decision as to the type and degree of
adjustment possible for each client,
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APPENDIX I

SCHEDULES USED FOR. INTERVIEWIEG PE-a

(upper half of page is for proretired; lower
half is for retired)
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1.

NAFX

ADDRESS

DATE

1 2 3 4 5

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE

1 2 3 4 5

1.

P R
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RESIDENCE

How long have you lived here?

When retired will you be?
your own home (alone)

(with spouse)
rented home (alone)

(with spouse)
with children
home for older people
other

same community
change to country
change to city
other

Do you like the place you live now?
Why?

2.

RESIDEKCE

How long have you lived here?

Is this address?
your own home (alone)

(with spouse)
rented home (alone)

(with spouee)
with children
home for oldek people
other

Do you like the place you live now?



SCHOCLING AND

Year or grade completed
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12

Mains for
social security
retirement benefits
help from children
continued work
old age asistance
savings
insurance
other

Will it be ? enough
not nearly enough
almost enough
plenty
ether

How much will you need?

Do you like to get money from the
expected source?
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Year
1
a

SCHOOLING AND INCOME

or grade completed

2 3 4 5 6 7
9 10 11 12

Source of income
social security
retirement benefits
help from children
continued work
old age assistance
savings
insurance
other

Is it? enough
not nearly enough__
a1rtio0A enough

plenty
other

How much do you need?

Are you getting the amount
you expected?

Are you able to buy the thing
you expected to?

If not, why/

Do you like to get money
from the present source?



FAMIIX

How near will you live to your family?
in the same community
in the same neighborhood
same household
see them about once a year NIIIMIN
other

How often will you see your faintly?
often
seldom
not nearly enou
too often
other

What pleasurable activities do you have
with your family?
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4.

Will your family
neglect you?
pay some attention
but not enough
treat you very
well

FAMILY

How near do you live to your family?
in the same community
in the same neighborhood
same household
see them about once a year
other

How often do you see your fa.mily?
often
seldom
not nearly enough
too often
other

What pleasurable activities do you have
with your family?

4.

Does your. family
neglect you?
pay some attention
but not enough
treat you very
well



MEADS

How near will you live to your friends?
in the. same community

in the same neighborhood
in the same houeghold
see them about once a year
other

How often will you see them?
often
seldom
not nearly enough
too often
other

What plei..eurable activities will you
have with your friends?
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Will your friends .

neglect you?
pay some attention
but not enough
treat you Very
well

FRIENDS

How near do you live to your friends?
in the same community
in the same neighborhood
in the same household
see them about once a year
other

How often do you see them?
often
seldom
not nearly enough
too often
other

What ple surable activities do you have
with your friends?

5.

De your friends
neglect you?
pay some attention
but not enough
treat you very
well
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HEALTH

is your health now?
good
poor
excellent

Ho do you expect it to be?
better
poorer
about the same
don't know

What do you expect to do to keep your health
or improve it?

Do you have any special physical or health
problems?

How is your health now?
good
poor
excellent

How did you expect it to be?
better
poorer
about the
don't know

HEALTH

What would you like to do to keep
your health or improve it? 01
Do you have any special physical or
health problems?



7.

EDUCATIONAL IiT

Would you like a chance to learn
more about something that interests
zou?

What?

When would you like to meet?
night
morning,

afternoon
other

With whom would you like to meet?
people your own age,
youngcr people
doesn't matter
other
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EDUCATIONAL NT

Would you like a chance to learn
more about something that interests
you?
What?

When would you like to meet?
night
morning
afternoon
other

With whom would you like to meet?
people your own age
younger pea Lie

doesn't matter
other



GOMMUNITY LCTIVITILS

What clubs or orgardzatiois do you now attend?
offices heldname
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8.

What clubs or organizations do you expect to attend?
name frequency of meeting

Do you have any other community activities?

Do you expect to have any other community activities?

8.,

COMITY ACTIVITIES

What clubs or organizations do you now attend?
name offices held I frequency of attendance

What clubs or oranizations would you like to attend?
freouen0Y of meetingname

Do you have any other community activities?

Would you like to have any other 0 un ty activities?



CHURCH

Hew much do you take part in church now?
regularly occasionally

How much do you plan to take part?
regulary occasionally
don't know

none

none

What kind of activities do you expect to
take part in?
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CHURCH

How much do you take part in church now?
regularly occasionally

.W.VONNNINNI* 1
How much would you like to take part?

regularly occasionally
don't know

11100Ermilmlio

none

What kind of activities would you like to
take part in?

If there is a difference between what you
are doing and what you would like to do,
why?



10.
P

Do you expect to work after you retire?
yea no don't know

full time part time

What kind of work do you expect to do ?

Will you need additional training?
yes no don't know

If you could get training, is there some.
thing else you would like to do?

What?
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10.
R

Are you now employed?
part time
full time
none
hrs. per week

ElfPLOYMENT

Would you like to work
more?
less?

If you could choose, what kind of
employment would you like now?

How much

Would you need additional train
yes no other

g

Did you retire willingly?

Should there be a set retirement age?
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LEISURE TIME

How much spare time do you expect to have?

hrs, per day
not nearly enough
more than you know what to do with
hrs, per day more than now
don't know

What do you do in your spare time?

viormoonommooms.......

What do you expect to do in your spare time?

LEISURE

How much spare time do you have?

hrs, per day
not nearly enough
more than you know what to do with
hrs, per day more than now
don't know

What do you do in your spare time?

What would you like to do in your spare time?

111.10.1110



llOPE AND FARS

What do you expect to enjoy most
about retirement?

What do you dislike most when you
think about being retired?

What do you plan to do about those
things you expect to dislike?

.111.1111P

What is the most inmortant thing or
things thzt you hc.ve to do after you
retire?

P
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IT WAS AND IT WASN'T

What do you enjoy most about retirement?

What do you dislike most about being retired?

What things were most disappointing?

What things were better than you thought?

How long had you been planning for retirement?

What plans do you have for the future?

12.
a

Do you feel that you have completed your life's work?
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AP-ENDI1 II

INUINTORY OF COSTS OF INTERVIEWING SIXTY INDIVIDUALS.

ram
destination miles ii).07 no. of interviews* days used*

Coos -Bay

Grants Pass 1300 91.00 14 9
Astoria 500 35.00 5 2
Bend 385 26.95 5 2
" 385 26.95 2 2
Pendleton 775 54.25 4 4
Dallas 60 4.20 1 1

Salem 101 7.07 2 1
1 101 7.07 3 1
N 130 9.10 3 1
N 120 8.40 3 1
N 100 7.00 0 1
" 100 7.00 3 1

Portland 190 13.30 2 1
M 300 21.00 3 1
to 250 17.50 2 1

250 17.50 2 1
Waldport 120 8.40 I 1
Klamath Falls 500 35.00 1 2
Eugene 80 5.60 1 1

" 120 8.40 1 1
Corvallis 0 0 2 1

5,867

0.1~10.1MINOMP

410.69

4101100111111.0.0

60 36Total

Hotel room
14 nights @ $4 64.00

Total 474.69

*Average cost per interview for travel

Average number of interviews per day

$7.91

1 2/3
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APPENDIX III

STANDARD INTRODUCTION* AND CLGS OF INTERVIEW.

Investigator: I'm looking for mr...... . . . to*les40Ole

(after finding the individual)

Investigator: I'm /1.00.,004.,0.,A1 from Oregon State College. I'll
tell you why I'm here, The other day on the campus we got to
talking about the subject of retirement. As we talked, we were
saying that a retirement system was a good thing and so on;
when all of a sudden we realized that we were only talking and
that we really didn't know, Then we knew that the only way to
find out how the state system was working out was to ask those
people who were concerned. And since we knew that you were one
of those people, we wondered if you would be willing to answer
some questions to tell us whatever you think about the arranges.
ments as they are now set up, Do you have time to talk to me
a bit about what you are doing? (or plan to do?)

(at the close)

Investigator:
(to the retired) I surely appreciate your taking the time to
talk to me about what you are doing. etc.

(to the pre-retired) I would like to come back to see you
after you have retired to see how your plans work out. It
looks as though some interesting things may turn up for you
and I would like to see what they are....I'll watch for the
date that you quit and be out to see you again, if nothing
happens.

(in answer to any who ask what this information is for)

The information gathered in this study will be used to help plan
community programs that will answer the needs of the older mem-
bers of the population.

o One refused to be interview.
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AFPaIDIX IV

SOURCES OF 13FORMATION CC iING GUILT R 1ID COINTERVIIMEE*

preoret d

service station 14
home address correct
person at home
neighbors
State highway office 5
fellow-worker 5
city directory 4
post office 3
place of work 2
phone book 2

9

5

7
1
1
1
5

telephone office 2 1
grocery store 2 1
tavern 2 1
tenants in former residence 1
postman 1
mail route book at garage 1
hotel 1
highway foreman 1
tax office 1
power company 1
library 1

*sometimes more than one source was consulted before the individual
was located.



APPENDIX V

QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY OF RES :4 USES TO COMPARE PI r- RETIREE A 1D RETIRED

SAMPLES.

preretired retired

happiness judgment

12

score

10

judgment

8

*more

2 10 12 9
3 7 4 6 9
4 1 4 3
5 3.

Residence

less than five years 2
5.9 years 3
10.44 4 5

15.29 " 9
30 or more years 11

Jo

6

6

3
7
8

30

in your own (alone) 1 4
in your own (with spouse) 28 18
rented (alone) 0 1
rented (with spouse) 1
With children 0
other 0

-7"
same community 20
change to city 1
change to country 4
other
no response

like present place
no response

4

736-

27

2
1

22

3
2

3
0

30



APPENDIX V (can't)

QUANTITATIVE SUVA Y 0? RESPONSES TO COMPARE
SAMPLES.

ears in schoo1

".7 6
8 12

9-33. 4
12 2

some college or more
unknown

6

Income, sourc

9social security
help from children 2
continued work 27
Old Age Assistance 0
Savings 8

Insurance 0
Other 9

Ancome satisfaction

8enough
not nearly enough 10
almost enough 11
plenty 1
other 0

30

165

AND RETIRED

7
15
0

6

30

13
0
16
5
2
0

12

11
11
5
1
2
30

Needed income

$100 or less 3 12
$125 6 6
$150 11 7
$200 2 2
$250 4 0
$300 or more 2 1
don't know 2 276 'fifs

Attitude toward amount of pension received. (see Appendix VII)
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APPENDIX V (conft)

QUANTITATIVE ARY OF RESPONSES TO COMPARE PRE.'RE?IRED AND RETIRED
SAMPLES.

etired ret

Family re on

How near you live

to your family?

in same community
in neighborhood
same household
see once a year
other

How often wal you
your family?

often
seldom
not enough
no responte

Treats very well
No resronse

10
2 3
4 3
1 1

30

15
4
2

22
1
1
6

30 30

25 20
10

30 30

Pleasurable ac es th family see Appendix VIII)

Friend17 relationships

How near 111 you live
to your friends?

in same community
in neighborhood
other
in household

18 27
19 16

3 4
0 0



APPENDIX V (const)

QUANTITATIVE SUNWRY OF RESPONSES TO COMPARE PRE'RETIRED AND RETIRED
SAMPLES.

preretired retired

Friendly relationships, (=It)

How often wicil you
see them?

often 27 22
seldom 1 4
not enough 0 3
other
no response

1 0

30 30

Treat very well 28
No response 2 2

30 30

pleasurable activities with f de, (see Appendix VIII)

Health condition

good
poor
excellent

ealth exRectation

21

30

19
7

30

expect or expected
it to be

better 3
poorer 0 2
about the same 26 18
don't know 2

30

jealth problems (see Appendix IX)

yes
no

11

3.

30

Means of maintaining health (see Appendix X)
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APPENDIX V (con't)

QUANTITATIVE SUNY;RY OF RESTUSLS TO COLP,RF, P1tRTIRiD AND
SAMPLES.

eretired retired

Educational interests (see Appendix XI)

yes
no

12
18
30

meet at night 3
meet in morning 2
meet in afternoon 1
other 4
no response 2

12

meet with younger 1
doesn't matter 6
meet with peers 2
no response .2_

12

lub membership

now
705 1 9
no 24 21

30

will or would like
yes 15 4
no 14 20
no response 1 6

30 30

Ad of clubs (see Appendix XII)

9ther community activities

now
yes 3
no 27
no response 0

30

0
28
2



2.69

APPENDIX V (conft)

QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY OF RESTONSES TO CO} PJLE PRE-aETIR.,3

SAMPLES.

preretired

Other community activities (con't)

will want or would like

Yee 6
DO 22
no response 2

30

1111 of other c Y activities

Church attendance

now yes
regularly 7
occasionally 13
none 10

30

will or want to
regularly 10
occasionally 10
none 10

30

ret r

1
28

30
(see Appendix XII)

Other h ch activities see Appendix nix)

4
11

30

4
12

30

Employment

expect to or now have
yes
no

Lull time
part time

km of a tpl.oyi ,wanted or ongged in.

9
18

27

16

8

see Appendix XIV)
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APPENDIX V (con't)

QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO COMPRE PRE-RETIRED AND RETIED
SA:RYLES.

preretired retired

Retirement (Appendix XV)

belief in set age
to retire (see Appendix XVI)

yes 10 1,
no 13 15
no response

30
0

willing to retire
yes
no

30

Plans for retirement
yes 10
no 19
no response 3.

30

01111010111111M 11111011.001.111104,

Attitude toward leisure time
- ..NVOMIWOM.O.

expect to have or
do have

not enough 18 13
more than enough 5 8
other 5 7
no response 2 2

30 30

,Leisure time activities (see Appendix XVII)

Responses to NIT AhD IT WAJNIT" (see Appendix 'VIII)

Responses to "HOPES AND DR&I.,Z" (see Appendix XIX)
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APPENDIX. VI

SOURCES-OF INCOME OTHER THAN EMJILTMIVT.

pre-retired retired

expect income from

cranberry bog
acreage
subdivision of land
bonds
fix-it shop
glass-blowing
mining stock
trailer camp
farm
veterans pension (2)
rentals (3)

have income from

timber tract
real estate exchange
civil service pension
securities (2)

caretaker for house
farm (3)

rentals (6)

APPENDIX VII

ATTITUDES TOARD AMOUNT OF PENSION RECEIVED AT RETIREMENT.

reply

getting amount expected
NOT getting amount expected
getting more than expected
very glad to have it increased*

number retorting

15
10

5
5

* The initial amount of the pension was increased by the legislature
moon after the adoption of the plan.
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APPLIMIX VIII

REPORTED PLEASURABLE ACTIVITIES FRIENDS AND FAMILY.

oreretired retired

visiting 21 25
holidays 21 19
fishing 12 6

picnics 12 8

hunting 9 4
cards 8 2
dinners 8 12
ballgames 4 2
church 3 2
clubs 2 0
vacations 2 0
shows 2 1
radio 2 0
golf 1 0
camping 1 0
square dancing 1 1
travel 1 1
volley ball 1 0
swimming 1 0
photography 1 0
skiing 1 1
mountain climbing 1 0
car rides 1 0
grange 1 0
visit on park benches 1
pool 1
horse shoes 1
no time 1
help with work 1
Other "all alone"

"nothing much on account of
wife's health"
"friends scattered & in cemetery"
"those left"
"visit in store and as they pass
the porch"
"all old and can't travel"
"never see them; that's enough"
"those where I work are any friends"

"too many friends are no good*
"friends mostly at work"
"family doesn't enjoy church"



APPENDIX IX

REPORTED HEALTH PROBLUM.

3.73

preretired retired

asthma
ulcers
heart
arthritus

3
3
2
2

eyes 1
hernia 1
throat 1
Parkinson's disease 1
teeth 1
cancer
feet
broken back (accident on job)
impaired hearing
reduced energy
wife's arthritus
slight stroke
auto accident disability
hip calcified after break on job
wife's heart
left hand helpless after job accident
pinched nerve in leg
poor circulation
diabetes

1
0
4
4.

3
0
0

0
1
1
2

3
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
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APPENDIX X

REPORTED MANS OF KEEPING OR i'lAINTkIi:ING HEALTH.

preretired

keep busy 11
keep working 9
gardening 6

outdoor activities 4
acreage 3
regular exercise 3
live moderately 3
regular hours 2

medical treatment for ulcers
surgery for hernia
move to dry climate
land clearing
quit smoking
get teeth out
house maintenance
smoking pipe
going up town
medical attention for

Parkinson's disease
walking

retired

4
1
0
0
1
1
3
0

walk 34 miles a day
Christian Science
sunshine
hearing aid
no help possible (2)

have nothing to do (2)

play games
had teeth out
prospecting
better since operation
"it's what I eat"
moved for wife's health
hernia operation coming
take care of wife
go to hospital periodically
for heart condition

medicine for pain of cancer
control diabetes with diet
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APPENDIX XI

COMMENTS ON AND REPORTED VititIETY OF EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS.

preretired
410111PIIIIIMPOW

retired

agriculture (3)

gardening (2)

cabinet work (2)

stone polishing
traveling
Indian relics and
villages

woodworking
play supervision
mathematics
typing
new technique for
mining

"when eyes are not used for
work they can be used to
read current affairs, bio
graphy and travel"

"almost anything"

"at my ages doesn't seem
worth while"

"never gave it a thought"

history
inventions on machine shop

equipment
bugs and insects
music
Christian Science
professional engimeeriLg

"had a friend who planned
to do everything and then
got balmy"

"used to teach woodwork"

"blacksmith had no time for
hobbies; now health prevents"

"memory doesn't permit"

"cant even remember music"

"eyes won't permit painting"

"no hobbies or handcraft
developed except gardening;
now I can't do it"

"learn how to get others to
do it my way"
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Appal DIX XII

REPORTED RESPONSES CONCERNING CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES.

pre- retired * retired**

engineering society 4
masons 4
grange 3
Shrine 3
American Legion 2

Odd Fellows 2
Daughters of the Nile 1
Scottish Rites 1

Eastern Star 1
Woodmen of the World 1
Eagles 1
golf 1
Commerce club 1
boy's club 1
garden club 1
wild-life club 1
rock club 1
Chemeketans 1

Civil Defense 1
teach first-aid 1
boyscout troup 1
rather stay home 1

"older people not so much
in tune"

"don't know; just don't
think"

"might have time to be on
school board and town council;
interested but might be too
set in my ways."

"lodge is for younger people"

1
2

1
1
1
2

Elks 2
Lions 1
Alumni 1
Union 1
Horseshoe

club 1

"just like to stay home with
my wife"

"might like to help with
boy's clubs"

"no time yet since moving"

"have been doing for the neigh-
bors so long they expect us
to continue, but there is no
money in it. Folks always have
plenty for someone to do but
no money to pay for it. But
of course, they would do for
us too. We had to quit being
called at night though"

* Four of those reporting club or lodge membership said that they never
went.
** Five of those reporting club or lodge membership said that they
never went.
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A'PENDIX XIII

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON CHURCH PARTICIPATION.

pare- retired retired

attends service
board member
wife does
men's club
youth groups
teach class
ball team
too much social life
programs
suppers
committees

19 12

4 2

2 0
1 1
1 1
1 study 1
1 costs too
1 much 1
1
1 "served our time" (2)

1
"believe in it and contribute"

"too far to drive"

"Thirty years ago, my two
hound dogs were poisoned while
I was in church, so I've never
been since. They were good
dogs too."

"wouldn't do any harm"

"All churches want is money.
When I was supporting my mother
she was giving too much to the
church. They got the money to
do boy's work and then the
boy's had to pay too."

"church has clique; no money
no friends"

"when I first came here, I had
a big family. I transferred
our membership and started to
church. When they found out
we had no money they frose us
out. It would be the same now."
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APPENDIX XIV

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS OE EMPLOYMENT EXPECTATION AND ACHIEVEMENT.

pre-retired retired

expectations in retirement

cabinet making 3
wants extension 3
carpenter 3
just anything 3
600 hours * 3
maintain rentals 2
farm 2
office work 2
acreage 2
woods 1
engineering 1
private industry 1
appraisals 1
logging
sharpen mowers 1
fix-it shop 1
construction 1
machinist 1
glass-blowing
brush-picking 1
cranberry bog 1
city water deptt 1
yard work 1
selling Watkints 1
sheep raising
custodial 1
oiling driveways 1
greenhouse 1
trailer camp 1
holly contracting. 1

* The state retirement plan per-
mits state employment up to 600 hrs.
without withdrawal of retirement
benefits,

present employment

millwork (3)

grocery store
service station
selling Watkin's
housework while wife works
real estate
garden and cow
warehouseman in paint store
general maintenance in ware-
house

carpenter
acreage
bailiff of jury
drive school bus
mowing lawns
cannery
cherry picking
laundry
surveying
janitor in bank

would like

engineering (2)

odd jobs; full time
odd Jobs; part time
sheep raising
common labor 3 days a week
carpenter
farm
mining
logging
ranching
600 hours *

comments

It used to take 8-10 hours to
do a days work; now it takes two."



APPENDIX XV

OTHER ATTITUDES EXPRESSED TOWARD R FIREMENT CONDITION

Pre- retired:

179

"No social worker is going to tell me what I'm going to eat. I

can't eat beans. Older people need more heat. Meat for one
week was $10 with no ham or bacon."

"public service for thirty-three years and only $50 pension"

"government ought to pay more"

"don't like idea of retirement"

wife: "You don't need to come back. He just has to keep on work-
ing. There'll be no retirement for him".

"I will draw lump sum to help establish the fiX-it shop. I can
hardly wait."

"I can hardly wait to have full time to dowry glass- blowing ".

"If I tried to work my 600 hours it would only make trouble. NY
men would do anything for me and they won't for the new man."

"would work in emergency only"

"What chance has a man to be hired after 65? Yet you can't live
on retirement fund."

"No lower class brackets get extended around here."

"Sawmills and log camps won't hire and there is nothing else."

"Would you like it after working twenty -six years at a job you
like and could still do, they just said, 'you're through'?"

"I am afraid there won't be enough for the doctor with my Parkin..
son's disease."

"I can't earn over $2,500 to get vet's pension."



APPEFDIX XV (con't)

OTHER ATTITUDES EXPAESSED TC141,ILD REMIREMENT CONDITION

Lt.ireds

"I 0,419 from retirement. I paid in $28 per month for nine years.
That makes $1400 withheld. The State pays me my money first and
leaves theirs until it is all gone-no interest. Social Security
is better. You have to live too long to get your money on this
one,

"The State pays $7 a month for each $500 invested. They ought to
explain much more about pension system to employees."

"Try to choose the last place to work so you will want to retire
there."

"Anyone who really tries will find a way."

The wife was pleased that he was being forced to answer certain
questions about his plans. "But I don't feel like I'm going to
retire...Noe that people know when, they should do some planning."

Retired,

"I'm surely glad to have the store."

"The State are such a bunch of cheap-skates, I don't even want to
talk about these

"I certainly won't have Old Age Assistance. I won't have charity
and be a pauper. I'll work against them every chance."

"We'll get along on what we have."

"We will get by."

"If anyone tells me I can't work there will be a row."

"A hospital bill right after retirement took all of my savings."

"I haven't really retired yet."

"seems tophigh a cost for amount of pension you get."

"We have enough to bury us with."



APPENDIX XV (con't)

OTHER ATTITUDES =PRESSED TOWARD RETIREI,IENT CONDITION

Retired:

"We're doing nicely with Old Age Assistnce, no complaints to make."

"There'll be 20,000 turkey eggs shipped to Iowa every year. We have
400 turkey hens."

"We are managing to get by, by using savings, it won't last long."

"not enough for medical care,"

"not enough to keep us from feeling destitute."

"If construction people would not require such long hours the older
men could continue."

"We'll manage very nicely."
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APPENDIX XVI

RES1 YOU BELIEVE IN A SET RLT11 T AGE"?

Pre - retired:

"should be from sixty to seventy; few want to work past seventy".
"if the job is dangerous to others by using older men"
"good to give younger man a chance"
"silliest thing in the world"
"unjust for older man to be extended on big salary, denying it to
younger man"

"normally, but not in war conditions"
"many men good at sixty-five"
"have worked forty years without missing a day; it's time to atop"
"should retire at sixty with enough"
"at sixty would make more employment"
"there ought to be some way to keep us on if we can't be retired
with enough"

"set retirement with adequate pay at sixty"
"lets younger men advance"
"father lived to be 100"
"was offered extension but said 'not"
"no retirement unless enough paid"

Retired:

"tried to keep older employees on because they were best"
"hardly anyone fit to do a day's work after sixty-five"
"sour taste about retirement; brought four children to Oregon.
In six years as weighmaster during the war, brought in 1350,000
in fines on log trucks; no thanks followed. Was retired just
as beginning to get enough to live on"
"not if work adjusted*
"yes, so young fellows can have world'
"should be the same for all with enough to live on"
"some good at seventy -five; could do three men's work at sixty"
"should let younger people have work if you can live without it"
"I was one of the originators of the system. It isn't good enough
yet, but it will come."
"If I could always work, I wouldn't want retirement or Social
security. But I want to work where they ask for me, not where
I have to ask for the job. And I want to tell others how to
do it".
"set age should be fifty-five"
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APIEIMIX XVI (conit)

RESPONSES TO "DC YOU BELIEVE IN A SET RETIREVEVT AGE"?

Retired,

"set age should be fifty"
"some people better at sixty-five than at fifty"
"no man capable after sixty-five in engineering"
"should be seventy"
"some old; some not"
"regretted it ever since"
"it wouldn't be fair to shift an older man to easier jobs all the
time; he just has to be able to do it."

"should be flexible; bas d on ability to pass a test"



APFE2DIX XXII

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING USE CF LUSURE TINE.

pre-retired

expect to
yard and garden 16
fishing 12
hunting 11
house chores 10
reading 9
radio 7
acreage 5
ball games 5
visiting 4
travel 4
shows 3
carpenter 3
farm 3
golf 3
cards 3
short drives 2
church activities 2
hikes 2
painting 2

concerts 1
woodworking 1
write letters 1
tinker with car 1
sewing 1
glass blowing 1
rocks 1
mining technique 1
photography 1
square dancing 1
greenhouse

retired

do now
12
7
5
5
8
8

2
1

**

4
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1

chickens 2
go to town 2
dominoes 1
write music 1
horseshoes 1
build house 1
pan gold 1
chrome prospect 1
just set 1
cow 1
rabbits 1
swimming
beach combing 1
repair violins 1
business 3.
sleep
park bench visi-
ting 1
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APPEI',DIX I corft)

RESPCESL TO QUSTIONS CONCERNING US1:. OF LEL; RE TIME.

from retired:

"would like to help people"

"used to paint;eyes won't permit"

"would like to fish, but no energy*

"need tires to go fishing"

"my time doesn't go as fGr as it used to"

"wanted to travel, but there is not enough money"
wires "just site and broods"

"sit on porch and watch the neighbors"

"just enough for needed rest"

* Many of the retired actually spent much time visiting,
** Several said they would like to travel if they had the energy

and the money,
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APPENDIX ::VIII

RESPONSES TO "IT WAS AND IT W;,SNIT", FGL 12 OF SCHEDULE R.

What do you enjoy most about retirement?

nothing
time
being own boss 4
living near children 3
fishing 3
get to go more 3
visiting 2
pension 2
work to enjoy it 2
fixing up place 2
time for special project 2
ball games 1

4
4

What do you dislike most about being retired?

no money 9
nothing 7
nothing to do 6
not working 3
poor health 2
no contact with men 2
having to retire 1
idea of being older
no routine
no uee dreaming 1

What things were most disappointing?

income 12
health 9
nothing 5
loss of wife 3
nothing to do 3
high prices 1
no work
no time to achieve 1



APFEEDIX XVIII (can't.)

RES USES TO "IT WAS AND IT WASN'T", PAGE 12 OF SCHEDULE R.

What things were better than you thought?

nothing 11
work 7
income 5
health 3
not as lonely 1
time flies 1

How long had you been planning for retirement?

none 20
a few years 7
a long time 3

What plans do you have for the future?

travel 3
visit children 1
add to business 2
just hang on 3
none 8
working 4
fix up place 2
gardening 1
just stay here 4
mining 1
raise turkeys 1
acreage 2
finish house 1

"just waiting; not much time left"
"planning not good; life is too uncertain."
"people who plan too much are very nervous"
"arranging a plot at the cemetery. It won't be long now."
"will live to be a hundred and work as long as I can"
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AFTINDIX XVIII (con't)

RESPONSES TO "IT WAS AND IT WASN'T", PAGE 12 OF SCH" U

Do you feel that you have completed your life's work?

yes 8
NO 9
not necessarily 4
definite plans 3

"yes, but not fun"
"yes, but not out of projects"
"might as well quit"
"will strike it rich yet"
"now is just as important"
"might get some music published yet"
"health must improve to make plans"
"take care of wife and place"

APPEWDIX XIX

RESPONSES TO "HOPES AND FEJd15", PAGE 12 OF SCHEDULE P.

What do you expect to enjoy most about retirement?

nothing 9
no one to tell me what to do 6
fishing and hunting 6
chance to change work 2
improving place 2
travel 2
calling time my own 2
quitting in heat of day 1
visiting 1
reading 1
vacations 1.

getting something for
nothing 1

time to do what I've always
wanted to do 1

just being home 1
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APPENDIX XIX (con't)

RESPONSES TO "HOPES AND FEARS", PAGE 12 OF SCHEDULE P.

What do you dislike most when you think about being retired?

nothing 11
money problems 6
time 3
job loss (not money) 3
being on shelf 3
getting fat 1
getting old
not being able to give
displeasing wife

it do you plan to do about the things you expect to dislike?

work 13
acreage 3
economize 2
travel 1

hobbies
gardening 1
grin and bear it
teach wife to drive or
take her to town

What is the most important thing or things you have to do after you
retire?

improve place 7
keep busy 6
specific task 5
hunt and fish 3
work 2
keep well 2
keep going 2
look after wife 2
educate daughter 1
travel 1
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INDIVIDUAL COULSaTNG NEEDS

P-1, Needs help accepting complaints of wife, inventorying assets and
finding friends in new location.

P-2 Needs short time assistance in giving up full-time job with

large responsibilities. He is capable of community leadership, but
needs help in finding channels.

P-3 No help needed. Personal and social resources sufficient.

P-14 Will have no difficulty keeping busy, but will have emotional
disturbance in accepting statue of retirement and lowered income. He
will need help in learning to substitute his willingness to give time
and service for his value in giving money.

P-5 Wifets condition may endanger adjustment of this person. Find.
ing of employment probably not difficult. Resignment to retirement
probably on verbal level. Adjustment by ulcers may indicate more
complicated adjustment needs.

Will need no assistance unless health fails. Relationship to
wife may support him in such a crisis; the same relationship could
increase anxiety because he is determined to do well by her.

_P-7 Will probably do very well if she can learn to type and get a
part time job. Has few supporting figures to assist in crisis.

Ps.8 This man will adjust if he keeps his health. He should be
helped to recognize need for alternative plans should his health fail.

P-9 No counseling assistance needed. His plans for a fix -it shop
in company with a younger man gives both economic and social security.
He will have a chance to use his skills and get recognition for his
ability. He will be independent and yet have reasonable security
should he become ill. The presence of the sister in addition to the
wife gives added emotional security.

P-10 No help needed if health continues. Alternate plans to keep
busy makes some form of time-consuming activity very likely. Intense
concern with flowers and house chores will occupy time even though no
job or occupation develops. Skills in seeing needs of neighbors and
friends together with willingness to be helpful will help assure
emotional support.
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P-11 Should something happen to this man's wife he would probably
need help in maintaining selfrespect. His house and yard showed
little sense of pride. If he is a good machinist he will probably
find work. If his land continues to sell in subdivisions he can
maintain his non-chalance. More information needed as to strength
of defense mechanisms to predict degree of adjustment.

P-12 No counseling needed. Wife and brother give adequate support.
Work plans are sound even if there should be some decrease in health.
Serious damage to health would be hard to accept for great pride was
shown by boast that not $50 had been spent on doctors in a lifetime.

P-13 If health continues, he will find satisfaction and future on
his farm which he has been wanting to develop for some time. Con-
siderable satisfaction gained by being able to say that he would not
go back to work except in an emergency.

P-14 Needs help in accepting "retirement". Considerable resent-
ment manifest. He will need to learn skills of visiting withfriends
and doing things with them. In the last twenty-six years he has
been on twenty-four hour call. The securing of part-time employment
would allay some fears and barish some resentments. He will need
help in accepting his "place" as a substitute for his job as a fore-
man. He does enjoy staying home, but this seeming asset might pre-
vent him from making social contacts that would be substitutes for
his work companions.

P-13 No counseling needed. Wife is younger and a supporting figure.
Children are near for alternative support. Now has skills for adjust-
ing to changing conditions such as heart and asthma.

P-16 No counseling needed now. Skills of shifting responsibility
well developed. Acceptance of relief would probably not be difficult.
Satisfaction Junin-productive activity or idleness evident.

P-17 heeds help in acceptance of "being old". Has already accepted
type of work available to older people without losing status satis-
faction. Will be fairly content as long as in present good health.
The young age of the children adds a problem many older people miss.
It also prolongs a usefulness often lost earlier. Economic problems
from having polio increase the difficulties of this family unit.

P-18 Could be helped to see values of "being on shelf". He now
sees possibility of community work and has acreage plans, but he has
not accepted these as adequate substitute for a paid job. Part time
work will help. The young daughter's need for a father's support is
helpful, but also a problem.
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P-19 Needs no counseling. Afe and fpmily near. Job in sight.

Hobby can be continued even with lessened strength. Nay need some

temporary urging to join Rock Club for contacts and companionship
of interest.

P.-20 Needs no counseling. Enjoys skills necessary to old age. Has
active and less active behavior patterns to draw upon as physical
conditions alter. Philosophy of life will enable him to handle
intruding circumstances satisfactorily.

P-21 Will need vocational counseling. Some help in budgeting or in
getting adequate medical assistance in addition to'pension would be
helpful,

P-22 Needs help to recover from death of daughter. Work has cow.
pensated some, Loss of work at retirement will leave more time for
brooding unless absorbing interest is found. If venture into private
paving is successful, adjuutment may be adequate.

Pa.23 No counseling needed. Flexible leisure time behavior patterns.
No concern about time or money. No fear of status loss. Ownership
of rental seems to be status maintaining item.

P-24 Needs help in accepting or understanding retirement system.
Has helpful wife, nice horse, promising acreage, good neighbors, church
activities and resentment of economies necessary.

P-25 Needs no counseling except perhaps vocational. Wife and family
supporting figures. Alternative leisure time activities include
passive and active design for living.

P-26 Needs no counseling. Hae active and passive skills for use of
time "Keeping busy" may mean just smoking a pipe or going down
town. If he were encouraged he could do creative work in iron forg..
ing and casting. His arthritus may prevent this. Ownership of
rentals maintains status satisfaction.

P-27 Needs no counseling. Will gain extension of work. Achieves
desired status by having time to develop and exhibit skills in hunt-
ing and fishing. Has wide support of friends in the community.

P-28 Needs no counseling, Wife and children are supporting figures.
Constant demand for present skills. Those skills can be used in
adjustment to changing physical condition. Has adequate social
contacts.
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1,0-29 Needs no counseling. Has family support. Acreage furnishes

alternative to employment. Church leL6ership gives status. Acreage

also maintains status.

P-P30 Needs some help in accepting economic state. Some evidence

of unreasonable aspiration level, House was cabin -like and with

simple furnishings. A rich work experience should make employment
more likely. Possibility of trailer camp success seems reasonable.
Community support, Sons give financial security now, but if they
go to college or get married, some adjustment will be needed.

R-1 Needs no counseling, Enjoys residence, friends, family. Has
almost accepted and has adjusted to reduced income. Has adjusted

to health problems. Expansion of activity possible with guidance
and opportunity.

R-3 Needs help to overcome great loneliness resulting from loss of
wife. Loss of health decreased activity to a disturbing degree.
Strong family support. Adequate funds. Healthy life philosophy.

R0.4 Needs some help to overcame resentment toward Highway group
on pension treatment, Is probably over - working in store. Has ,

adequate social contacts, status, income and family support.

R-5 Needs no counseling. Accepts uncertainties of life at advan-
ced age. Has absorbing activity that gives income, status and soc-
ial contacts, Inventive skills occupy mental energies.

R-7 Needs much support through the final phase of his life that is
evidently near. Acceptance of health condition and plans for security
of wife have been made. Disappointment in health is admitted but
resentment was not expressed. Appreciation shown for pension pay..
manta, neighbor's and family assistance and wife's helpfulness. Some
sense of failure to complete his part of the contract was felt as he
almost apologized for becoming ill. A rich family experience is
noted.

R-6, Manipulation of environment could add richness to this person's
life. If the neighbors and friends knew how much he needed them to
pass by for a greeting or a joke, a great deal could be added to the
life of this old man with a broken back as he site on his front porch
ready to laugh and joke with anyone, His interest in history and
insects is a useful onein his present physical condition. This man
wrote me a cheerftl letter in response to my visit.
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R-9 Possible need for counseling on nutrition here. Inadequate
income may result in malnutrition leading to weakness and fatigue,
Heart condition may be sole cause. If acceptance of OAA could be
achieved the economic situation would be improved. Friends and
neighbors helped. Resignation is the adjustment pattern. If
fatigue were less, violin repair.might be resumed.

R-10 Needs help in accepting new residence and in making new friends.

R-11 Extreme case of maladjustment; morose and grumbling. Daughter
said he was the worst spoiled man you ever saw. His wife was in
tears because he would not respond favorably to her efforts to help.
Probably organic deterioration; since deceased.

R..12 Counseling would be essential if this man should lose his
wife or his health, but especially his wife. He should be urged to
develop additional interests.

R-13 Grandiose ideas about needing $400 to live on and of spending
so Much on food probably were a bid for the esteem of the investi-
gator. House was drab and ill -kept. Probable need for social
approval. Might respond to call for help on some community project
needing his skill of painting and repair work. Would need careful
handling in a group.

R-14 Needs no counseling now. If his plans for gardening should
be canceled by extreme disability he would have trouble accepting
the condition. "Better health than he expected" is helpful.

R-15 Needs temporary help in convalescence. Will have some
trouble accepting unaccustomed fatigue following accident. This
fatigue, however, tends to equalize his ambition and his strength.
He may begin to feel that he is a burden in his daughter's home.

R-16 Has not accepted the loss of his responsibility in the State
Park named after him. His friends seldom come. His family is not
close. Needs help in developing new social contacts.

R-17 Needs no counseling. Will have social security and retirement
pension, Will enjoy growing roses and visiting his friends,

R.-18 Needs no counseling. Strong family support in addition to
wife. Friends are always there. Dreams of mining have possibility
of realization-just enough to keep him alive. Attitude toward life
will always make the best of things.
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13,19 Needs counseling to inventory life assets. Needs help in
developing passive hobby such as stamp collecting so as to have a
substitute for the active hobby of gardening that he now is unable
to do on account of his arthritus. Not being able to garden is a
real grief.

R-20 Wifels condition prevents much expansion outside of the home.
Has plenty of opportunity to be useful in the community, but resents
helping without pay. Needs help in making service without pay a
personal value.

R-21 Needs no counseling. Wife and son give support. Adjustment
has been made to physical disability. Hopeful attitude assists in
handling circumstances. Reasonable success in farming gives econ
omic security. Social contacts few but satisfying.

R-22 Could be encouraged to expand self into community work where
"contribution" would be experienced again. Support is needed for
development of creative skill in music.

R24 Needs assistance to find channels to give help and find
desirable response. He has skill useful in many community groups
and a willingness to use them. Grief over the loss of his wife
together with possible malnutrition from eating alone result in
fatigue which might be overcome by outside assistance.

R,-25 Support from wife and family adequate. Some assistance could
be used to improve social contacts. Limitations of health and sight
are obstacles to some hobbies. Assistance in the inventory of
assets might allay "feeling of destitution".

R-26 Needs help in accepting "retirement" and inventorying assets.
Would benefit from more social contacts. Increasing fatigue may
well result from "hopelessness".

R-27 This man has never acquired skills in expressing himself.
He seems to just live to live. Although he says he is a poor
mixer, he was cheerful and pleasant. Some assistance in sequin..
ing social contacts and in learning some hobby might make an unex-
pectedly exciting life for him.

R-28 Adequate support from wife, family and friends. Acreage plans
are realistic even considering possible decreasing physical capacity.
No counseling needed.
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R,-29 No counseling needed. Friends and neighbors give adequate
support and take careful watch of social need. Farm gives adequate
economic security even without capacity of individual to work.
Aspiration level lowered to meet physical disability.

R-.30 Needs assistance to find odd jobs even for part time. Needs
social contacts established. Feeling of "being old" unacceptable
yet, Although he enjoys building his house, he does not want to
be "just an old man building a house". Inventory of assets might
ease transition to retirement.

R-31 Needs no counseling. Christian Science has been accepted as
attitude toward circumstance. It furnished security, social con.
facts and satisfaction with things as they area Should his health
fail suddenly, there may be need for temporary outside help, It
will probably be found in the church. Wife and family give ado..
vete support.

R-32 Adequate family support. Serious illness temporarily dis
rupting adjustment.
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DEVIAn PATTLI1NS 0.'E INTERVIEW

P..1 Good health; nice home; social status above average; wife
living; but the wife is neurotic and a real obstacle to adequate
adjustment.

P-15 Bad heart; asthma; home; wife living; an abund-
ance of hope and plans for his cranberry bog.

P-24 Helpful wife; nice home; promising acreage; good neighbors;
church activities; but also a strong resentment concerning necessary
economies.

R-7 Good home; supporting family; wife living; but he has cancer.
In spite of this, he is handling the situation by doing the housework
the best he can so that his wife can work and qualify for social secur-
ity benefits when he is gone. He considers it fortunate that he has
extra time to rest so that he can gather enough strength to carry his
share of the load. He knows he cannot live long, but he has a bit
more preparation to make before he goes.

R-8 A broken back; a meager income; many lost dreams; sees friends
only as they pass on the walk or in the store; no children; but he
has a laugh, a joke and a warmth for all. A cheerful letter was
received from him after the visit.

R-11 Good home; greater than average pension; f
poor health; and extreme unhappiness.

ily support; very

R-14 Wife gone; savings gone; health not too good; but he is happy
and eager to fix up place; grandchildren come oftenriNeorbing
interest in growing things.

R -18 Calcified hip; small pension; no church; no clubs; doesn't
want work; but his yard was worn by the feet of his friends coming
to visit and be cheered by his yarns of the past and the tales of his
plans for future prospecting. He will always expect to strike it rich.

R -20 Poor health; ready to die; accepts OAA cheerfully; resents
opportunity to be useful without pay; previous hobbies abandoned for
health reasons; but the thing he enjoys most about retirement is atimd%

R-26 Fair health; fine friends close; beautiful spot for his trailer;
reasonable income from OAA; some work; lots of fishing; but resent-
ment of being retired; daughter's husband forbids communnaion,
Divorced eighteen ye2..rs ago.
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TECHN1QUL3 EMPLOYED IN STUDIEZ OF ADJUSTMENT IN OLD AGE*

AKE SOURCE FOR SUBJECTS No:** WILING TECHNNME1*** No.** DATA GATHEIZINGTECHNIQUES No.**

Retirement ecords 24 Total selected population 40 Interview with schedule 39
Local Census or map 16 Selected sample **** 29 Questionnaire***** 25
Residents of institution 10 Random sample *** 10 Interview.using scales & tests 13
Those known to be old 32 Representative sample 4 Case History or record 6

Clinical records a Area sampling Case History or record with
Employment records 7 90 interview 6

School records a Clinical record with interview 7

Relief rolls 9 Questionnaire with interview 3

Case records 4 Discussion group 3
Ration records 4 Controlled Experiment 3
Church membership 2 Clinical record without
Social Security Records
P011 Tax records

3
1

interview
Tape recorder with interview

1
2

U.S. Census 1
Volunteers 1

115-

A discrepancy in numbers results from the reporting of two or more techniques used in a single
study and from incomplete reporting in the material available to the author.

*it "No." means the number of studies reporting the use of the technique named.
*** The meaning of the "samplingu reported was difficult to determine in some cases. Some reported

"selected at random". Others gave details of drawing the random numbers so that the reader
could be certain of the meaning of the terms used.

**** A "selected sample" was considered by the author to be one which included a group of individuals
lifted out of a population without the use of sampling techniques. It does not include the
sample resulting from partial returns from questionnaires.

***** Returns varied from 20.0 (88) to 81% (34
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INDEX STUDIES USING DESIGNATED TECHNIC

NAME SOURCE FOR SUBJECTS

Retirement records 3, 7, 8, 12, 14, 17, 18, 20, 280
59, 76, 82, 83, 90, 94, 98, 100,

Local census or map 24, 30, 35, 44, 45, 71, 74, 75,
95, 97, 101, 107.

Residents of institution 6, 9, 15, 55, 56, 63, 68,
Those known to be old 4, 9, 13, 16, 57, 58, 62, 63,
Clinical records 10. 22, 23, 25, 29, 37, 39, 42*
Ilaployment records 79, 80, 87, 93, 99, 104, 106.
School records 31, 41, 43, 50, 51, 60, 61, 88.
Relief rolls 2, 5, 11, 19, 240 270 53, 67, 73.
Case records or history 2, 5, 19, 103.
Ration records 32, 36, 75, 107.
Church membership 54, 92.
Social Security records 26, 84, 97.
Foll tax records 21*
U.S. Census 1.
Volunteers 70.

33, 34, 38, 40,
102, 105, 106.

77, 78, 85, 91,

81, 86, 89,
64, 66, 69, 96.

SAMPLING TECHNIOLS

Total selected population 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 180 19,
20, 27, 310 32, 33, 34, 38, 41, 55, 56,
59, 60, 66, 67, 68, 71, 73, 76, 77, 79,
80, 82, 85, 87, 88, 89, 98, 101, lot,

Selected sample 2, 4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 25, 29, 37, Oi's
40, 42, 43, 44, 53, 57, 58, 61, 64, 69, 70, 83,
86, 96, 100, 3.06.

Random sample 21, 24, 26, 28, 36, 45, 63, 81, 84, 107.
Representative sample 6, 54, 75, 104.
Area Sampling 30, 35, 74, 78, 91, 95, 97.

*Those techniques listed in APPENDIX XXII. The numbers cited
refer to the members assigned to the studies shown in
APPENDIX XXIV.
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INDEX OF STUDIES USING DESIGNATED TECHNIWES (CONTINUED)

DATA GATHEIIING TECHNIQUES

Interview with schedule 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 160 26, 30, 32, 35, 36,
44, 48, 53, 54, 56, 63, 67# 680 71, 73,
74, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, es, 87,
91, 95, 97, 100, lol, 105, 106, 107.

Questionnaire 4, 7, 8, 120 13, 17, 18, 20# 28, 31, 33, 34, 38,
41, 49, 51, 55, 61, 64, 66# 76, 82, 88,
980 104.

Interview using scales and tests 11, 21, 24, 29, 39, 43, 47,
52, 60, 70, 75, 77, 89.

Case history or record 19$ 54, 57, 58, 69, 103.
Case history or record with interview 2, 5, 53, 73, 85, 96.
Clinical record with interview 10, 23, 25, 290 37, 39, 42.
Questionnaire with interview 60, 45, 59.
Discussion group 14, 15, 106.
Controlled experiment 63, 81, 89.
Clinical record without interview 22.
Tape recorder with interview 48, 87.

LONGITUDINAL STUDIES 45# 60, 700 104.
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CHART-- SMEARY OF RE'SEARCH ON THE AD T ASPECTS OF AGING

Key: (S) These studies are cited in a mimeograph report of the Division of Maturity and Old Age of the
American Psychological Association compiled by Nathan W. Shocks 1950.

(H) These studies are cited in a mimeograph report of the Committee on Later Maturity of the
University of Chicago. They were sent to the writer by R.J. Havighursts 1952.

(NS) This material was not available to the writer for direct observation.

( ) Numbers in parentheses are bibliographic references.

DATE*
TITLE OF PROJECT INSTITUTION AND RESEARCU23 SUBJECTS TESTS AIM TECHLIQUES

1.01d age dependency in
the United States (13.9)

(NS)

2.01d age poverty in
Greenwich Village (97)

(NS)

L.W. Scalier

Mable L. Nassau

total dependent population statistical data based
of the United States on U.S, census

100 poor old people in the case history
heart of New York City interview

nondependent
dependent

* Some dates were difficult to establish exactly. Some correspond to publication,others to research
activity.
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DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT INSTITUTION AND RESEARCH SUBJECTS TESTS AND TECHNIQUES

1921

3.014 -age support of
Women Teachers (37)(N3)

12.22

4.Senescencep the last
half of life (48)

5 Aged clients of
Boston (36)

6.The dependent aged in
San Francisco (59)

The Department of Research
of the Womenss Educational
and Industrial Union

Lucile Eaves

Clark University
G. Staxaey Hall

Women's Educ.8tInd.Union
Lucile Eaves

University of California
Jessica B. Peixotta

115 retired teachers of
Boston were included in
an investigation of 305
active and retired Mass-
achusetts teachers

selected group of
superior individuals

"adequate samples" of
both independent and
dependent poor

846 out of 2156
dependent aged

mailed questionnaire

892 case records
615 interviews

representative sample
of each institution

interviews by trained
social workers
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DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT

221.6

INSTITUTIOi AND RES' ,,CTS T AND TECf I A17.

7.k study of the adequacy University of Pennsylvania
and effectiveness of the
Pennsylvania school Reuben T. Shaw
employment retirement
system (111)

8.01 evaluation of the Indiana University
Indiana state teachers
retirement system based Edward H. Carpenter
on a study of annui-
tants (21)

2222
9.The adaptations of fifty
men and women to old Frances Conkey
age (28)

1222
]D.Wishee and feelings of

Duty in the Course of
Human Life (40)

Psych. Inst. of Vienna
Charlotte Buhler
Else Frenkel-Brunswick

509 retiranta of a
state-wide system
79 service employees
60% reply

416 retired teachers
in Indiana
652 sent

25 in institutions
25 in families
age 65 or more
16 men; 34 women

65 subjects - 17.40
years of age; 400
biographies - diaries
"outstanding people"
"average peoples

pre-test on 25 retired
employee
mailed questionnaire
Punch cards for analysis
(Hallereth machine)
validity checked by re-
tirement records
econ status concerned

mailed questionnaire
anonymous
evaluation of economic
condition

interview

critical interviews
biographies
diaries
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DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT

flifhe social adjustment
of 381 recipients of
old age allowances (39)

.122.
12.A critical study of

the adequacy and
effectiveness of five
teacher's retirement
systems (60)

1221
13.Attitudes toward Old

Age (26)-

IFISTITUTION AND RLS'I'ICHEUS SUBJECTS

Vassar College
Christine M. Morgan
Joseph K. Folsom

University of Minnesota

Arthur G. Hoff

University of Southern
California
Arthur SYmr=Tuan Chen

1.2.12
14.Attitudes toward desir- Y.M.C.A.

able living arrangements
for retired years (NS)* R.P. Kaighn

15.A discussion group of George Lawton
old persons whose
average age was 75 (75)

upstate grantees
metropolitan grantees
total 381

TESTS AND TahTIQUES

interview
happiness scale

957 annuitants (40.5%) mailed questionnaires
826 pre-annuitants coded to fit Hallerith

(29.7A) card
592 administrators (42.2%)

242 old persons
1048 young persons

Y.M.C.A. pre-
retirants

40 members of home
for the aged

"not a cross section of
society"
questionnaire re responses

solicited by friends

discussion group

discussion group

*George Lawton of New York City is in possession of one of the two available copies of the mimeographed p
report. Elon Moore of the University of Oregon has another.
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DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT

.12i2
23. Psychology of aging

(30)

24.Social Problems of the
aged based on a study
in Minneapolis and
Jackson (32)

25.Hapciness in Old age

(76)

26,Economic And Social
Status of Old Age and
Survivors Insurance
(139)

INSTITUTION AND

O. Diethelm
F.V. Rockwell

University of Minnesota
Robert X. Dinkel

George Lawton

Soda' Security Admin-
istration
Edna C. Wentworth

SU ACTS T . ) AND TECHNIQUES

110 psychiatric patients clinical interview
age 45 or more medical exam

40 persons
age 65.85

50 persons
average age 60
2/3 Woman

sample of 2571 bene-
ficiaries of BSI in
St. Louis, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and Los
Angeles (universe-6595)

random selection from
3 sets of names (WPA;OAA;
town census)

24 hour interview
seen 3-4 times
recording verbatim
attitude scale on support
by children

40 general questions

interview using
only one question
*happiest time of life*?

interview by trained 0=
personnel to ascertain
economic status samples
stratified as to:
primary benefit amount
type of claim

classified as to family.

type
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27.y -five and Over
C122)

28:When ministers retire
(127)

29:Chronic disease and
Psychological Invalid-
ism-a Psychosomatic
Study (105)

Philadelphia
Social Service Committee
Leon T. Stern

United Lutheran Church
Earnest A. Trabert

The American Society for
Research on Psycho...somatic
Problems
Jurgen Rueseh

study based on a survey
of the care of the aged in
Philadelphia !early Nest-
ing of Friends

50 retired clergymen
39 replies (75%)

123 patienta (Short
study)

64 patients

Reelected at random"
from 1945 Yearbook(church)
anonymous replies to
mailed questionnaire

3 hours of interview
10.50 hours of interview

(long study) unseleated sample of out-
patient group willing to
stay in hospital

complete medical and
inventory

diagnostic psychiatric
interview
shortened WechslerBellvue
Abbreviated EM*P*/*
multiple choice Rorschach
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DATE
!TITLE OF PROJECT riomunoN AND USSANCHOS SUBJEtOTS TESTS AND TECNNIVES

lag
30.The social participa-

tion of old people in
California retirement
community (87)

31.Expansion and constric-
tion of life activities
during the adult life
span as reflected in
civic and political
participation (129)

Harvard University
Walter C. McKain Jr.

Syracuse University
Richard Trumbull
C. Robert Pace
R.G. Euhlem

32.A survey of aged people Research services Ltd.
in York (H) (NS) Nark Abrams, director

random sample of 1700
dwellings in Paradise,
California
287 persons 65 s

9000 cases (59%
response)

college grads in U.S.
*ogee 2D-90

12, 510 persons
men 65 or more
women 60 er more

80% some lengthy
interview

four schedules used
one by interview
others by self-
administration

qualitative material
supplemented

questionnaire sent out
by Time magazine

interview
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DATE
PROJECT A

Mb& (cont.)

33.Industrial workers in
retirement (91)

34.Ministers in retire
meat (93)

35.01d people (96)

University of Oregon
Elon H. Moore

University of Oregon
Elon H. Moore
Corinne Hammer

The Nuffield Foundation
Univ. of Cambridge
B.Seebohm Rowntree(ciman.)

47 usable reports from
63 retirements from
variety of industries
(part of larger study)

73 out of 90
Protestant pension
lists
(part of larger study)

men 65 ;women 60
219 out of 440 with bias
toward less well -to-do
Wolverhampton, England

mailed questionnaire
thru Shell Oil Person..
nell Dept.
answers to magazine
sponsored contest
some personal inter-
views in California
and Florida some
continued correspondence

mailed questionnaires
accompanied by $1 bill

recognized samTqing
ode special field surveys
interviews by trained
investigators

limit 25 a week with
reports

survey of local charities
(York)

survey of charitable



C' _'_ 42 SUT U RI OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPENDIX X GIY ( num)

DATE
T 0 ON ACID HES 3

2.2_42

16.The unattached aged
immigrant (NS) (50)

17,Problems and avocations
of retired teachers
(104)

184A study of the status
of retired teachers in
California (128)

12.Q
19031d age in New York

City (18)

20*After 64 -what? (65)

21.Attitudes and adjust..
meats of aged rural
people in Iowa (72.73)

22.Neuropsychiatric
Geriatrics (136)

Catholic University of Anent
Ronan L. Heremsld

Research division of N.Q.A.
Madaline X. Rea1ein

University of Oregon
Ralph F. Troge

Welfare Council of New
York City
Helen Hardy Brunet

Kaighn

Iowa State College
Judson T. Landis

The Kayo Clinic
Henry W. Waltman

ca 109 old Polish
immigrants

1061 usable returns from
4000 sent (25%)

1464 returns from
2456 sent (60%)
every retired teacher
in California

3106 requestees
1935 sustained enough
for this study

318 retired
secretaries out of
624 total (5(4)

450 rural persons
age 65-98

200 neuromchiatrio
patients of the Mayo
clinic

DT

interview

questionnaire

mailed questionnaire

analysis of case records
of bureau of the Welfare
council of New York City

mailed questionnaire

grandma sampling"
interview
adjustment scale

case records
in order of registration



CHARTED summAnr OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
OF P T 3 IS A iICUES

22.4 (cont.)

36.Social Medicine of
old age (112)

The Nuffield Foundation
University of Cambridge
J.H. Sheldon

37.Observation in Old Age Earl Stern
Counseling Center (121)

2.2i2

38.A study of the. adjust- University of Chicago
:sent of retired school Joseph He Britton
teachers (3) (16)

39.Psychologica3. and psych-Hollywood, California
iatric studies on the Charlotte Buhler
human course of life (with 2 associates)

(S) (Ns)

583 persons "random sample" (1 in 30)
186 men age 65 or more register of ration cards
397 women age 60 or more time: 3 months

interview
social survey followed
by medical survey

100 clients in counsel-
ing center supported by
charity age 50-86
(75% over 60)

120 men; 372 women
retired from Chicago
schools

100 clinical cases
private practice

interview

mailed questionnaire
"Tour Attitudes and
Activities"

Rorschach test
psychotherapy data



CHARTED SUrLART OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

bATS
TITLE OF PROJECT

12.42 (cont.).
40.Personal adjustment in

old age (22)

41.Personal traits of
older people as
observed by their
juniors (25)

42.Attitude of older
population towards
activity and
inactivity (41)

EglITUTION_AND RES11:ARCHERS

University of Chicago

Ruth. S. Cavan
Ernest W. Burgess

Havighurst
Herbert Goldhaner

Ohio State University
Albert R. Chandler

McGill University
Edrita G. Fried

43.Patterns of adjust- University of Chicago
ment in old age (S)(NS) Eugene A. Friedman

=TS AND ,I23

2743 mailees (32.5%) "Your attitudes and
retired methodist activities inventory',
ministers mailed and interview

widows of ministers
retired school teachers
college alumni
misc. groups
245 interviewees
181 Rockford,111. (CAA incl.)
64 Morris, Illinois

200 replies from
700 questionnaires sent
age 50.80 reference
younger college and
professional people

mailed questionnaire

75 retired individuals clinical interviews

20 males; 20 females
age 65.87
superior intelligence

Rorschach test
Attitude scale
Interview



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED).

DATE
T F PROJECT ST TUTION AND RES 'CTS TS AND T

1944 (cont.)

44.Attitudes and activi- U.S. Public Health Service
ties of the middle aged
and aged (44) L. Pearl Gardner

45.A longitudinal study
of adjustment in old
age (S) (H) (NS)

46.Adult age trends in
activities and the
development of an
instrument for measur-
ing personal "social
deteriorations and the
extent of active partic-
ipation in living (8)(NS)

UniVersity of Chicago
Havighurst

L.W. Burgess
Herbert Goldhamer
Ethel Shanas

Syracuse University
R.G. Kuhlen
A.F. DeGroat

47.Age trends in adjust-
ment during the adult R.G. Kuhlen
years as reflected in
happiness ratings (S) (NS)

Syracuse University

193 aged in homes of
middle classes
age 70 or more if
possible 5-6% refueals

2000 men and women

age 5559
residing in Chicago
area

300 adults
age 20-80

interviews by college
students with at least
6 hours psychology with
old people in their
community

questionnaires
interviews

inventory

interview
rating of happiness
by Ws



CHARTED SURKARY RESEkaCH ON THE ADJUSTHiNT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUO)

DATE

ME reNzer
(cont-4)

48Adult differences in
motivation and values

(s) (NS)

IN5TITUTIgN A.N] IttzlEacfrrA,

Syracuse University
R.G. !Whim

49.An investigation of the Syracuse University
personal problems of R.G. Kuhlen
adults of different
ages (8) (Ns)

50,Cultural attitudes tos. Syracuse University
wards various age R.G. Kuhien
groups as reflected in J, Liccioni
trait.names assigned
these groups (S) (NS)

51,The cultural definition Syracuse University
of "prime of life" B.G. Iuhlen
4siddle age", and "old Everette Luther
age", and the attitudes
toward these groups

(5) (NS)

pretest on 50 young
graduate students
(not psych. students)
volunteered 25 hrs.
time

MOO adults

college students

T 'T3 AND TECHNIQUES

Libert type
open-ended interview
electrically recorded
interviews for pre-
testing

free response question-.
mire
list worries

recorded trait names
assigned to various age
groups by college
students

700 college students free response questions.
and public school teach-naire
ere (50% over 25 years)



CHARTED SU221A.

DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT

OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTKarr ASPECTS OF AGING - AP DIX may (colini:u.o)

mg (cont.)

52.The relation between
maintenance of active
participation in inter-
ests and the "decline"
in mental ability (3)(NS)

,INSTITUTION AND MSEARCHMS

Syracuse University
R.G. Kuhien

53.Personal adjustment of University of Chicago
chronically ill old Margery J. Mack
people (6) (H) (NS)

54.01der People and the
Church (84)

Federal Council of
Churches

Paul B. Raves
J. Lennart Cedarlsar

55.Factors in the personal University of Chicago
and social adjustment Ju-Shu Pan
of old people in homes
for the aged (3) (H)
(100)

SUBJECTS

adults 60-70 years of
age

50 lower-class patients
age 60 or more
receiving services of
visiting nurse

70 parishioners
selected to represent
age intervals of gen-
eral population (60-
65; 65-70, etc.),

732 persons
age over 60
living in institutions

TESTS AND TECHNIQUES

participation in activi-
ties Wechsler-Bellevue
Vocabulary tests
Learning tests

Interviews
"Tour attitudes and

Activities"
Case histories

18 months ministry
interval
study of best approach
to pastoral care
analysis of pastoral
case records for dis-
covery of methods of
approach

"Your attitudes and
Activities"



CHARTED SMART OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
IT= OF PROJECT

1 42 (cont,)

56.Social Adjustment of
aged people (5) (101)

57.Familial adjustments
of "successful" and
"problemM old people

(S) (NS)

58.Paid work and unpaid
service activities of
old people (8) (NS)

59.A study of superannu-
ated members of the
state retirement system
of Ohio (117)

60.Follow-,up of intellect-
ually gifted subjects

61.Notes on Shifts of
Interest with age(125)

INSTITUTION AND I-'7ARCH7 5

University of Chicago
Ju-3hu Pan

Ohio State University
S.L. Pressey

Ohio State University
S.L. Presley

Ohio State University
Paul Emmet Spayde

Stanford University
Terman

Waits H. Oder
Babette B. Doyle

Thorndike, &L.

sUBJX-T3 TESTS AND TECHNIQUES

116 women
age 60 or more
living in 12 institu-
tions

1000 elderly
known to students in
classes

1000 elderly
known to students in
classes

2859 returns out of
5781 sent (49.5%)
2631 usable

two schedules
one on attitudes
one or more objective
data

case studies through
reports of students in
university classes

case studies through
reports of students in
university classes

mailed questionnaire
interview

1400 subjects observed Intellectual and per-
and tested since 1921- sonality testa
1922 Physical exams

37 men, grad students
in educ. ages 23-40

selfweporting on
shifts of interest



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPENDIX riall (CONTINUED)

DATE
T TEE 0 PROJECT

12.22 (cont.)

62.Problems of personal University of Chicago
adjustment in old age Bernard H. Baum
of German-Jewish refugees
(1933-1941) (H)(NS) (8)

63.The relationship of L. Chalfin
several psychological
and socio-economic char.
acteristics and the
activities of sense-
cents in New York City

(23)

64.Attitudes of Superior Ohio State University
groups toward retire* Albert R. Chandler
meet and old age (24)

INSTITUTION A HESEAR S SUBJECTS TESTS AND TECHNICUES

65.1solation and conduct
in later life (H)(NS)

(51)

66,Adjustment to retire-
ment - The fossils. A
case study. (54)

University of Chicago
William Harlan

University of Chicago
HavighUrst

108 in 7 old age
homes
108 in 7 recreation
centers
age over 65
varied in background

selected group of
superior persons

173 response from
950 sent

28 persons(30% return)
group of upper middle
class professional and
business men

stratified random
sample

interview with
schedule

duplicated and added
to G. Stanley Hall's
questions.
mailed questionnaire

open end questionnaire
distributed by officer
of club

mailed direct to invest-g.
&gators



Ei.RCH ON THE ADJUSTMarfCNARTLD SUYLARY OF RES ' OF AGING « APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
TIT LE OF r.,40JEOT

3_222 (cont*)

67.Needs of persons 60
years of age and over

(Ns) (79)

68.A study of possible
influence of religious
adherence on adjust-
ment (99)

69*Case study comparisons
of success:111 and prob-
lem old people (102)

INS ITUTION AND ';"E°;E HERS

Dept* of Public Welfare in
Warren County, N.C.
Huth Lindquist

Eva S. Oles

Ohio State University
S.L. Fressey
Elisabeth Simcoe

70Longitudinal Study of Moosehaven Research Lab*
Abilities in Senescence Martin L. Reymart
(69) Walter Obrest

George Myers
Hebert W. Armes

5nJECTS

19 women; 19 men
orthodox Jews
28 institutionalized
10 in own homes

553 elderly men and
women middle class
reputably successful
problem persons

60 volunteers ranging
from 65-85
divided into sub-groups
with average ages of 67,
72* 77, and 82,
new subjects m..y be

T AND `kl,:4-111414.1,1-.Z

interview with schedule
of 21 inqueries
13 adjustment items
8 religious items

case studies reported
in class by university

or students

added

audiometric tests
visual performinee tests
muscle strength tests
basal metabolism tests
intelligence tests
personality assessment
motor abilities tests
physical and medical exam
E.E*G.
heart rate exam, etc



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMI3T ASPECTS OF Ams . APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJCT

1.222 (cont.)

71.Personal and social
adjustments of 49
retired rural men '(108)

72.Patterns of adjustment
in persons of later
maturity (H)(NS)(109)

73.The personal adjustment
of recipients of old
ago assistance (110)

INSTITUTION AND RESEARCHERS SUBJECTS

Pennsylvania State College
P. AIDelbert Samson
William G. Mather

University of Chicago
John F. Schmidt

University of Chicago
Ethel Shanas

74.The retired population Florida State Improve*.
of St. Petersburg (138) ment conmdssion.

Irving L. Webber

49 rural men
age 65 or more
Wayne Co., Penn.

127 men; 261 women
age 65 or over
OAA recipients

734 retired persons
68 other family members
in 439 households

TESTS AND mainqpis

personal interview
all but 7 in county

"Your attitudes and
Activities Inventory"
case studies for check
interview

interview
every third street or
avenue
every 15th house
one page schedule



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE F PROJECy 'STITUTION AND RESEI,RC 1 SUBJECTS

1.22
75.Social roles in the

prevention of senility
(1)

76.Factors related to the
adjustment of retired
Y.M.C.A. secretaries
(15)

77.Social factors in the
adjustment of the aged
among the Hutterites

(35)

78.Adjustment of older
people in two Florida
communities (46)

University of Chicago
R. Albrecht

University of Chicago
Jean O. Britton
Joseph H. Britton

University of Chicago
J.W. Eaton
T. Plant

University of Florida
Samuel Granick

100 persons
age 65 or more
midwestern community

161 returns from
328 sent (49.7%)
retired secretaries

elderly in group
reputed to be of un-
usually good mental
health

persons over 60 in St
Cloud and Winter Park

86.5% response

TESTS AND Tt.CHNI C,4%4Z

focused interview
"lour attitudes and Activ-
ities"
role activity scale
personality register
newspaper, lists,observa-
tion
ratings by 3 judges
proportional stratified
sampling: age, marital
status, social class

Warner's index

mailed questionnaire
Attitude Inventory

psychiatric interviews
anthropological data
census data

sampling of every fifth
house in St. Cloud and
every sixth house in
Winter Park

interviews by trained persons



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESE&RCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPEIMIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJEQT,

2.2a (cont.)

79.Attitudes toward work University of Chicago
and retirement: South- W.H. Harlan
ern Illinois Coal Miners

(51)

It SMUTION AND RESEARCHERS

80.The skilled worker; re- University of Chicago
tirement preparation Ralph R. Ireland
and plans with some ref-
erence to the meaning of
work (61)

SUBJECT

150 coal miners
age 50 or more; average
61
13 nines in 5 counties

341 members of Chicago
photo engravers union
'5
50% response

81.The effect of a work Moosehaven Research Laboratory
program on adjustment Robert W. KleeMeier 171 men
attitudes in an aged homes for the aged
population (68)

TSSTS AND T4CHN1QUSS

interviews

systematic sample of
universe;pretests;
mailed questionnaire;
follow-up of non -
response
coding sheets from
Nat'l Opinion Research
Center

self-health estimates
random sample
control groups
"Tour Attitudes and
Activities" inventory

work program for
experimental group



CHARTED SUEMARY OF.RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMaT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (C( NTINUED)

DATE
TITLZ.OF PRWLCT

jan (cont,)

82Jirofessors Retire-
ment'(92)

INSITITTION AND RESEARCHERS

UniVersity of Oregon.
Elon H. Moore

834Retire and Be Happy Irving Salomen
(107)

122
844'How the aged get

along (6)
Social Security Admin-
istration
R.M. Bail

85Zife after 100 - a Sweet Briar College
study in social adjust- N.B. Beard
went (9)

359 returns out of
1000 sent to members
of Teachers Insurance
Annuity Assoc«
76 women; 283 men
42 states represented

405 retired men

UST4 AND TECHNI,JUb

willingness to respond
requested and card for

andreply sent with annuity
check 482 letters
and questionnaires mailed
5 seminar students rated
satisfaction

18000 persons
on benefit rolls OASI
12000 usable schedules

200 centenarians

interviews
ucross-section of retired
persons"

wide range of ages
almost all occupations
in 24 states
"not selected in any war

random 1% sample
schedules in interviews

case records from
interviews



CHARM SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
T OF PROJECT ' ITUT ON AND RES SUBJECTS WM' AND TECHI UM'

1222 (cont.)

86.The adjustment of resi- Bucknell University
dents of a home for N.D. Blake
the aged (12)

87.The meaning of work University of Chicago
and attitudes toward Janet Bower
retirement of older
workers on retail
trades (14)

8844ork and retirement of Pennsylvania State College
older college alumni (17)Joseph H. Britton

89.The effects of activi-
ties programs upon the
socialization of resi-
dents of old age homes

(34)

University of Michigan
Wilma Donahue
W. Hunter
D. Coon

20 males age 70-93
20 females age 6045

160 department store
workers
age 55-70
I men; women

361 male alumni response
out of 1757 (20.6%)
classes 1866-1913

835 residents
14 homes for aged

personal interviews
over period of 7
months

2 interviewers; man
interviewed men; women
interviewed women

hour-long confidential
interviews

tape-recorded

mailed questionnaire
representativeness
checked

experimental group
matched to control
group 8 months',
program pre and
post activities assess-
ment: sociometric
scale; attitudes inven-
tory; personal inter.
view



CHARTED SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUST ENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPENDIX XXIV- (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJiXT

212 (cont.)

90...Voluntary retirement
and the meaning of
work (42)

91.The retired people
of Nest Palm Beach
(43)

92.4k study of the per-
sonal adjustrient of
older church members
(H) (NS)

93.A study of the per-
sonal adjustment of
physicians over sixty
years of age (H) (NS)

( 47)

94.The adjustment of
retired workers in
industrial communities

(05)

I=ITUTION AND Ft:.SEIRCHERS

University of Chicago
Eugene Friedman

University of Florida
Glenn V. Fuguitt

University of Chicago
Robert M. Gray

University of Chicago
Dolores Gruen

Cornell University
McConnell

sTECTS TESTS AND TECFLIQUES

dissertation in progress

retired white people of
best Palm Beach
short sample 140

(68 21.; 72 F.)
total sample 202

(84 I4.; 118 F.)

dissertation in progress

interview
9% city blocks selected
by random technique



CHARTED SMEARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING - APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT I ISTITIritIOIT AND RMEARC114,:-S SUBJECTS

1952 (cont.)

95.Economic Security in
Old :=,ge. Connecticut
Farm Operators - 1951
(a preliminary report)

(61)

96.Case studies of well.-
adjusted persons over
70 years of age (89)

97.01d People in Welling-
ton City: a survey.(82)

Bur. of Agric. Econ.
U.S. Dept. of Agric.

Walter C. Wain Jr.
Elmer D. Baldwin
Louis J. Ducof

Ohio State University
J.P. McNulty

N.Z. Dept. of Health
D.C. Marsh

383 usable schedules
June-Sept. 1951

persons with reputedly
fine adjustment

677 out of 842 drawn in
sample from Social
Security age-beneficieri

TESTS AND TI:x ilaQuEs

interviews
area sampling

sampling segments drawn
from master sample of
Bur. of Agric. Econ.

non-directive inter-
view

survey sample 6% of 65t
in Wellington City
es

personal interview by
students of Victoria
University College

98.Retirement Village Florida State Improve- 900 pensioners of a mailed questionnaire
Planning (106) ment Commission corporation coded on McBee keysort

Richard. S. Sahlie 471 returns (26.7%) cards

99.Retirement expecta-
tions and the meaning
of work among steel-
workers (H) (NS)

University of Chicago
James Singleton

dissertation in progress



CHARTED SMART OF R1 SEARCH ON THE ADJUSTMENT ASPECTS OF AGING APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUO)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT

1.22 (cont.)

100,What Pensionnaires
Really Think About
Retirement. (118)

101.01d Age in a Rural
Township (137)

INSTITUTION AND RESEARCHtliS

Special Surveys Cleveland

Alfred University,
Alfred, N.Y.
Department of Sociology
Roland L. Warren

102.A study of the factors University of Chicago
associated with adjust-
ment in a group of Ruth 'Watson
retired Methodist
ministers (H) (NS)

103.Community services for A Wieboldt Foundation
older people (27) project

University of Chicago
Elisabeth Breckenridge-Dir.

,FBITECTS

483 men retired
writhin 1-5 yrs. by six
Cleveland companies

all people 65 years of
age or more in the
township of Almond, .T.

90 in village
53 outside village
79 females; 64 males
6 could not be reached

or refused

dissertation in progress

421 continuing service
cases from Chicago's
family service agencies

TESTS AND TRONIQUE4

personal interview

schedule administered
by Rural Sociology
students.

pre-test on 25 aged
people in neighboring
township

case study
records



CHARTED SUMP.. Y OF RESEARCH ON THE ADJUSTIKUTr ASPECTS OF AGING . APPENDIX XXIV (CONTINUED)

DATE
TITLE OF PROJECT STITUTION

122 (cont.)

104.In-plant studies of
occupational retire -
ment (7)

JOA1
105.Civil Servants in

Retirement (NS)

106.Some observations On
Executive Retirement
(49)

107.01d People (H) (NS)

(56)

RESEARCIMS SUBJECTS

Lilly Endomment
Cornell. University

T. P. bright
M.L. Barron

Univ. of Wisconsin
Industrial Relations Center
R.W. Fleming
Rita McGaughey

Harvard University
Graduate School of
Business Administration
Harold R. Hall

University of Chicago
R. J. Havighurst

several thousand
64 yr. old employees
in various occupations

70 annuitants of
itisconsin retirement
system

425 executives
(125 retired)

50 professional people

100 persons
age 65 or more
midwestern community

244 ref al

TESTS AND TECHNI7UES

contact once a year for
7 years
longitudinal survey
nation-wide sample
self- administered
mailed questionnaire

interview

interview with person
interview with acquaint.
ances
group discussions

sugar rationing regis-
tration checked against
census;objective infor-
mation from dity
directory and other
community members



CHARTED 3 H DH THE AD ASP TS aF AGING APPENDII X Y (t T

DATE
TIE tF 3

Future

100.Personality adjustment Caroline Zachry In titute 100-200 married
in old age as in New 'fork City single women
involutional period L. N. Frank
of women (S) (NS)

109.Trends in the twelve University of Illinois
primary personality R.B. Cattell
factors (S) (NS)

project planned but
not in operation

project planned but
not in operation


